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ABSTRACT 
Enhancing Female Adolescent Identity Development 
Through Ideological Perspective-Taking 
Training: A Replication and 
Extension Study 
by 
Deborah Lynn Huston, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1990 
Major Professors: Dr. Gerald R. Adams 
Dr. Carol Markstrom-Adams 
Department: Family and Human Development 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect 
of ideological perspective-taking training on female 
identity development. The primary hypothesis of the study 
was that those subjects engaged in the training sessions 
i x 
would show advancement in identity development that exceeded 
that of normal adolescent development. Ninety-eight 
subjects were pretested for the study. Attrition due to 
elimination during prescreening and failure to complete the 
training phase of the study left 50 subjects. Participants 
were assigned to a treatment group, an engaged control 
group, or a maturational control group. Both the treatment 
and engaged control groups participated in two ses sions a 
week for a 4-week period. Posttesting was completed during 
the final week of the study. One-way analysis of variance 
and a repeated measures analysis of variance were computed 
on the pretest and posttest scores. There were no 
significant advances in ideological identity for those 
participating in the training program. Validity and 
reliability of the dependent measures are assessed and 
discussed. Implications for future research are presented. 
(182 pages) 
X 
INTRODUCTION 
Identity formation is viewed as a developmental 
construct that is accomplished by the individual integrating 
past and present activities to provide a framework with 
which to interpret the present and anticipate future 
experiences. While identity formation is a central task of 
adolescence, the consolidation of identity appears to occur 
primarily during late adolescence or the college years 
(Adams, Ryan, Hoffman, Dobson, & Nielsen, 1985). 
Although extensive literature has been published in the 
area of ego identity, the majority of research has focused 
on the refinement, development, or validation of instruments 
used to assess identity status (Bourne, 1978). However, 
recent interests have emerged regarding the identification 
of intervention techniques designed to promote identity 
development beyond that which would occur through normal 
development processes. For example, Enright and Deist 
(1979) developed a social perspective-taking training 
program designed to facilitate growth in identity. 
Markstrom-Adams (1988) has developed an ideological 
perspective-taking training program to enhance ideological 
components of identity. Initially the results from these 
studies have been promising, but further replication is 
needed to improve limitations in the research design and 
instrumentation of these training applications. The focus 
of the following study was to improve and extend Markstrom-
Adams's (1988) ideological perspective-taking training and 
then evaluate the program's effect on subjects' ideological 
identity development. 
Statement of the Problem 
2 
Due to the importance of identity in adolescent 
personality formation, several studies have attempted to 
identify factors that promote healthy identity development. 
Initially, Erik Erikson (1968) stressed the importance of 
formal operational thought as a necessary precursor for 
successful identity resolution. Since Erikson, adolescent 
psychologists have focused on the study of identity 
formation, its measurement, trajectories in development, and 
its social/environmental correlates. However, little is 
known about the effects of training programs and 
modification techniques on identity development. 
Enright and Deist (1979) suggested that social 
perspective-taking, an aspect of formal operational thought, 
might be an important precursor to identity development. 
Specifically, it was hypothesized that engaging in social 
perspective-taking provides the adolescent with social 
cognitive skills that exceed formal operations alone. Based 
on this hypothesis, Enright, Ganiere, Buss, Lapsley, and 
Olson (198Ja) and Enright, Olson, Ganiere, Lapsley, and Buss 
(1984) developed and pilot tested a social perspective-
3 
taking training program, based on Robert Selman's (1971) 
earlier model, to promote identity development. Utilizing a 
paper-and-pencil task, samples of high school and college 
students demonstrated improvements in overall identity as 
assessed by Rasmussen's (1964) Ego Identity Status measure. 
There is evidence that there may be problems in 
conceptualizing identity as a broad and general concept and 
clearer results could be obtained by evaluating the effects 
of treatment on the individual components of identity. For 
instance, Grotevant and Adams (1984) and Grotevant, 
Thornbeck, and Meyer (1982) proposed that identity consists 
of both an interpersonal and an ideological domain. James 
Marcia (1966) further conceptualized identity as consisting 
of achievement, moratorium, foreclosure, and diffusion 
components . More recently Bennion and Adams (1986) merged 
these two perspectives to include the assessment of 
ideological and interpersonal identity within the four 
identity statuses. Consequently, given the 
multidimensionality of identity formation, when choosing to 
focus on the subject's overall identity development 
important discrepancies could be overlooked. 
While Enright et al. 's (1983a; 1984) training 
procedures seem to emphasize the interpersonal domain of 
identity, in a recent study by Markstrom-Adams (1988) an 
ideological perspective-taking training was developed that 
e xplicitly emphasi z es the domains of ideological identity. 
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Using a paper-and-pencil task similar to Enright et 
al. 's (1983a; 1984) and with the addition of a group 
discussion component, Markstrom-Adams (1988) reported some 
positive gains in subjects' ideological identity 
development. However, the control group comparison was 
based on an engaged control procedure, creating a pretest by 
posttest confound with neutral activity. Consequently, 
outcomes of this study are unclear regarding maturation 
versus testing- by-activity interactions based on control 
group comparisons. In future studies the inclusion of a 
control group that has been only pretested and posttested 
would help separate the effects of the treatment from 
various threats to internal validity, especially 
maturation. 
In addition, assuming that the four identity statuses 
(achievement, moratorium, foreclosure, and diffusion) are 
independent of each other, it still is unclear how the 
treatment affects individuals within each status. It is 
possible that subjects' identity statuses at the time of 
pretesting could influence the effectiveness of the training 
procedures. For example, those individuals in a state of 
foreclosure may benefit from a training session that exposes 
them to new alternatives, while those who are in moratorium 
may be less affected or even temporarily overstimulated by 
the procedures. 
To summarize, the development of a perspective-training 
procedure to enhance or promote identity development is a 
new phenomenon. While results of studies addressing this 
issue appear promising, the effects of training on 
individuals in varying identity statuses have not been 
addressed. Further, there have been no reports of studies 
utilizing a control group that does not engage in 
interaction activities eliminating possible Hawthorne 
effects. 
Statement of the Purpose 
5 
The primary purpose of this study was to examine the 
effects of ideological perspective-taking on identity 
development in female adolescents. Specifically, utilizing 
a revised version of Markstrom-Adams's (1988) ideological 
perspective-taking training , this study examined the effect 
of the tra i ning on ideological identity development using a 
sample of college women in the moratorium status of identity 
development. While Markstrom-Adams (1988) demonstrated some 
positive results using the training sessions, additional 
replication and revisions of the procedure were deemed 
necessary to clarify previous results and to further 
validate the training model. Thus, selecting a sample of 
women who were in the same status of identity development 
would help clarify the treatment effects on a specific 
population. The extension and replication of the 
ideological perspective-taking training program was the 
primary focus of this research endeavor. 
Ego-identity development has been of interest to 
numerous researchers in the field of human development; 
however, there exists a lack of treatment models for 
clinical use with identity-disordered adolescents. If the 
ideological perspective-taking training program is found to 
be effective in promoting identity growth beyond that which 
would occur through normal maturation, then there would be 
implications for its use within a clinical setting . 
6 
Ego identity was assessed using the same 
instrumentation utilized by Markstrom-Adams (1988) and 
Enright et al. (1983a;1983b;1984), in which an overall 
identity score was obtained. Rosenthal's Erikson 
Psychosocial Inventory Scale was also utilized in assessing 
the individuals' identity status. In addition, identity was 
assessed using the EOM-EIS, in which subjects are 
categorized into one of four identity statuses: achievement, 
moratorium, foreclosure, or diffusion. Subjects whose 
pretest scores placed them in the moratorium status were 
selected for participation in the study. By selecting only 
one of the four statuses for inclusion in the project, 
training effects could be studied on a specific status. 
Using Marcia's (1966) identity classifications, advances in 
identity were assessed by a subject's positive gains in 
moratorium or achievement. 
Predictions of the Study 
1. Those individuals participating in the 
experimental training will show significant 
advances in moratorium and achievement subscales . 
Similar advances will not be shown by control 
group subjects. 
7 
2. Subjects in the moratorium status are already 
thought to be engaging in exploration with regard 
to identity issues, and, consequently, it is 
proposed that the experimental training procedures 
will serve to facilitate their advancement into 
the identity-achieved status. 
3. Subjects participating in the ideological 
perspective-taking training will have 
significantly less regression into the foreclosure 
and/or diffusion statuses than the control group 
participants. 
4. The overall identity development of experimental 
group subjects wil l significantly exceed that of 
control group subjects. 
5. No significant differences in training effects due 
to the effect of the group leaders are predicted. 
8 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Erik Erikson's Psychosocial Theory 
Erik Erikson has been recognized as the initial and 
most influential theorist in the widely studied area of 
adolescent identity. Erikson (1968) recognized three 
components of identity; the ego, self, and formal 
operations. Specifically, the ego was defined as the 
unconscious mechanism within the individual that screens and 
organizes incoming information from the environment and 
integrates it into one's identity. The ego acts as a guard 
for the contents of one's thoughts, or self (Erikson, 1968). 
The self may be conceptualized as how an individual views 
himself or herself in comparison to others by assessing 
differences and similarities between these two entities. 
This ability of the individual to see all possibilities, an 
aspect of formal operational thought, is a very important 
component to identity development according to Erikson 
(1968). Formal operations was also seen as the mechanism 
that allowed an individual to seek for new information in 
the environment, thus promoting growth in identity. 
Identity is defined as an integration and synthesis of 
past and future experiences on an individual, societal, and 
a cultural level. In other words, identity formation 
includes a cognitive ability to understand and integrate 
9 
information about the self and others on a variety of levels 
(Erikson, 1968). While Erikson recognized identity 
formation as a normal developmental process within his 
epigenetic theory, he emphasized that there are instances 
where an individual is unable to successfully resolve this 
crisis. 
Identity Statuses 
James Marcia is credited with operationalizing the 
construct of identity. Based on the criteria of crisis (the 
period of choosing alternatives or the willingness to 
explore other directions), and commitment (the degree of 
personal investment), four identity statuses of achievement, 
moratorium, foreclosure, and diffusion were developed 
(Marcia, 1966). The status concept can be viewed as the 
different ways an individual copes with crisis and arrives 
at a psychological resolution. 
Achieved individuals are those who have experienced a 
crisis and have made a commitment to a specific alternative. 
Moratorium individuals are said to be currently engaged in a 
crisis period or time of active exploration and the making 
of a commitment. Foreclosed individuals have not 
experienced a crisis but have made a commitment to an 
alternative, usually in accordance with parental values and 
ideologies. Diffused individuals may or may not have 
experienced a crisis period but they are distinct because of 
10 
their lack of interest in exploring alternatives (Marcia, 
1966) (see Table 1). Achievement and diffusion statuses are 
considered to be the polar alternatives of the model. 
Marcia (1966) developed and utilized the Identity Status 
Interview and the Incomplete Sentence Blank instrumentation, 
to determine the identity status of the individual in areas 
of religion, occupation, politics, and, less commonly, 
sexual orientations or values. 
several studies have investigated the personality 
characteristics that seem to be most common among each 
identity status. Prager (1985) reported the majority of 
achieved college students seemed to be older students. 
Craig-Bray, Adams, and Dobson (1988) reported that subjects 
in identity achievement have higher levels of self esteem, 
greater ego and cognitive complexity, and a greater sense of 
inner-directed behavior. Marcia and Friedman (1970) 
reported that females in the achievement status had lower 
levels of self esteem, identifying a possible sex difference 
in identity. 
Moratorium students have been described as anxious, 
socially ambivalent, and intense in their actions (Craig-
Bray et al., 1988). In addition, females in the moratorium 
status were found to have low levels of authority (Marcia & 
Friedman, 1970). Further, Marcia (1976), has found that 
subjects in the higher statuses of achievement and 
moratorium were more at ease with controversy and more 
Table 1 
The Four Identity Statuses as Proposed by James Marcia 
Commitment 
No 
Yes 
crisis 
No 
Diffusion 
Foreclosure 
Yes 
Moratorium 
Achievement 
11 
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cooperative. 
When studying cognitive structure and its relation to 
individual identity statuses, Slugoski, Marcia, and Koopman 
(1984) found those subjects in achievement and moratorium to 
manifest more integrative psychological complexity while 
tending to behave in a more personal manner. In other 
words, those subjects in the higher levels of identity 
development were able to integrate multiple perspectives and 
levels of meaning and were also more at ease in discussing 
controversial topics in a social situation. 
Low levels of anxiety, self esteem, and self direction 
appear to be characteristic of foreclosed individuals 
(Craig-Bray et al., 1988). Individuals in this status may 
also be more rigid, rule bound, and impulsive (Slugoski et 
al., 1984). Foreclosures may be found more frequently in 
younger college samples (Prager, 1985), and may be the most 
likely to change into more advanced stages of identity 
especially in the domains of religion and politics. Marcia 
and Friedman (1970) observed females in the foreclosed 
status as having higher levels of self esteem and higher 
degrees of authoritarianism than other subjects. Marcia and 
Friedman (1970) suggested that foreclosure may be an 
adaptive status for females, although Adams et al. (1985) 
found foreclosed individuals to have high levels of external 
focus, less control, and to be less involved in competitive 
activities. 
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Diffused individuals have been noted to have the 
highest degrees of conformity and consequently are 
influenced to a greater degree by peer pressure (Toder & 
Marcia, 1973; Adams et al., 1985). Furthermore, diffused 
individuals may be more apt to use withdrawal in stressful 
situations (Craig-Bray et al., 1988), and tend to be 
impulsive, while their opinions may lack depth (Slugoski et 
al., 1984). Further, they may have low levels of interest 
and involvement in activities (Leadbeater & Doinne, 1981). 
To summarize, studies have demonstrated significant 
differences in personality characteristics for individuals 
within each domain of identity. It is possible that these 
personality traits may have an effect on the subjects' 
receptiveness to perspective-taking training programs, some 
statuses being more receptive to the activities than others. 
For example, foreclosed females have been found to have 
higher levels of external control which may make them less 
receptive to the perspective-taking process. On the other 
hand, moratorium subjects are thought to behave in a more 
personable manner and have a higher level of cognitive 
complexity, traits which would be an asset to training 
programs. 
Ideological and 
Interpersonal Identities 
Due to reported sex differences in the measurement of 
identity, Grotevant, Thorbecke, and Meyer (1982) extended 
14 
Marcia's measure into the interpersonal domains of 
friendship, dating, and sex roles. Grotevant and Adams 
(1984) developed an objective instrument to measure both the 
interpersonal and ideological components of identity. The 
ideological component included Marcia's (1966) domains of 
occupation , religion, and politics, while the interpersonal 
component included the domains of friendship, dating, and 
sex roles . This instrument was an extension of the 
Objective Measure of Ego Identity initially developed by 
Adams, Shea, and Fitch (1979). Recently, Bennion and Adams 
(1986) extended the measure to include the ideological 
domain of philosophical life style and the interpersonal 
domain of recreation. 
Social Perspective Taking 
While much of the research on ego identity focuses upon 
validating instruments and assessing differences in 
individuals within the identity domains, thus far there is 
no widely used empirically based intervention program for 
promoting identity development. In an attempt to fill this 
void, Enright and Deist (1979) developed a social 
perspective-taking training based on Robert Selman's (1971; 
1980) developmental stage model of social perspective-
taking. The concept of social perspective-taking is similar 
to role taking which consists of predicting someone else's 
thoughts, feelings, or viewpoints (Enright & Lapsley, 1980). 
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Selman's (1971) perspective-taking model is based on a 
cognitive developmental framework with each stage dependent 
on specific cognitive abilities of the individual. In other 
words, the perspective-taking model incorporates the various 
aspects and stages of formal operational thought. 
Conversely, in reference to cognitive abilities, egocentrism 
is the inability to take the role of another. Looft (1971) 
defined egocentrism as the embeddedness in one's own point 
of view. Adolescence is marked by the acquisition of formal 
operational thought and increased social interaction 
therefore decreasing egocentrism. Selman's (1971) 
perspective-taking model allows the individual to 
differentiate between him or herself and others and provides 
an atmosphere for the integration of ideas and information. 
In developing social perspective-taking training, 
Enright and Deist (1979) suggest that there is a more 
specific way in which an individual gathers social 
information in addition to formal operations as was 
initially suggested by Erikson (1968). Based on the idea 
that effective social interaction is a result of the ability 
of the individual to consider behavior from more than one 
perspective (Feffer & Suchotliff, 1966), and that identity 
is thought to consolidate by cognitive strategies similar to 
this (Enright & Deist, 1979), it was proposed that an 
individual's identity may become more integrated through 
perspective-taking training (Enright et al.,l983a). 
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Social perspective-taking consists of the ability to 
understand others on an individual, group, and societal 
basis (Enright & Deist, 1979; Enright et al., 1983a). 
Enright et al. (1983a) further state that if adolescents are 
to understand themselves, they need to examine commonalities 
and differences in relation to other individuals. If an 
individual can start with simple perspective, (level two of 
Selman's model) and move to complex perspectives (level four 
of Selman's model) then their identity may be clarified. 
Enright and Deist's (1979) social perspective-taking 
training focuses directly on the individual's ability to 
relate others to the self, therein utilizing Selman's 
(1971;1980) general framework. 
While this theoretical model may be used to promote 
identity development there are ways in which the procedure 
can lead to confusion of the individual and impede identity 
development (Selman, 1971). In order for the model to be 
effective one must take into account the possible 
limitations or sources of confusion for the individual: 1) 
the subject may be bombarded with information on the 
individual, group, and societal levels resulting in 
confusion, 2) the individual may center only on 
commonalities between the self and others, and 3) the 
i ndividual may center only on the uniqueness of the self 
from others. In order for training procedures to be 
effective these precautions must be taken into account and 
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minimized in order for the individual to obtain the intended 
effect of the procedures. 
Effects of Social 
Perspective-Taking Training 
Enright et al. (1983a) were the first to initiate a 
paper and pencil intervention based on Enright and Deist's 
(1979) levels of perspective-taking. The training sessions 
were developed to encourage the individual to focus on 
similarities and differences between the self and others on 
each level of the perspective-taking model. By engaging in 
the intervention, the individual is assisted in organizing 
his or her thoughts, and consequently may eliminate some 
confusion that could impede identity development. 
Utilizing samples of high school seniors and college 
students, Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) used Rasmussen's 
(1964) Ego Identity Scale to assess the identity status of 
the subjects before and after the treatment. Subjects 
engaged in the training sessions one hour a day, two times 
per week, for two weeks. Both studies reported the training 
sessions to have positive effects on identity development, 
with those exposed to the treatment showing significant 
gains over those involved in the control group activities 
which consisted of solving two logical reasoning problems 
each day. It was hypothesized that this group should have 
similar gains in identity development if formal operations 
played a significant role in identity consolidation. 
Ideological Perspective-
Taking Train i ng 
Recently Markstrom-Adams (1988) developed an 
ideological perspective-taking training program to 
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complement the social perspective-taking training procedure 
by Enright et al. (1983a; 1984). Based on the notion that 
ego identity consists of both ideological and interpersonal 
components (Grotevant & Adams, 1984), the underlying process 
that promotes growth in each component should be parallel in 
nature. Like social pe rspective-taking, Markstrom-Adams's 
(1988) ideological perspective-taking focuses on the 
similaritie s and differences between the self and others in 
regard to the different components of ideological identity . 
Specifically, in ideological perspective-taking the 
perspective of the entities are of a more intrapersonal 
rather than interpersonal nature. The training sessions are 
thought to increase individual exploration which would 
facilitate growth in ideological identity. 
In acc ordance with Enright et al. (1983a; 1984), 
Markstrom-Adams's (1988) training sessions were directed at 
examining the differences and similarities between the 
individual and the group. In addition, this procedure also 
included a group discussion component designed to allow 
subjects' further exploration by providing an atmosphere for 
the exchange of ideas and information on the various topics 
of identity development with their peers. 
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Utilizing a college sample of men and women between the 
ages of 18 and 21, Markstrom-Adams (1988} engaged the 
subjects in the ideological perspective-taking training and 
in Enright's social perspective-taking training sessions two 
times a week for a period of four weeks. Like Enright et 
al. (1983a; 1984}, a control group engaged in group and 
individual activities unrelated to the project for the same 
length of time. 
Results indicated that both forms of training had 
positive effects on the ideological component of identity, 
yet, surprisingly, advances in interpersonal identity were 
not observed. Results were clouded as both the experimental 
and control groups showed similar increases in identity 
advancement and regression to less mature statuses in the 
interpersonal domain of identity. Hence, the observed 
changes could not be viewed as an outcome of the social 
perspective-taking treatment per se. 
Critique of Prior Training Studies 
While the Markstrom-Adams (1988} and Enright et al., 
(1983a; 1984} studies were important in addressing the 
effects of social perspective-taking training on identity 
development they have certain identifiable limitations. 
First, the intervention utilized by Enright et al. (1983a; 
1984} was limited to a paper and pencil exercise for a two 
week period. Even though change did occur during this short 
time it would be useful to see the effects of a longer 
intervention process. Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) agree 
that their training procedure should be longer and that a 
discussion or interaction component should be added to the 
paper and pencil approach. 
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Second, Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) did not 
differentiate between the ideological and interpersonal 
components of identity, thus generalizations could only be 
made in accordance with the treatment effects on the 
subjects' overall identity, a construct that has received 
some criticism as to its validity. Consequently they were 
unable to determine the effects of their training on each 
component of identity. It could be that their model would 
be more appropriate to facilitate interpersonal identity as 
opposed to ideological identity. This was not shown to be 
the case by Markstrom-Adams (1988) however. 
While Markstrom-Adams's (1988) study improved on many 
of Enright et al. 's (1983a; 1984) limitations such as adding 
a group discussion component and extending the duration of 
treatment, some improvements and revisions are still needed. 
First, while the ideological and interpersonal components of 
identity were addressed separately in Markstrom-Adams's 
(1988) study, little is known about the effect of 
perspective taking on the specific identity statuses 
(moratorium, foreclosure, and diffusion). It is possible 
that some subjects may be more receptive to the perspective-
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taking training procedures based upon their stage of ego 
development when entering the study . More specifically some 
individuals may have personality characteristics that enable 
them to benefit fully from the training sessions. By 
stratifying the sample by pretest identity statuses the 
homogeneity of the groups would be enhanced and the effects 
within the individual statuses could be evaluated. 
In an attempt to distinguish between treatment and 
Hawthorne effects, both Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) and 
Markstrom-Adams (1988) utilized control groups that 
participated in number manipulation tasks and human 
development exercises respectively. Both were unrelated to 
issues of identity formation with a format of activity 
similar to that of the treatment groups. Surprisingly, 
Markstrom-Adams (1988) reported some degree of positive gain 
in interpersonal identity across all groups (including 
controls) participating in the study. Therefore, it was 
not possible to attribute the observed results of the 
treatment effects as opposed to other intervening factors. 
Future studies would benefit by adding a control group that 
participates only in pre- and posttest activities. 
Summary 
Identity development was first recognized by Erik 
Erikson (1968) as the primary developmental task of 
adolescence and the consolidation of identity is thought to 
occur during the late adolescent years. Since Erikson, 
James Marcia (1966) has operationalized the identity 
construct into four identity statuses that can be measured 
based on the individuals level of commitment and crisis. 
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Initially, Erikson recognized three components of 
identity; the ego, self, and formal operations. Enright and 
Deist (1979) added the component of perspective-taking as an 
important precursor to identity development. Until recently 
there has been a void in the existing research on identity 
development regarding intervention programs to facilitate 
identity growth and achievement. Enright et al., (1983a; 
1984) and Markstrom-Adams (1988) have developed perspective-
taking training procedures to facilitate identity growth 
beyond that which occurs during normal maturational 
processes and consequently have provided a foundation on 
which to base future training studies. 
While results of previous studies seem promising there 
is still a need for replication and validation of 
instrumentation and training procedures. The replication 
and extension of Markstrom-Adams (1988) training program 
served as the focus of this study. 
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METHODOLOGY 
Sample 
Because researchers of ego identity development have 
recognized late adolescence as the most important 
developmental period in the formation of identity (Adams et 
al., 1985), the subjects consisted of female adolescents 
between the ages of 18 and 21 (see Table 2). This 
convenience sample was recruited from various undergraduate 
courses taught at Utah State University. It was decided to 
limit the sample to females in order to increase the 
homogeneity of the treatment and control groups from samples 
in previous studies. 
Five to ten minutes of class time were used for the 
explanation of the study to prospective subjects. Students 
were told that the study was related to enhancing their 
self-understanding andjor issues related to human 
development. The time commitment and activities of the 
study were explained, and the issue of confidentiality was 
addressed. Pre-screening procedures were then explained to 
the classes, and students were told that some participants 
would be eliminated from further participation in the 
project at that time. As an incentive to participate in the 
study, students were told that upon completion of the 
projec t, they would be allowed to register for 1 Pass/Fail 
Table 2 
Age Distribution of Subjects (n=50) 
Age (in Years) 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Frequency 
11 
24 
9 
6 
Percent 
22 
48 
18 
12 
24 
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credit of independent study in either Psychology or Family 
and Human Development. It was decided to have the credit 
obtained upon completion of the project so that subjects 
eliminated during pre-screening procedures, or those 
deciding to withdraw from the study, would not be penalized 
by receiving a failing grade. 
Following this brief introduction a sign-up sheet (see 
Appendix A) was circulated around the classroom. Interested 
students were told to take an information sheet that 
explained the dates and times of the pre-screening sessions 
(see Appendix B) . Interested students were called and 
reminded about the pre-screening sessions to facilitate 
their participation. A total of 162 students signed up to 
participate in the study. 
Of the 162 students who signed up to participate, 96 
subjects completed all pretesting activities. 
Instrumentation 
The same instruments were completed at the pretesting 
and posttesting sessions. The primary aim of the study was 
to show advances in ego identity, with emphasis on the 
ideological component, through subjects' participation in 
the ideological perspective training program developed by 
Markstrom-Adams (1988). 
Instrumentation involved measures of ego identity. Each 
instrument and its scoring procedures and constructs are 
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summarized in Table 3. Since some of the instruments 
contain both negative and positive items, negative items 
were reverse weighted. This allowed for consistency across 
all instruments with higher scores reflecting a greater 
degree of the construct being measured. The instruments in 
which reverse weighting occurred were the Rassmussen Ego-
Identity Scale and Rosenthal's Erikson Psychosocial 
Inventory Scale. 
Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity 
Status (EOM-EISl . The revised version of the EOM-EIS 
(Bennion & Adams, 1986) was selected for use in the study. 
The instrument measures the ideological domain of identity 
as addressed by Marcia (1966), and includes the 
interpersonal domain initiated by Grotevant et al. (1982). 
The ideological component includes the domains of 
occupation, religion, politics, and philosophical life 
style. The interpersonal component includes the domains of 
sex roles, friendship, dating and recreation (Adams, 
Bennion, & Huh, 1987). Scoring of the instrument is based 
on the assumption that exploration (crisis) and commitment 
are a conscious action and can be measured by self-reports. 
The EOM-EIS consists of 64 items that represent the 
ideological and interpersonal components of ego identity. 
Table 3 
Instrumentation and Scoring 
Number of 
Instrument 
EOM-EIS 
Ideological Identity 
1. Achievement subscale 
2. Moratorium subscale 
3. Foreclosure subscale 
4. Diffused subscale 
Rasmussen Ego-Identity Scale 
Degree of overall identity 
8 
8 
8 
8 
Scoring 
1-6 
1-6 
1-6 
1-6 
8-48 
8-48 
8-48 
8-48 
72 Agree/Disagree 0-72 
Rosenthal Erikson Psys:.hQ?Q91!.L.I.11Y1l.lltQG'_~1!.4& 
1. Trust subscale 12 1-5 12-60 
2. Autonomy subscale 12 1-5 12-60 
3. Initiative subscale 12 1-5 12-60 
4. Industry subscale 12 1-5 12-60 
5. Identity 12 1-5 12-60 
6. Intimacy 12 1-5 12-60 
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Each of the eight identity domains are measured by eight 
items, two items representing each identity status 
(achievement, moratorium, foreclosed, and diffused). The 
interpersonal components of identity were omitted from the 
instrument due to the primary focus of the study being 
changes within ideological identity. Thus only the 32 items 
measuring the ideological components of identity were 
scored. Each item of the instrument is responded to on a 
six point Likert scale ranging from strongly agree to 
strongly disagree. Responses reflect the degree of 
commitment and exploration of the individual. 
In a sample of college students, Bennion and Adams 
(1986) established reliability of the revised version of the 
EOM-EIS. Cronbach alphas ranging from .62 - .75 for the 
ideological domains and .58 - .80 for the interpersonal 
domains provided support for the internal consistency of the 
instrument. Additional studies have indicated the split-half 
reliability and test-retest reliability of the measure to 
range from moderate to strong as summarized in Adams et al. 
(1987). 
Clear evidence has been found for the face validity, 
concurrent validity, predictive validity, and construct 
validity of the instrument in three studies by Grotevant and 
Adams (1984). Bennion and Adams (1986), established the 
face validity of the revised EOM-EIS with a 95% agreement 
rating. Convergent validity was reported as ranging from 
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.38 to .66. Additional studies as summarized in Adams et 
al. (1987), have reported coefficients assessing predictive 
and concurrent validity ranging from .38 to .92. 
Construct validity of the instrument, as assessed 
through factorial analysis, demonstrated that there are 
predictable differences among the four statuses on the 
instrument. While achievement and foreclosure emerged as 
pure factors, moratorium and diffusion shared the same 
factor. This occurrence may be attributed to the lack of 
true diffused subjects in the samples or the need for a 
greater distinction between the two domains. The EOM-EIS 
has been used in over 30 studies, and additional evidence of 
its reliability and validity is documented in Adams et al. 
(1987). 
Ego Identity Scale (EISl. The Rasmussen (1964) Ego 
Identity Scale (EIS) was derived directly from Erik 
Erikson's stages of psychosocial development. It was 
included in this study to replicate, in part, the 
instrumentation used by Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) and 
Markstrom-Adams (1988) in previous studies and consequently 
its inclusion would allow for greater comparability between 
the studies. 
The EIS is composed of 72 items, that attempt to 
operationalize the conflicts in the first six stages of 
Erikson's theory (trust to intimacy). Twelve items per 
subscale represent the successful and unsuccessful 
resolutions of each stage (Rasmussen, 1964). Responses to 
the items elicit a forced choice of either agree or 
disagree. overall identity scores and individual 
psychosocial stage scores may be obtained from this 
questionnaire. 
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The validity of the instrument was assessed by 
Rasmussen (1964) using two judges to clarify possible 
ambiguity in the wording of the items and to establish face 
validity of the instrument. Rasmussen (1964) confirmed the 
validity of the instrument by having the scale items 
originate explicitly from the theory on which they were 
based. Construct validity was established by comparing the 
EIS to the Adjective Check List (Gough, 1950), and to the 
peer nomination procedure developed by Wilkins, Rigby, and 
Ossono (1958). 
Using two samples of Navy recruits, Rasmussen (1964) 
assessed the reliability of the measure. Utilizing the 
Spearman-Brown formula, the reliability of the measure was 
.849 and .851. An additional study by Enright et al. 
(1983b) reported the instrument to have a split-half 
reliability of .85. 
Several additional studies have provided further 
support for the reliability and validity of the EIS 
including a study of leaving home strategies of adolescents 
(Anderson & Fleming, 1986a), and a study addressing the 
relationship of ego identity and individuation (Anderson & 
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Fleming, 1986b). 
Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Scale IEPISl . The 
Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Scale (EPIS) was developed by 
Rosenthal, Gurney, and Moore (1981) to measure the 
psychosocial stages of Erik Erikson's theory. The 
instrument would also be suitable for administration to 
large sample populations. The scale consists of six 
subscales representing the first six psychosocial stages 
outlined by Erikson. The instrument consists of 72 items, 
twelve items representing each subscale. Responses to each 
item range from hardly ever true, to almost always true on a 
five point Likert type scale. Rosenthal et al., (1981) 
reported the instrument's reliability to be adequate across 
all subscales with alphas ranging from .57 to .81. 
Construct validity of the measure was established by 
comparing the EPIS subscales to those of Greenberger and 
Sorensen's Psychosocial Maturity Inventory, Form D (1974), 
and a self report attitude survey. High correlations were 
found between the various instruments by Rosenthal et al. 
(1981). 
Experimental Design and Procedures 
Screening of subjects. During a one week period, 
blocks of time were set aside for the pretesting and 
screening of eligible participants. Individual pretesting 
sessions lasted approximately 1 to 1 1/ 2 hours during which 
all pretest questionnaires were completed. Each subject 
was given the following forms and questionnaires to 
complete: 
1) schedule sheet (Appendix C) 
2) background information sheet (Appendix D) 
3) EOM-EIS (Appendix E) 
4) EIS (Appendix F) 
5) EPIS (Appendix G) 
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During the pretesting sessions, subjects were again informed 
of confidentiality issues concerning their participation. 
After pretesting procedures were completed, the data 
were statistically analyzed to make the final determination 
of participants to be included in the study. Subjects were 
classified into their dominant identity status according to 
the criteria of the Extended Objective Measure of Ego 
Identity Status (EOM-EIS) given by Adams et al. (1987). 
Briefly, subjects' raw scores on each subscale (diffusion, 
foreclosure, moratorium, achievement) were compared to pre-
established means and the standard deviations of each 
subscale. Using the following rules subjects were then 
classified into a single identity status: 
1) Individuals who score more than one standard 
deviation above the mean on one subscale are 
classified as being in that status if all other 
scores are below the established cutoff score for 
those other subscales. 
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2) Individuals whose scores fall less than one 
standard deviation above the mean on all four 
subscales are scored as "low profile" moratoriums. 
3) Individuals with more than one score above the 
standard deviation cutoffs are scored as being in 
transition and are given a transition status (ie. 
moratorium-achieved). Individuals who are in a 
transition status can be collapsed down into the 
less mature identity status. 
Subjects whose scores place them in the domains of 
identity achieved, foreclosed, or diffused were eliminated 
from the study. These subjects were told that while their 
scores were within the normal range, they were not in the 
range needed for the study. This affected 45 of the 96 
subjects who were pretested leaving a total of 51 eligible 
subjects all of whom chose to participate in the research 
study. 
Subjects were then randomly assigned to one of two 
experimental groups, one of two engaged control groups, or a 
maturational control group. One subject dropped out during 
the training phase of the study. Thus a total of 50 
subjects completed the pretesting, training, and posttesting 
sessions. Of that number 17 were in the ideological 
perspective-taking training group, 17 were in the engaged 
control group, and 16 were in the maturational control 
group. 
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Design. Pretesting of subjects occurred two weeks 
before the actual training began. Based on the subjects 
pretest EOM-EIS identity classification of moratorium, 
subjects were randomly assigned to one of two ideological 
perspective-taking groups, one of two engaged control groups 
participating in human development activities with a format 
similar to that of the treatment groups, or to a 
maturational control group that participated in pretest and 
post-test activities only. Two trained group leaders, both 
female, each led an experimental and a control group 
session. Thus, all eligible participants could be assigned 
to one of five groups (see Table 4). All participants of the 
study participated in their respective group with the same 
group leader throughout the duration of the project. 
Subjects were engaged in the training sessions during 
four weeks of the Spring Quarter. They were involved in two 
sessions per week approximately 1 hour each in length. 
During this four week training phase the two treatment 
groups and the two engaged control groups engaged in similar 
activities. The first session took place Monday or Tuesday 
of each week and consisted of an individual written 
exercise. Participants were required to come in between the 
hours of 9 to 5 to the Family Life building to complete 
their individual written exercise. During the first session 
a consent form was signed by each subject (see Appendix H). 
The second session was held Wednesday, Thursday or 
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Table 4 
Ex:gerirnental Design 
Group Leader 
Group #1 #2 None Total 
Treatment 9 8 0 17 
Engaged Control 8 9 0 17 
Maturational Control 0 0 16 16 
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Friday of each week. Participants were randomly assigned to 
a discussion group on a specific day and time based on their 
schedules. However, some concessions were made due to 
students' scheduling and availability limitations. 
Groups consisted of 8-9 participants and involved a 
discussion based on the written exercise completed earlier 
in the week. Subjects remained in the same group throughout 
the course of the project. 
Ideological perspective-taking training. The training 
sessions utilized the paper and pencil tasks and group 
format developed by Markstrom-Adams (1988). Some of the 
original questions were modified to improve their clarity, 
and some repetitive questions were eliminated. 
There were four different paper and pencil tasks that 
correspond to the four components of ideological identity; 
occupation, religion, philosophical life style, and politics 
(see Appendix I). One topic was addressed each week. The 
questions were designed to aid the subjects in thinking 
carefully about each component of the specific issue. The 
written exercises assessed what information is known by the 
participant and facilitate the subject's ideas about the 
similarities and differences between various ideas. 
Finally, each participant addressed how the various issues 
related to oneself. 
Group session. During the initial meeting each group 
leader explained the format and confidentially issues 
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related to the group discussions. Subjects were told that 
their anonymity would be insured by the use of 
identification numbers instead of their names and that all 
results would be reported by group rather than individual 
change. In addition it was explained that while the 
sessions were being audio taped, only project directors and 
those associated with the research endeavor would be exposed 
to them. 
The content of the discussions consisted of specific 
questions previously targeted from the individual written 
assignments. Accordingly, all groups had the same content 
for the basis of their discussions. 
Each question selected for inclusion in the group 
component i s marked by an asterisk (*) in Appendix I. For 
the domain of occupation, all items marked were responded to 
on an individual basis. When addressing issues of 
politics, each member listed their issues from question 3 
and then selected three of them to discuss for question 4. 
The remaining questions were responded to individually. For 
the domain of philosophical life style, group members 
responded separately to question 1, and on question 2 each 
participant was asked to share 2-3 of her responses. 
Questions 3, 4, 5, and 6, were addressed by the group, and 
questions 9, 10, and 11 were addressed individually. 
Finally for the domain of religion, questions 1 and 2 were 
responded to individually. Questions 3, 4, 5, and 6 were 
addressed by the group. Questions 9, 10 and 11 were 
responded to on an individual basis. 
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Some modifications were made from the original study 
by Markstrom-Adams (1988), based on the auditory tapes of 
group discussions. When addressing the topic of religion, 
the discussion groups appeared to be more hesitant in 
confronting and exploring the various issues than when 
addressing other topics in the study. This may be due in 
part to religion being of a more personal topic than others 
in the study. In this study the topics of discussion were 
rearranged so that religion was discussed during the fourth 
week of the study. Thus the topics of group discussions 
progressed on a continuum of intensity (occupation, 
politics, philosophic al life style, and religion). This 
reordering helped increase the lev el of group discussion by 
allowing more time for group members to familiarize 
themselves with each other and the group leader. 
Consequently members may have felt more comfortable when 
discussing personal ideas and beliefs on the more sensitive 
topics. 
Specifically, the format of the group sessions was such 
that particular questions from the individual written 
exercises were targeted for discussion by the group leader. 
The group members then took turns responding to the 
questions with the group leader insuring each member a right 
to discuss their viewpoint on each issue. When hesitancy 
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was shown in giving responses, probing questions were 
administered by the leader to the individual respondents. 
Group discussion was encouraged and subjects were encouraged 
to compare their responses to the responses of other group 
members. Spontaneous discussions among group members were 
encouraged, yet group leaders remained in control of the 
discussion at all times by insuring each subject had an 
opportunity to express her thoughts and viewpoint about each 
issue. The group leader was also responsible for recording 
subjects' responses on a chalkboard to aid in facilitating 
discussion . 
Control group with interaction. The two individual 
control groups with interaction had similar written and 
discussion activities to the treatment groups but the 
content of the material was different. These control groups 
were included in order to determine that change in the 
treatment groups was not due to the Hawthorne Effect. 
Participants in these groups attended two sessions each 
week for a period of four weeks. Monday or Tuesday of each 
week, participants were given an article to read from Annual 
Editions: Human Development (Fitzgerald & Walraven, 1987). 
(see Appendix J) A corresponding work sheet was completed 
at this time (see Appendix K). Topics addressed issues 
related to the physical and biological aspects of human 
development, and were judged to be unrelated to identity or 
aspects of psychosocial development by Markstrom-Adams 
(1988). In addition, the topics were not expected to 
promote self-reflection or self-analysis. 
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The second session took place Wednesday, Thursday, or 
Friday of the same week. During this time, subjects engaged 
in small group discussions based on each article and the 
work sheets completed earlier in the week. All of the 
written questions were addressed during each session, and 
the group leaders again were responsible for insuring that 
all participants had the opportunity to respond to each 
question. 
Maturational control group. A maturational control 
group was included in the study that participated in only 
the pretesting and posttesting sessions (see Appendix L) . 
Subjects in this group engaged in no interaction or written 
exercises of any kind. The primary purpose of this group 
was to help clarify the treatment effects and control for 
the Hawthorne effect and other external influences on 
development. The inclusion of a maturational control group 
also facilitated comparisons of normal identity development 
with identity development of those engaged in the training 
and engaged control group sessions. Results from Markstrom-
Adams (1988) failed to show significant differences between 
the identity advances in the control groups and identity 
advances in the treatment groups. Consequently, observed 
advances in identity could not be attributed just to the 
effects of the perspective-taking training program. 
RESULTS 
Several statistical procedures were used to test the 
hypotheses of this study, and their results will be the 
focus of this section. An assessment and analysis of the 
findings will follow in the discussion section. 
Reliability and Validity 
of Measurements 
The initial step in data analysis began with an 
assessment of reliability and validity of measurement. 
Prior research has shown that internal consistency (alpha) 
ranges from the low .60s to the middle .80s on the 
instruments used in this investigation. Given the 
relatively small sample size of this study internal 
consistency in the .60 to .70 range would generally be 
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acceptable given that internal consistency calculations are 
partially influenced by sample size. 
Reliability. Reliability was assessed for both the 
pretest and posttest measures using Cronbach alpha. 
Reliability estimates for the ideological items of the 
Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status, Ego 
Identity Scale, and the Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Scale 
are reported in Tables 5 and 6. 
Table 5 
Internal Consistency of the Extended Objective Measure of 
Ego Identity status IEOM-EISl for Pretest and Posttest 
Scores ln=50l 
Time 
Identity Status Pretest Posttest 
Diffusion .1646 .6766 
Foreclosure .5519 .8522 
Moratoriurr, .6784 .6313 
Achievement .2524 .6350 
Mean • 4118 .6988 
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Table 6 
Internal Consistency of the Ego Identity Scale CEISl and the 
Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Scale CEPISl for Pretest and 
Posttest Scores (n-50) 
Time 
Scale Pretest Posttest 
EIS .7661 .8097 
EPIS 
'I'rust .a124 .8018 
Autonomy .7071 .7421 
Initiative .6161 .5823 
Industry .7492 .7451 
Identity .7585 .8681 
Intimacy .7244 .7620 
Mean .8546 .7502 
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Table 5 reveals that the internal consistency for the 
pretest scores on the EOM-EIS ranges from .16 to .67. 
This results in an average alpha of .42. These findings are 
less than anticipated and suggest major caution in the 
interpretation or use of analysis based on pretest measures 
with the ideological items of the EOM-EIS. This caution 
is particularly true for the diffusion and achievement 
subscales given the pretest alphas of .16 and .25, 
respectively. In comparison, the internal consistency 
ranges from .63 to .85 for the same measure on the posttest 
scores. This results in an average alpha of .70. Hence, 
posttest scores on the EOM-EIS are considerably more 
internally reliable and can be used with greater faith in 
their reliability with this sample. 
Table 6 summarizes the estimates of internal 
consistency for the EIS and EPIS. The pretest and posttest 
alphas are .76 and .81, respectively, for the EIS. The 
average pretest alpha for the six subscales of the EPIS was 
.85. The average alpha for the posttest is .75. These 
estimates of internal consistency were judged acceptable and 
require no substantial caution in the interpretation of 
1 Internal consistency for the pretest scores on the EOM-EIS 
ranged from .37 to .76 using the initial sample of subjects 
prior to subsampling (N=96). This resulted in an average 
alpha of .61. These findings suggest that the EOM-EIS is 
more reliable when using a diversified sample of subjects as 
opposed to subjects who have been subsampled from a 
particular status of identity development (ie. moratorium). 
(see Appendix N) 
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pretest and posttest c omparisons. 
Validity. Convergent and discriminant validity 
estimates were first estimated for those instruments with 
subscale scores by correlating the scales (from the pretest 
measurement only) within a measure against each other. The 
intercorrelations for the identity status subscales of the 
EOM-EIS are reported in Table 7. The correlations are 
generally consistent with previous psychometric findings. 
Diffusion is uncorrelated with foreclosure, positively but 
only significantly correlated with moratorium, and 
negatively correlated with achievement. Foreclosure is 
negatively correlated with moratorium and uncorrelated with 
achievement. Moratorium is not significantly correlated 
with achievement. Although the EOM-EIS estimates of 
reliability suggest caut i on, the convergent and disc riminant 
validity estimates are in the typical and anticipated 
directions. 2 
Table 8 summarizes the intercorrelations between t he 
subscales on the EPIS . In an Eriksonian framework, al l 
subscales would be expected to positively correlat e with 
each other. The correlations between the subscales ranges 
from .14 to .68. These correlations result in an average 
correlation of r=.467 between scores. The strongest 
Convergent and discriminant validity estimates 
using the entire sample of subj e cts (N=96) are reported 
in Appendi x 0. 
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Table 7 
Intercorrelations Between the Ideological Identity Subscales 
of the Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status 
CEOM-EISl for Pretest Scores Cn-50) 
EOM-EIS EOM-EIS Ideological Subscales 
Subscales Diffusion Foreclosure Moratorium Achievement 
Diffusion 1:= 
}2= 
Foreclosure 1:= .161 
}2= .132 
Moratorium 1:= .335 -. 217 
}2= .009 .065 
Achievement 1:= -.187 .057 .046 
}2= .098 .348 .375 
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Table 8 
Intercorrelations Between the Subscales of the Erikson 
Psychosocial Inventory Scale (EPISl for Pretest Scores 
EPIS EPIS Subscales 
Sub-
Scales Trust Autonomy Initiative Indus try 
Trust ~= 
p_= 
Autonomy ~= .543 
p_= . 001 
Initiative ~= .654 .667 
J2= .001 .001 
Industry ~= .453 .623 .445 
p_= .687 .001 .001 
Identity ~= .687 .561 .455 .407 
p_= .001 .001 .001 .002 
Intimacy ~= .437 .138 .239 . 137 
p_= .001 .167 .047 .171 
Identity Intimacy 
Identity ~-
p_= 
Intimacy ~= .561 
p_= .001 
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associations between subscales includ the correlations 
between trust, autonomy, initiative, industry, and identity. 
In general, the weakest correlations were between these five 
subscales and intimacy. Therefore, one can conclude that 
the first five subscales of the EPIS manifest clear and 
consistent convergent validity with this sample. 
Finally, while the EIS is used as a single score 
measure, precluding intersubscale correlational a nalyses, it 
can be correlated with the EPIS, given both instruments are 
based on an Eriksonian psychosocial model. Therefore, one 
would also expect a significant correlation between the EIS 
and the subscales of the EPIS. Table 9 summarizes these 
correlations. All correlations are significant and in the 
positive anticipated direction. 
Summary. Acceptable estimates of reliability and 
val idity were found for the three measures with this sample. 
The findings caution use of the diffusion and achievement 
subscales of the EOM-EIS with pretest scores. Further, the 
intimacy subscale of the EPIS should be used with caution 
given its lower estimates of convergent validity with other 
subscales and measures. 
Tests of Hypotheses 
The basic hypothesis of this investigation was that 
individuals in the ideological training groups would 
manifest greater advancement in identity formation and 
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Table 9 
Correlations Between the Ego Identity Scale CEISl and the 
Subscales of the Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Scale CEPISl 
for Pretest Scores Cn=50l 
Subscales of Ego Identity 
the EPIS Scale (EIS) 
Trust .:!::= .803 (p< .001) 
Autonomy .:!::= .524 (p< .001) 
Initiative .:!::= .536 (p<. 001) 
Industry .:!::= . 414 (p< .001) 
Identity .:!::= .533 (p< .001) 
Intimacy .:!::= .270 (p< .029) 
psychosocial maturity than subjects in either an engaged 
control group or a maturational control group (pretest and 
posttest measurement only). To test this hypothesis three 
general forms of analyses were undertaken. First, after 
group placement was completed, the three groups were 
compared for equivalence on pretest scores. Second, 
analyses were completed to compare five basic groups (two 
experimental, two engaged control, and one maturational 
control) for hypothesized groups differences on posttest 
measures. Third, group by time interactions were assessed 
to measure possible differences in change due to group 
context. 
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Group equivalence. A series of one way analyses of 
variance were computed comparing those subjects placed into 
the experimental, engaged control, and maturational control 
conditions . These analyses were completed on pretest 
measures and subscales to test for group equivalence. Only 
one significant difference was observed on the pretest 
scores. A significant analysis, ~ (2,49) = 3.53, p< .05, on 
the identity subscale of the EPIS revealed that the 
experimental subjects reported higher identity functioning 
than either of the two control groups (see table 10). 
Therefore, in the calculation of group differences for the 
posttest measure, a covariance would be needed to adjust for 
the initial group differences on the pretest scores for this 
measure. Indeed, it was judged appropriate to use an 
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Table 10 
Mean Comparisons Between Groups on the Identity Subscales of 
the Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Scale IEPISl for Pretest 
Scores ln=50) 
Group 
Experimental 
Engaged Control 
Maturational Control 
N 
17 
17 
16 
Mean 
50.71 
46.06 
45.13 
Std. Dev. 
4.44 
7.62 
7.04 
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analysis of covariance model for all group difference test 
although the three basic groups appeared equivalent on 
pretest measures with the exception of the identity scale in 
the EPIS. 
Group differences. It was hypothesized that the 
experimental groups would show higher ego identity 
functioning at the time of posttesting than the control 
groups. Given two group leaders were used, initially five 
groups were identified in the analyses. This included two 
experimental, two engaged control, and one maturational 
control group. Analyses were completed using an analysis of 
covariance model where each dependent variable was treated 
as a covariant using the pretest score. No significant 
differences were observed, indicating that there was no 
individual trainer effect. 
To increase statistical power through the use of a 
larger sample size per experimental group, the five groups 
were collapsed into the three basic groups of experimental, 
engaged control, and maturational control. The analyses of 
covariance were once again computed treating the dependent 
variable as a covariate on the pretest scores. A marginally 
significant group difference was observed, E (2,46) = 2.53, 
p < .09, on the achievement subscale of the EOM-EIS. Mean 
differences are summarized in Table 11. Pair-wise 
comparisons using the least squared differences revealed 
that the experimental and maturational control groups 
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Table 11 
Estimated Mean Differences on the Ideological Achievement 
Subscale of the Extended Obiective Measure of Ego Identity 
Status CEOM-EISl Using the Dependent Variable as a Covariate 
on the Pretest Scores. 
Group 
Experimental 
Engaged Control 
Matu rat iona l Control 
N 
17 
17 
16 
Mean 
36.58 
35 . 68 
32 . 83 
Std . Dev. 
1.21 
1.19 
1. 23 
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differed significantly. Interpretation of this findings 
should be tempered however, given the pretest scores on the 
achievement subscale showed low internal consistency. 
Group by time interactions. The analysis involved 
assessing a group by time interaction. The three 
experimental groups (training group, engaged control, 
maturational control) were compared on their pretest and 
posttest scores. Rummage (Scott, 1980) was used to compute 
a group between factor and a with in time of measurement 
factor. No significant interaction effects were observed 
nor were any trends (p's < .20 or smaller) noted. 
Pretest to posttest change between identity status. 
Finally, analyses were completed on changes in identity 
statuses from pretest to posttest. Subjects identity 
statuses were derived using the standardized rules from the 
EOM-EIS for both the pretest and posttest scores. The EOM-
EIS was scored and analyzed according to the criteria given 
by Adams et al. (1987). Subjects' pre and post-test scores 
were used to determine the changes within each group and 
between the five groups. Subjects were then classified into 
their dominant identity status for analysis. 
Subjects were categorized as either showing no change, 
regression (movement to foreclosure or diffusion) , or 
progression (advancement to identity achievement). These 
findings are summarized in tables 12 and 13. Chi square 
a nalyses revealed no significant differences between groups 
Table 12 
Pretest to Posttest Changes in Ideological Identity Status 
Utilizing the Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity 
Status (EOM-EISl 
Pretest to Posttest Changes 
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Group Regressed No Change Advanced 
Experimental 12% 53% 35% 
(n=2) (n=9) (n=6) 
Engaged Control 18% 47% 35% 
(n=3) (n=8) (n=6) 
Maturational Control 18% 68% 13% 
(n=3) (n=ll) (n=2) 
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Table 13 
Status of Subjects Utilizing the Extended Objective Measure 
of Ego Identity Status at the Time of Pretesting and 
Posttesting Cn=50l 
Time 
Pretest 
Post test 
EOM-EIS Ideological Subscales 
Diffusion Foreclosure Moratorium Achiev ement 
n=O 
n=5 
n=O 
n=3 
n=50 
n=28 
n=O 
n=l4 
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for regression, progression, or stability. While 35% of the 
experimental group manifested positive growth in identity 
only 13% of the maturational group showed similar change. 
However, the engaged control group showed an identical 35% 
positive growth. These findings suggest the manifested 
changes are due to attention only or some form of general 
cognitive or analytic activity associated with studying 
human development. 
DISCUSSION 
Perspective taking training procedures utilized to 
enhance identity development are relatively new phenomena. 
The primary aim of this study was to revise and expand 
Markstrom-Adams's ideological perspective-taking training 
program. 
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The study was novel in several aspects. First, the 
sample was limited to females in the moratorium status as 
assessed by the EOM-EIS from subjects' pretest scores. By 
focusing the training program on only those in the 
moratorium phase of identity development, it was possible to 
observe the training program's effects on a specific status 
of ideological identity development. Second, gender 
differences and training program effects have not been 
addressed in previous studies. While this study was 
composed of an all female sample, future studies that 
include males will allow for possible gender comparisons in 
the effectiveness of the program . 
Findings of the Study 
The primary prediction of the study was that subjects 
participating in the ideological perspective-taking training 
sessions would show significant advances in their 
ideological identity and psychosocial maturity exceeding 
that of the control group participants. Specifically, 
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subjects in the treatment group were predicted to advance 
into ideological achievement as measured by the ideological 
and moratorium subscales of the EOM-EIS. In accordance with 
this prediction, it was also expected that subjects in the 
treatment groups would regress into the statuses of 
foreclosure and diffusion significantly less than those 
engaged in control group activities. In addition, it was 
expected that these subjects would also show positive gains 
in their overall identity as measured by the Ego Identity 
Scale (EIS) and the subscales of the Erikson Psychosocial 
Inventory Scale (EPIS). 
Three forms of analysis were used to test these 
predictions. First, group equivalence was assessed based on 
subjects' pretest scores. A significant difference was 
found on the identity subscale of the EPIS with the 
treatment group reporting more advanced scores than the 
control groups. 
The second step in data analysis involved using an 
analysis of covariance with the dependent variable as the 
covariate on the pretest scores. There were no significant 
differences observed with regard to possible trainer 
effects, and consequently it was judged appropriate to 
collapse the groups into one treatment group, one engaged 
control, and the maturational control group. An analysis of 
covariance was again computed on the sample and a 
significant finding was observed on the achievement subscale 
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of the EOM-EIS between the treatment and maturational 
control groups. However, caution should be used in 
interpreting these results due to the lower than anticipated 
pretest levels of internal consistency on the EOM-EIS. In 
other words, while it appears that the training may have 
significantly advanced subjects into ideological 
achievement, the inconsistency of the EOM-EIS at the time of 
pretesting limits the credibility of the result. 
Finally, group by time interactions were assessed using 
a repeated measures anova design. There were no significant 
findings. 
It is interesting to note, however, that when assessing 
subjects' movement across the statuses from pretest to 
posttest, 35% of the treatment group showed advancement into 
the achievement category while only 13% of the maturational 
control group advanced. These results were discounted due 
to the engaged control group also showing a 35% advance into 
the achievement status. It may be that the group 
interaction component (in addition to the written training 
exercises) is responsible for the experimental and engaged 
control subjects' growth in identity development. 
surprisingly, there was a lack of significant findings 
observed in this study. This occurrence may be explained in 
several ways. First, the sample was composed of subjects 
currently in the moratorium status of identity development. 
It is possible that since moratorium adolescents are 
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currently engaged in exploration, they may not readily 
benefit from perspective-taking activities that facilitate 
the exploration of ideological identity. Subjects in the 
statuses of foreclosure and diffusion may benefit more from 
the training due to the possibility of lack of exploration 
andjor a commitment to an ideology prematurely (i.e., 
foreclosure). In other words it is possible that subjects' 
identity status at the time of pretesting could influence 
the effectiveness of the training procedures. Further, 
college students may be more likely to remain in the 
moratorium stage of identity development for extended 
periods than non-college adolescents due to the choices and 
opportunities the college atmosphere provides. The 
moratorium subjects in this sample may simply have not been 
ready to make a commitment at this particular stage in their 
lives. 
Similarly, a study by Cote and Levine (1988) suggested 
that the differences between college students in the 
moratorium and achievement statuses may be minimal due to 
the availability of role experimentation in a college 
atmosphere. In other words, achieved subjects recruited 
from college environments may be less stable in their 
identity status due to the greater availability of 
experimentation and exploration exceeding that of subjects 
in other social contexts. Therefore a subject's identity 
status should be interpreted with regard to the social 
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context of the individual. 
Another explanation could be the time duration of the 
training program. Each topic of ideological identity was 
discussed for a 50 minute period each week. With subjects 
currently in the moratorium status a more intense program 
with a longer time duration may have been more beneficial by 
allowing subjects ample time to discuss and explore the 
various perspectives. Group leaders often encountered time 
constraints and had to limit group discussion on various 
topics in order to maintain consistency across the 
experimental groups with regard to time. Participants 
perceptions of exploration could have been minimal due to 
the limited time each topic was given and consequently at 
the time of posttesting they perceived themselves as having 
manifested little change in their exploration in comparison 
to their everyday activities. 
The treatment group was observed to be significantly 
more advanced than subjects in the control groups at the 
time of pretesting. This could have had an effect on the 
training procedures with the treatment groups having less 
room for improvement than subjects in the control groups. 
The final significant difference observed was between 
the treatment and maturational control groups with regard to 
advances into the achievement statuses as measured by the 
EOM-EIS. Again, it is important to consider the weak 
internal consistency of the EOM-EIS especially with regard 
to the subscales of achievement and diffusion during the 
pretest sessions. Yet even with the principle instrument 
having lower internal consistency than expected, the other 
measurements used in the study also failed to show any 
significant differences from pretest to posttest in 
subjects' overall identity. 
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Finally, it is important to look at the effect the 
sample had on the trea tment outcomes. The sample was drawn 
from a college located in a relatively conservative Utah 
community. The sample was composed primarily of subjects 
affiliated with the Mormon religion, the primary religion of 
the region. (see table 14) In a previous study Campbell 
(1984) compared Mormon and non-Mormon subjects and found 
Mormon subjects to be more conforming. It is possible that 
the homogeneity of the sample with regard to religion may 
have contributed to the lack of change from pretest to 
posttest due to subjects resisting change and new 
perspectives on issues especially related to religion. In 
other words, subjects had already conformed to the standards 
and norms of the society in which they lived and 
consequently were more apt to resist change in their 
attitudes and opinions. Specifically, observations from 
group leaders found subjects to be very reluctant to 
question their religion and had a considerable void in their 
knowledge of major world religions. This observation was 
similar to that of Ma rkstrom-Adams's (1988) study in which a 
Table 14 
Religious Preference of Subjects ln=50l 
Religious 
Preference 
Baptist 
Catholic 
LDS 
Lut".heran 
Presbyterian 
No affiliation 
Frequency 
2 
2 
41 
1 
1 
3 
64 
Percent 
4 
4 
82 
2 
2 
6 
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similar population was used. Subjects' lack of knowledge 
and perceived lack of interest may have tempered any effect 
of the treatment on ideological identity in which religion 
is a component. Further it was observed that participants 
also had considerable difficultly when discussing various 
political issues. Discussion of the issues was minimal with 
many showing little interest in the topics. Again, this 
would have had an effect on the outcome of the treatment 
success. 
Suggestions for Future Research. 
The area of perspective-taking programs on identity 
development is of relatively new interest to researchers of 
psychosocial development. While this study failed to show 
significant results, the training program should not be 
discarded for there remain several areas to address in 
future studies. 
First, the training program has been limited to a white 
college sample. Future studies would benefit by including a 
non-college working sample with some diversity in religion 
and ethnicity. It would also be interesting to apply the 
treatment to an all male sample so that gender comparisons 
could be made to a female sample as used in this study. It 
would also be of interest to include males and females in 
the same study. Furthermore the training program has yet to 
be used with other age ranges. Younger age groups may 
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benefit more by the training procedures during their initial 
stage of identity development. For example a high school 
sample, such as that used by Enright et. al. (1983a, 1984) 
may benefit from ideological perspective-taking training as 
they are currently engaged in career and other identity 
issues. 
Next, future intervention studies should attempt to 
recruit larger sample sizes. Furthermore, experimental 
group sizes should be limited to 4-5 individuals so that 
members get ample time to express their opinions and 
questions on each component. An extension of this would be 
to apply the treatment on an individual basis instead of a 
group format. In this way the various components of 
identity could be investigated thoroughly and perhaps this 
would facilitate a commitment by the subject. 
Likewise, future investigators should benefit by 
including additional measures of identity. Specifically, 
instruments used in categorizing subjects into one of the 
four identity statues such as the Identity Status Interview 
may increase measures of consistency and validity and 
therefore add to the credibility of the findings. Further, 
the individual domains of ideological identity (eg., 
occupation, religion, politics) could be assessed for 
training effects . 
It would be of interest to apply the training program 
for a longer duration. Group leaders made the observation 
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that the training program would have been more comphrensive 
if there would have been more time to address the various 
topics each week. For example participants' knowledge in 
the area of religion was limited and consequently more time 
was needed to adequately explain various religions and their 
similarities and differences. Furthermore group leaders 
should be educated and prepared to answer and explain 
questions in all areas of ideological identity (i.e., salary 
ranges and requirements of various occupations) . All of 
this would contribute to a more intense training program and 
provide participants with a knowledge base from which to 
further base their commitments. 
Finally, a study that included a follow-up assessment 
of identity status would be beneficial in determining any 
long term effects of the program. By again comparing the 
maturational and treatment groups any significant 
differences in their identity development could be 
determined. 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, although Markstrom-Adams (1988) reported 
some significant findings with regard to advances in 
ideological identity, the present study failed to replicate 
those findings. However, many suggestions for future 
research were presented and there remains an abundance of 
options and opportunities for advances and refinements in 
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the area of perspective-taking training programs. 
Until recently there has been a void in the area of 
perspective-taking training programs and their application 
in the area of identity development and psychosocial 
maturity. Hence, while the effects of the training program 
were not shown, it is important to note that the program is 
still in its initial stages and should not be discounted 
until further refinements are made in training and studies 
are performed with more diverse samples. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A 
Sign-Up Sheet 
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Sign-Up Sheet 
If you are an 18-21 year old, female college student and 
would like to be involved in the study just described to 
you , please provide the following information. Be sure to 
take one of the attached information sheets. 
Name and Address 
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Appendix B 
Student Information 
Sheet 
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Dear Student, 
You have been asked to participate in a study on enhancing 
self-understanding that is being carried out Spring Quarter 
1989. For your involvement in this study you will be 
allowed to take l P/F credit in Family and Human Development 
or Psychology after the study is completed. Your 
participation will be required for a total of six weeks 
during the quarter. During these six weeks you will be 
asked to participate in two weekly sessions lasting l to 1-
1/2 hours each, making a total time commitment of three 
hours per week. There will be no homework assignments. The 
activities will include a combination of written exercises 
and group discussions related to topics of self-
understanding andjor human development. Not only should 
you find the subject matter interesting, but you should also 
benefit personally from your involvement in the study. 
Your attendance is required at a pre-screening session in 
order to make a final determination of who will be included 
in the study. The majority of those pre-screened will be 
included in the study. 
Blocks of time have been arranged for pretesting. You will 
need to come to Family Life 128 (in the group of rooms at 
the east end of the Family Life building on the lower level) 
at some time during one of the days listed below. Plan 
about 1 to 1-1/ 2 hours for this session. 
Pre-screening Sessions 
Monday, March 27; 9-5 
Tuesday, March 28; 9-5 
Wednesday, March 29; 9-5 
Thursday, March 30; 9-5 
Friday, March 31; 9-5 
It is essential that you attend one of the sessions during 
this week. Attend a time convenient for you during the 
hours given. If you are unable to attend one of the times 
listed, due to schedule conflicts, let me know as soon as 
possible so that other arrangements can be made for you to 
complete the pretesting material. 
Thank you for your interest in this study. I hope you will 
find that this is a profitable experience for you. Please 
feel free to contact me at 750-3578 (work) or 753-5474 
(home) if you have any questions or decide that you cannot 
participate in the study. If you know of other 18-21 year 
old female college students who might be interested in 
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participating, please let me know or bring them with you to 
the prescreening session. 
Sincerely, 
Debbi L. Huston 
Appendix c 
Student Schedule 
Sheet 
79 
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ID# 
Thank you for your participation in this study. At this 
time I would like your help in scheduling the various groups 
for Spring Quarter. We will be meeting two times a week for 
five weeks beginning the week of April 10. On Monday or 
Tuesday of each week, you will need to plan to come in 
between the hours of 9 - 5 on either of these days to 
complete an individual written exercise. This will take 
approximately 1 to 1-1/2 hours to complete. 
The second session of the week will take place on Wednesday, 
Thursday, or Friday. A set time will need to be established 
for this session and you will be given several sessions from 
which to choose. Look over the following schedule and 
indicate all possible times that you would be available to 
attend a session. Although you will only need to attend one 
of these sessions, it will be helpful to have all available 
times when assigning groups. Each group will take 
approximately 50 minutes each week. 
Wednesday Thursday 
8:30-9:20 
10:30-11:20 
12:30-1:20 
1:30-2:20 
2:30-3:20 
3:30-4:20 
4:30-5:20 
You will be contacted in a few weeks and informed as to 
which session you will be assigned. Thank you for your 
assistance in this project. 
Appendix D 
Background 
Information Sheet 
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ID# ____ _ 
Background Information 
Name: 
Current Address: 
Current Phone # : 
Permanent Address: 
Permanent Phone Number: 
Birth date: 
Year in school: 
Major: 
Marital Status: 
Race: 
Single 
Married 
Divorced 
Separated 
Widowed 
Asian/Oriental 
Black 
Caucasian 
Hispanic 
Other (please specify) 
Religious preference: 
Baptist 
Catholic 
Episcopalian 
L.D . S. 
Lutheran 
Methodist 
Presbyterian 
Jewish 
No affiliation 
Other (please specify) 
Father's Occupation: 
Mother's Occupation: 
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ID# 
Father's highest level of education: 
Mother's highest level of education: 
Parent's combined approximate annual gross income: 
9,999 or less 
==10,000 to 14,999 
__ 15,000 to 19,999 
__ 20,000 to 24,999 
__ 25,000 to 29,999 
__ 30,000 to 34,999 
35,000 to 39,999 
40,000 to 44,999 
Number of older brothers you have: 
Number of younger : 
Number of older sisters you have: 
Number of younger : 
__ 45,000 to 49,999 
__ 50,000 to 54,999 
55,000 to 59,999 
__ 6o,ooo and over 
ALL INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT IN THE STRICTEST 
CONFIDENCE 
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Appendix E 
Extended Obiective 
Measure of Ego-
Identity Status: 
Items and Answer 
Sheets 
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Self-Perception Questionnaire #1 
Read each item and indicate to what degree it reflects your 
own thoughts and feelings . If a statement has more than one 
part, please indicate your reaction to the statement as a 
whole. Indicate your answer on the answer sheet by choosing 
one of the following items. Do not write on the 
questionnaire itself. 
A strongly agree 
B moderately agree 
C agree 
D disagree 
E moderately disagree 
F strongly disagree 
1. I haven't chosen the occupation I really want to get 
into, and I'm just working at whatever is available 
until something better comes along. 
2. When it comes to religion I just haven't found anything 
that appeals and I don't really feel the need to look. 
3. There's no single "life style" which appeals to me more 
than another. 
4. Politics is something that I can never be too sure 
about because things change so fast. But I do think 
it's important to know what I can politically stand for 
and believe in. 
5. I'm still trying to decide how capable I am as a person 
and what jobs will be right for me. 
6. I don't give religion much thought and it doesn't 
bother me one way or the other. 
7. I'm looking for an acceptable perspective for my own 
"life style" view, but haven't really found it yet. 
8. I haven't really considered politics. It just doesn't 
excite me much. 
9. I might have thought about a lot of different jobs, but 
there's never really been any question since my parents 
said what they wanted. 
10. A person's faith is unique to each individual. I've 
considered and reconsidered it myself and know what I 
can believe. 
For all the questions on this page, choose from the 
following responses. 
A= strongly agree 
B= moderately agree 
C= agree 
D= disagree 
E= moderately disagree 
F= strongly disagree 
11. After considerable thought I've developed my own 
individual viewpoint of what is for me an ideal "life 
style" and don't believe anyone will be likely to 
change my perspective. 
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12. I guess I'm pretty much like my folks when it comes to 
politics. I follow what they do in terms of voting and 
such. 
1}. I'm really not interested 1n finding the right job, any 
job will do. I just seem to flow with what is 
available. 
14. I'm not sure what religion mans to me. I'd like to 
make up my mind but I'm not done looking yet. 
15. My own views on a desirable life style were taught to 
me by my parents and I don't see any need to question 
what they taught me. 
16. There are so many different political parties and 
ideals. I can't decide which to follow until I figure 
it all out. 
17. It took me a while to figure it out, but now I really 
know what I want for a career. 
18. Religion is confusing to me right now. I keep changing 
my views on what is right and wrong for me. 
19. In finding an acceptable viewpoint to life itself, I 
find myself engaging in a lot of discussions with 
others and some self exploration. 
20. I've thought my political beliefs through and realize I 
can agree with some and not other aspects of what my 
parents believe. 
21. My parents decided a long time ago what I should go 
into for employment and I'm following through their 
plans. 
For all the questions on this page, choose from the 
following responses. 
A= strongly agree 
B= moderately agree 
C= agree 
D= disagree 
E= moderately disagree 
F= strongly disagree 
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22. I've gone through a period of serious questions about 
faith and can now say I understand what I believe in as 
an individual. 
23. My parents' views on life are good enough for me, I 
don't need anything else. 
24. I'm not sure about my political beliefs, but I'm trying 
to figure out what I can truly believe in. 
25. It took me along time to decide but now I know for sure 
what direction to move in for a career. 
26. I attend the same church as my family has always 
attended. I've never really questioned why. 
27. I guess I just kind of enjoy life in general, and I 
don't see myself living by any particular viewpoint to 
life. 
28. I really have never been involved in politics enough to 
have made a firm stand one way or the other. 
29. I just can't decide what to do for an occupation. There 
are so many that have possibilities. 
30. I've never really questioned my religion. If it's 
right for my parents it must be right for me. 
31. After a lot of self-examination I have established a 
very definite view on what my own life style will be. 
32. My folks have always had their own political and moral 
beliefs about issues like abortion and mercy killing 
and I've always gone along accepting what they have. 
ID# ----
Self-Perception Questionnaire #1 
Answer Sheet 
A = Strongly Agree 
B = Moderately Agree 
C = Agree 
D = Disagree 
E = Moderately Disagree 
F = Strongly Disagree 
A B c D 
1. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5 . 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
E F 
( ) ( ) 
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ID# ___ _ 
A= strongly agree 
B= moderately agree 
C= agree 
D= disagree 
E= moderately disagree 
F= strongly disagree 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24 . 
25. 
26 . 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32 . 
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Appendix F 
Ego-Identity Scale: 
Items, Answer 
Sheet, and Key 
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Self-Perception Questionnaire #2 
The following pages contain a number of statements which are 
related to opinions and feeling about yourself and life in 
general. There are no right and wrong answers to these 
statements. Thus, you should give YOUR OWN personal opinion 
in answering the statements. 
Read each statement, decide how you really feel about it, 
and marek your answer on the ANSWER SHEET. If the statement 
is one with which you AGREE or GENERALLY AGREE as it applies 
to you or what you believe, mark it AGREE on the answer 
sheet. If you DISAGREE or GENERALLY DISAGREE with the 
statement, mark it DISAGREE on the answer sheet. 
It is important that your work right through the statements 
and answer each one. DON'T spend too much time on any one 
statement, but try to be as accurate as possible in deciding 
whether you generally agree or disagree with the statements. 
Several of the statements may sound the same, but don't 
worry about this. Answer each one as you come to it. 
1. I seem to have regrets when I have to give up my 
pleasures right now for goals or things I want in the 
future. 
2. No one seems to understand me. 
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3. I have a fear of being asked questions in class because 
of what other people will think if I don't know the 
answer. 
4. Working is nothing more than a necessary evil that a 
person must put up with to eat. 
5. It doesn't pay to worry much about decisions you have 
already made. 
6. People are usually honest in dealing with each other. 
7. From what others have told me, I feel I am a person who 
is very easy to talk to. 
8. When given a job, I try never to get so tied up in what 
I am doing at the moment so as to lose sight of what 
comes next. 
9. I work best when I know my work is going to be compared 
with the work of others. 
10. I have no difficultly in avoiding people who may get me 
in trouble. 
11. When I have to work, I usually get pretty bored no 
matter what the job is. 
12. It doesn't worry me if I make a mistake in front of my 
friends. 
13. The decisions I have made in the past have usually been 
the right ones. 
14. Although I sometimes feel very strongly about things, I 
never show other people how I feel. 
15. After I do something I usually worry about whether it 
was the right thing. 
16. I am confident that I will be successful in life when I 
finally decide on a career. 
17. It's best not to let other people know too much about 
your family or background if you can keep from it. 
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18. I really don't have any definite goals or plans for the 
future, I'm content to let my parents decide what I 
should do. 
19. I never enjoyed taking part in school clubs or student 
government activity. 
20. If I am not careful people try to take advantage of me. 
21. In general, people can be trusted. 
22. It is very seldom that I find myself wishing I had a 
different face or body. 
23. I would get along better in life if I were better 
looking. 
24. At my age a person must make his or her own decisions, 
even though his or her parents might not agree with the 
things sjhe does. 
25. It's not hard to keep your mind on one thing if you 
really have to. 
26. It seems as if I just can't decide what I really want 
to do in life. 
27. I am always busy doing something, but I seem to 
accomplish less than other people even though they 
don't work as hard as I do. 
28. When I'm in a group I find it hard to stand up for my 
ideas if I think other people won't agree with me. 
29. I have at least one close friend with whom I can share 
almost all of my feelings and personal thoughts. 
30. I do not feel that my looks and actions keep me from 
getting ahead in life. 
31. Even when I do a good job in my work, other people 
don't seem to realize it or give me credit. 
32. One of the hardest things a young person to overcome is 
his or her family background. 
33. The best part of my life is still ahead of me. 
34. In a group I can usually stand up for what I think is 
right without being embarrassed. 
35. I seem to have the knack or ability to make other 
people relax and enjoy themselves at a party. 
36. I can't seem to say no when the group does something 
which I don't think is right. 
37. Being without close friends is worse than having 
enemies. 
38. I am not sure what I want to do as a life-time 
occupation, but I have some pretty definite plans and 
goals for the next few years. 
39 . It is easier to make friends with people you like if 
they don't know much about your background. 
40. I don't like sports or games where you always have to 
try and do better than the next person. 
41. A person who can be trusted is hard to find. 
42. I believe that I must make my own decisions in 
important matters, as no one can live my life for me. 
43. In order to be comfortable or at ease, a person must 
get along with others but sjhe doesn't really need 
close friends. 
44. I am proud of my family background. 
45. I cannot keep my mind on one thing. 
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46. It is a good idea to have some plan as to what has to 
be done next, no matter how much you have to do at the 
moment. 
47. During the past few years I have taken little or no 
part in clubs, organized group activity, or sports. 
48. I have found that people I work with frequently don't 
appreciate or seem to understand my abilities. 
49. For some reason, it seems that I have never really 
gotten to know the people I have worked with, even 
though I like them. 
50. I am pretty content to be the way I am. 
5 1 . I can't stand to wait for things I really want. 
52. A person is a lot happier if sjhe doesn't get too close 
to others. 
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53. Even though I try, it is usually pretty hard for me to 
keep my mind on a task or job. 
54. One of the good parts of being a teenager is getting 
together with a group which makes its own rules and 
does things as a group. 
55. When it comes to working , I never do anything I can get 
out of. 
56. My way of doing things is apt to be misunderstood by 
others. 
57. A person who hasn't been a member of a well organized 
group or club at some time in his or her teens has 
missed a lot . 
58. When I think about my future, I feel I have missed my 
best chances for making good. 
59. I like to tackle a tough job as it gives me a lot of 
satisfaction to fini s h it. 
60. I am always busy but it seems that I am usually 
spinning my wheels and never seem to get anywhere. 
61. It is very important that your parents approve of 
everything you do. 
62. It doesn't bother me when my friends find out that I 
can't do certain things as wel l as other people. 
63. As a rule, I don't regret the decisions I make. 
64. I feel pretty sure that I know what I want to do in the 
future and I have some definite goals. 
65. I don't have any troubl e concentrating on what I am 
doing. 
66. A person can't be h appy i n a job where sjhe is always 
competing against others. 
67. I fee l I have missed my opportunity to really be a 
success in life . 
68 . If a person wants someth ing worthwhile s j he should be 
willing to wa it for it. 
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69. At home, I enjoyed work or spare time activities where 
I had to compete agains t others. 
70. I never make any important decisions without getting 
help or advice from my family. 
71. It is better to say nothing in public than to take a 
chance on other people hearing you make a mistake. 
72. I lose interest in things if I have to wait too long to 
get them. 
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ID# 
Self-Percegtion Questionnaire ~2 
Answer Sheet and Key 
Dis- Dis- Dis-
Agree Agree Agree Agree Agree Agree 
l. ( ) (X) 25. (X) ( ) 49. ( ) (X) 
2. (X) 26. (X) 50. (X) ( ) 
3. (X) 27. (X) 51. (X) 
4. (X) 28. (X) 52. (X) 
5. (X) 29. (X) 53. (X) 
6. (X) 30 . (X) 54. (X) ( ) 
7. (X) 31. (X) 55. (X) 
8. (X) 32. (X) 56. (X) 
9. (X) 33. (X) 57. (X) ( ) 
10. (X) 34. (X) 58. ( ) (X) 
11. ( ) (X) 35. (X) 59. (X) ( ) 
12. ( X) 36 . ( ) (X) 60. (X) 
13. (X) 37. (X) 61. (X) 
14. (X) 38. (X) 62. (X) 
15. (X) 39. (X) 63. (X) 
16 . (X) ( ) 40. (X) 64. (X) 
17. (X) 41. (X) 65. (X) 
18. (X) 42. ( X) ( ) 66. (X) 
19. ( X ) 43. ( ) (X) 67. (X) 
20. ( X ) 44. (X) ( ) 68. (X) 
21. (X) 45. ( ) (X) 69. (X ) 
22 . (X) 46 . (X) ( ) 70. (X) 
23. ( ) (X) 47 . (X) 71. (X) 
24 . (X) ( ) 48. (X) 72. (X) 
Appendix G 
Erikson Psychosocial 
Stage Inventory: 
Items and Answer 
Sheets 
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Self-Perception Questionnaire #3 
1 hardly ever true 
2 
3 
4 
5 almost always true 
1. I am able to take things as they come. 
2. I can't make sense of my life. 
3. I wish I had more self-control. 
4. I get embarrassed when someone begins to tell me 
personal things. 
5. I can't make up my own mind about things. 
6. I change my opinion of myself a lot. 
7. I am able to be first with new ideas. 
8. I'm never going to get on in this world. 
9. I'm ready to get involved with a special person. 
10. I've got a clear idea of what I want to be. 
11. I feel mixed up. 
12. I find the world a very confusing place. 
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13. I know when to please myself and when to please others. 
14. The important things in life are clear to me. 
15. I don't seem to be able to achieve my ambitions. 
16. I don't seem to have the ability that most others have 
got. 
17. I've got it together. 
18. I know what kind of person I am. 
19. I worry about losing control of my feelings. 
20. I have few doubts about myself. 
21. I rely on other people to give me ideas. 
22. I don't enjoy working. 
23. I think I must be basically bad. 
24. Other people understand me . 
25. I'm a hard worke r. 
26. I feel guilty about many things. 
27. I'm warm and friendly. 
28. I really believe in myself. 
29. I can't decide wha t I want to do with my life. 
30. It's i mport a nt to me to be completely open with my 
friends. 
31. I find that good thins never last long. 
32. I feel I am a useful person to have around. 
33. I keep what I really think and feel to myself. 
34 . I'm an energetic person who does lots of things. 
35. I'm try ing hard t o achieve my goa ls. 
36. Things and people usually turn out well for me. 
37. I have a s trong sense of wha t it means to be 
female/male. 
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38. I think the world and people in it are basically good. 
39. I am ashamed of myself . 
40. I'm good at my work. 
41. I think it's crazy t o get too involved with people. 
42 . People are out t o get me . 
43. I like myself and am proud of what I stand for . 
44. I don't rally know wha t I'm all about. 
45. I can't stand lazy people. 
46 . I can s t op myself doing things I shouldn't be doing. 
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47. I find myself expecting the worst to happen. 
48. I care deeply for others. 
49. I find I have to keep up a front when I'm with people. 
50. I find myself denying things even though they are true. 
51. I don't really feel involved . 
52. I waste a lot of my time messing about. 
53. I'm as good as other people. 
54. I like to make my own choices. 
55. I don't feel confident of my judgment. 
56. I'm basically a loner. 
57. I cope very well. 
58. I'm not much good at things that need brains or skill. 
59. I have a close physical and emotional relationship with 
another person. 
60. I stick with things until they're finished. 
61. I'm a follower rather than a leader. 
62. I can stand on my own t wo feet. 
63. I find it hard to make up my mind. 
64. I trust people. 
65. I like my freedom and don't want to be tied down. 
66. I like new adventures. 
67. I prefer not to show too much of myself to others. 
68. I don't get things finished . 
69. I like finding out about new things or places. 
70 . I don't get much done. 
71 . Being alone with other people makes me feel 
uncomfortable. 
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72. I find it easy to make close friends. 
ID# __ _ 
Self Perception Questionnaire #3 
Answer Sheet 
1 = hardly ever true 
2 
3 
4 
5 almost always true 
1 2 
1. ( ( 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 . 
19. 
20. 
3 4 5 
( ( ( 
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21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33 . 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
1= hardly ever true 
2= 
3= 
4= 
5= almost always true 
1 2 
( ( ( 
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ID# ___ _ 
3 4 5 
( ( 
1= hardly ever true 
2= 
3= 
4= 
5= almost always true 
1 
43. ( 
44. 
45. 
46 . 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
2 
( 
3 
( 
4 
( 
ID# __ _ 
5 
( 
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64. 
65. 
66 . 
67. 
68 . 
69 . 
70. 
71. 
72. 
1= hardly ever true 
2= 
3= 
4= 
5= almost always true 
1 2 
( ( ( 
3 4 
( 
ID# __ _ 
5 
( 
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Appendix H 
Informed Consent 
Statement 
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Dear Participants: 
Late adolescence/early adulthood is a time of life when many 
important choices regarding adult roles are being considered 
for adoption. In addition, it is a time to engage in 
greater exploration of what the self is all about, while at 
the same time trying to gain a better understanding of 
others. The purpose of this study is to determine if 
special written and group exercises may be utilized to 
enhance processes of understanding the self and others. 
This project is being carried out by Debbi L . Huston, a M.S. 
student in Family and Human Development, and is under the 
supervision of Dr. Gerald Adams and Dr. Carol Markstrom 
Adams who are in the departments of Family and Human 
Development and Psychology r espectively. 
There are nine possible groups that you may be assigned to 
in this project. To insure equivalence, the project leader 
will assign you at random to one of these groups. Depending 
on the group in which you are a participant, activities will 
be related to topics of self exploration and understanding 
andjor human development. 
Although the content of the nine groups vary, the time 
commitment needed for each group is the same. The actual 
study itself will take six weeks. The completion of 
questionnaires, individual written exercises, and small 
group discussions will comprise the activities of these six 
weeks. Participation in these activities will require 
approximately one and one half hours of your time, two times 
a week, making the total time commitment approximately three 
hours a week. After the training is complete, there will be 
a session scheduled in which further details of the study 
will be shared. 
Depending on the group you are assigned to, you should 
benefit from this study by acquiring a greater sense of 
self-awareness, interpersona l understanding, andjor by 
increasing your knowledge in the field of human development. 
If you complete the training, you have the option of taking 
one independent study credit, P/F, in either Family and 
Human Development or Psychology. There are no anticipated 
risks for you, as a participant, in this study. 
You have the right to withdraw from this study, at any time, 
without suffering a penalty. 
As a participant, your confidentiality is assured in this 
project. This wi ll be accomplished by assigning 
participants an identification number. All materials that 
you complete as a part of the study will bear this assigned 
number. A list containing your name and identification 
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number will be kept apart from the materials that you have 
completed. 
Data in this study will be analyzed for publication purposes 
for the whole group. Thus, individual scores on the 
measures will not be assessed. 
If you have any questions, at any point during the study, do 
not hesitate to ask the project director, Debbi Huston, 
Gerald Adams or Carol Markstrom Adams. Thank you for you 
assistance in this project. 
Sincerely, 
Debbi L. Hus ton 
Graduate Student 
Family and Human Dev. 
(801) 750-3578 
Dr. Gerald Adams 
Professor 
Family & Human Dev. 
(801) 750 -1545 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322-2905 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322-2905 
Dr. Carol Markstrom Adams 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Psychology 
(801) 750-1460 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322 -
Participant Informed Consent 
I have read the above information and agree to participate 
in this study. I further understand that I may withdraw 
from the study at any time wi thout any penalty or 
consequences. 
(Signature) (Date) 
I would like to receive a s umma ry of the research findings. 
Name 
Mailing Address----------------------------------------
Appendix I 
Ideological PersPective-
Taking Training 
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Ideological Perspective-Taking Training 
Dear Participant: 
Living an adult life involves making choices in a variety of 
areas of life. Some of these are internal choices, that is, 
we select values, beliefs, and ideologies that we have 
determined have meaning to ourselves. These are individual 
choices that we make, nonetheless, they have an influence on 
the kinds of roles we adopt as adult members of our society. 
In order to make these very important choices, however, we 
need to be informed as to what options are available to 
select from. What is especially important, is to have the 
opportunity to think about the options available in life and 
to make selections for yourself. The training you are a 
part of is designed to give you such an opportunity. 
Over the next several sessions, you, along with other 
participants, will be given questions to answer which should 
help guide your thinking and selection of various choices in 
regards to important values, beliefs, and ideologies. You 
will have the opportunity, both in individual and group 
sessions, to clarify and articulate what is important to you 
as an individual. The group session will consist of seven 
to ten individuals, similar to yourself in age and col lege 
experience. 
The areas of interest that you will be examining are 
occupation, politics, philosophical life-style, and 
religion. Over the next four weeks, one of these topics 
will be addressed each week. 
If you need clarification of any item or assistance as you 
answer the questions, do not hesitate to ask the aide. 
WEEK 1 
OCCUPATION 
ID# __ 
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This first week's topic will be on occupation. Please give 
a written response, in the space provided, to the following 
questions related to your ideas about occupations. These 
items will be used as a basis for discussion in the group 
session later this week . 
1.* a. List five occupations that seem interesting to you 
and that you have considered as possible career 
choices for yourself. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
b. List five occupations that you know that you are 
not interested in and would not adopt as career 
choices. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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ID# __ 
2.* For each occupation, list next to it characteristics 
that describe it. An example of characteristics to 
consider include: What is the income associated with 
the occupation? What kinds of skills are needed 
(e.g., business, mathematical, technical, computer, 
interpersonal, medical, etc.)? Is it a nine-to-five 
job or are the hours flexible? Is travel involved? 
Are there desirable fringe benefits? In addition, 
generate other characteristics that describe each 
occupation. 
3. Of the occupations that are most interesting to you 
(as designated in Question #1), list the ways in which 
they are similar to one another (using the criteria 
generated in Question #2)? In what way are these 
occupations different from one another? List as many 
similarities and differences that you can think of. 
Similarities_ 
1. ______________________ __ 
2. 2. ____________________ ___ 
3. 3. ____________________ __ 
4. 4. ______________________ __ 
5. 5. ______________________ _ 
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ID# 
4. Of the occupations of least interest to you (as 
designated in Question #1) , list the ways in which 
these occupations are similar to one another? In what 
ways are these occupations different from one another? 
List as many similarities and differences that you can 
think of. 
Similarities Differences 
1. 1. ______________________ __ 
2. 2. ____________________ __ 
3. 3. ______________________ _ 
4. 4. ____________________ __ 
5. 5. 
5.* From this exercise, has it become apparent to you that 
there are certain job characteristics that have more 
appeal to you than others? If so, what are the job 
characteristics that you value? 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6.* Of the job characteristics that you value, describe 
how these characteristics are similar to what you know 
about yourself as an individual, e.g., your 
personality traits, interests, hobbies, etc? 
ID# __ 
7.* From this exercise, can you narrow your list of five 
favored occupations, to one or two occupations that 
are of most interest to you? What are they? 
1. 
2. 
8. Summarize the kind of occupation you would like to go 
into and why. 
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WEEK 2 
POLITICS 
ID# 
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This week's topic will be on politics. Please give a 
written response, in the space provided, to the following 
questions related to your ideas about politics. These items 
will be used as a basis for discussion in the group session 
later this week. 
1.* Provide a definition of what you think is politics. 
2.* When you think of politics, what terms and issues come 
to your mind as being components of politics? 
3.* List five political issues that you are aware of and 
have some knowledge. A political issue is any issue 
in which local, regional, national, andjor 
international politics plays a role. (An example of a 
political issue was the ABC tax initiatives that were 
proposed by the Utah State government) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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4.* Select three of the five issues listed in Question #3. 
For each issue, take the perspective of and provide a 
pro and a con for each side of the issue. Be sure to 
do this separately for each of the three issues you 
select. 
1. Issue: 
Pro: 
Con: 
2 . Issue: 
Pro: 
Con: 
3. Issue: 
Pro: 
Con: 
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5. Of the various pro's and con's presented in Question 
#4, in what ways are the arguments are similar to one 
another? (ie. they represent a conservative viewpoint, 
they represent a liberal viewpoint etc.) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. Of the various pro's and con's presented in Question 
#4, in what ways are the arguments are different from 
one another? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
7.* In looking over the different political viewpoints 
presented in Question #4, which viewpoints are most 
similar to your own personal political viewpoints? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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8.* In looking over the different viewpoints presented in 
Question #4, which viewpoints are the most different 
from your own personal political viewpoints? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
9. summarize, as completely as you are able, your own 
viewpoint about politics. 
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WEEK 3 
PHILOSOPHICAL LIFE-STYLE 
Many people hold a personal philosophy of life that is 
reflected in the style of life they adopt and their behavior 
toward others. This perspective is broader than religious 
or spiritual perspectives, however, aspects of these 
perspectives may be part of a philosophy of life. 
Please give a written response, in the space provided, to 
the following questions related to your ideas on 
philosophical life-style. Some of these items will be used 
as a basis for discussion in the group session later this 
week. 
1.* Provide a definition of what you think is meant by the 
term "philosophical life-style"? 
2.* List 10 beliefs, values, and/or ideologies that 
reflect what someone may adopt as part of their 
philosophical life-style. ( *** NOTE These do not need 
to be part of your own philosophy of life.****) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 . 
8. 
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9. 
10. 
3.* Taking all 10 components of a philosophy of life given 
in Question #2, in what ways are they similar to one 
another? Give as many similarities as you can think 
of. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
4.* Group the ten components you listed in Question #2 
into subgroups according to those most similar to one 
another. (There is no specific number of groups you 
should have. ) 
Group #1 Group #2 Group #3 Group #4 
ID# 
5.* Of the subgroups given in Question #4, what are the 
similarities within each group? 
Group #1 
Similarities 
Group #2 
Similarities 
Group #3 
Similarities 
Group #4 
Similarities 
1. ____________ ------------- ------------- ------------
2. ____________ ------------- ------------- ------------
3. ____________ ------------- ------------- ------------
4. ___________ ------------ ----------- ----------
5. ____________ -------------
6.* What are the major differences between each of the 
subgroups you have listed in Question #4? (ie. how 
does group #1 differ from groups 2, 3, and 4) 
Group #1 
Differences 
from groups 
Group #2 
Differences 
from groups 
Group #3 
Differences 
from groups 
1. ____________ ------------- -------------
2. ___________ ------------ ------------
Group #4 
Differences 
from groups 
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3. ____________ ------------- ------------- -----------------
4. __________ ----------- ----------- --------------
5. ____________ ------------- ------------- ----------------
7. Is there any subgroup(s) of components of 
philosophical life-style, that you listed in Question 
#4, that has more appeal to you than the other 
subgroups? List the aspects of this subgroup(s) that 
are most appealing to you? Why are these appealing? 
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8. Are there any of the subgroups, listed in Question #4, 
that are less appealing to you? List the aspects of 
these groups that are not appealing. Why are they 
less appealing? 
9.* Which of the various aspects of philosophical life-
style given in Question #2 do you consider closest to 
your own personal philosophy of life? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
10.* Which of the various aspects of philosophical life-
style given in Question #2 are not part of your 
personal philosophy of life? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
11.* Summarize your own persona l philosophical life-style. 
WEEK 4 
RELIGION 
ID# 
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This week's topic will be on religion. Please give a 
written response, in the space provided, to the following 
questions related to your ideas about religion. These items 
will be used as a basis for discussion in the group session 
later this week. 
1.* Provide a definition of what you think is religion. 
2.* List what you think a re the five major religions of 
the world? 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5. 
3.* Taking all five religions into consideration, in what 
ways are they similar to one another? Give as many 
similarities as you can think of. 
2 0 
3. 
4 0 
5. 
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4.* Group the five religions listed in Question #2 into 
subgroups according to those religions roost similar to 
one another. (There is no specified number of groups 
you should have.) 
Group #1 Group #2 Group #3 Group #4 
5.* Of the subgroups you listed in Question #4, what are 
the similarities within each s ubgroup? 
Group #1 
Similarities 
Group #2 
Similarities 
1. ____________ -------------
2 ·----- ------
3. ______ ------ -
4. ____________ -------------
5 ·------- ------
Group #3 
Similarities 
Group #4 
Siroilari ties 
ID# 
6.* What are the major differences between each of the 
subgroups you have listed in Question #4? (ie. how 
group #1 is different from groups 2, 3, and 4) 
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Group #1 
Differences 
from groups 
Group #2 
Differences 
from groups 
Group #3 
Differences 
from groups 
Group #4 
Differences 
from groups 
1. ____ _ 
2. ____ _ 
3. ____ _ 
4. ____ _ 
5. ____ _ 
7. Is there any subgroup(s) of religions, listed in 
Question #4, that has more appeal to you than the 
other subgroups? What aspects of this subgroup(s) 
are most appealing to you? Why? 
8. Are there any of the subgroups, listed in Question #4, 
that you definitely know that you are not interested 
in? What aspects of these subgroups are not appealing 
to you? Why? 
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9.* Which religion(s) listed, if any, do you consider 
closest to your personal belief system? What aspects 
of that religion are congruent with your own beliefs? 
10.* In the religion(s) given in Question #9, are there any 
aspects of that religion that you question, or do not 
understand? What are these aspects? 
1. 
2 0 
3 0 
4. 
5. 
11.* summarize your own beliefs about religion. 
Appendix J 
Annual Editions: 
Human Development Articles 
Article 1 
Tflhe hormonal 
.1 constitution is as 
hereditary as eye color, 
body structure or any other 
physical trait carried by 
NIIU.Je oc:cuionally produces trqic ex-
periments in which diseue o r heredity 
di&cu.rbt lhe body's hormone balance. Un· 
fortunate u tbe5c occurrences ue, they 
oonethe.lcu ~Ueh scientists a great deal 
about how the erxkx:rine system ..orka in 
beaJth and diMUe. 
New kzM:Moledp about the endocrine 
I)'SfCm comes siDW"Iy and often t,o chance; 
for it is ditfk:ult .00 often unethical to 
perform genetic research on human beings. 
People canooc be bred like laboratory 
nes: 
Our 
individual 
programing 
system 
attimaJs. Alfecu:d indivKiuals and their 
families are scattered around the world. 
The geiiCliC conditiotll are rare. ADd few 
physicians are interested in research so 
thar many insances simply ao unrecorded. 
Animal research on hormones ia oo 
substitute for human ~h. Animab' 
honnooes, especially animaJ sex honnoncs 
and ~niliry cycles, are somewtw ulllikc 
those of human beings. Monkeys, it is 
U'\le, mo$1 closely resemble human beings; 
but rexan:h with I'IIOftbyt it QPCD~ive 
and diff~t. And monkeys are still not 
the wneupc:opte. 
Medic&J iaveatipron tbctc6Jre, mwa 
simply wait for thme Wllikcly cxpcrimcnll 
of nature aftd be rudy 10 learn from them 
whcl:leYer aod wherever they occvr. 
Despite the many problema, lhil t'eiCUCb 
is beJ.irwiniiO lhow tbc ~ tJo. 
tween 1eoes &bd hormones, sex md 
fe niliry. 
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Many factors 
influence the endocrine 
system 
ONE FUNCTION OF GENES IS TO 
)hufflc: 1hc bLulo~ic.ll deck rcpt:Jtcdly so 
th.u mdLvtduals of a Spt!'Cics Jiffer from 
c.u:h other. The KC ilC) responliblt: for con· 
uollinw hunnom:s .He no exccpuun to thts 
ruk. People differ as tO how much of a 
panicular hormone they pr00ul."e. til the 
scmnivny .Jnd number of thc1r rece~llors 
for a hormone on tarwetus, ues. and in the 
ability of target ussut:) to rt:lpond to their 
hormones ' chemk.Ji siKnals. 
Many genetic factors are involved in a 
proyraminw system w1th lO 1nany varia· 
bh:s. But the complexJty of the endocrine 
system n01withs1anding. each denu:m 
must be the t'XpfC llWil uf pruwr.JIIll writ· 
;en m the gent:s 
The genes .ne often overruled by forces 
that ane not genetic. Genes simply give a 
program for how the body will function. 
Many cultural. 5ocial. environmental. 
nutritional and many other facwrs have 
cooperated to change the bas•c pattern . 
That women memtruate and go through 
menopause. for example. tS determmed 
by the genes that make a woman. Both 
menarche and menopause .ue the ex pres· 
sian of hormones. in turn controlled by 
processes set up by the genes . Today 95 
percent of young women in Europe and 
the United States have the1r fim men-
st rual period (menarche! between the 
ages of 10 and 16. 
wait for 
unlikely experiments of 
nature in order to study 
genetic mistakes. 
Although the genes have remained 
the same for the past several centuries. the 
average age of menarche has been coming 
down about thn:e years a ..:cntury for 
young women m 1ndu)tnallzed countries. 
Const•quently, women are maturm~ f,nter 
th.:ln tht1' JiJ in t/11: past. The awr.:1gc .:~gc 
of mcnJn:hc is now ~ t.JU ie m mdu)t n.ll -
tzcd lliU tltrtes Uutl) )ti ll ..:orn 111~ duwn •n 
the In) Jcvclol)ed ulutune). ~bowi ng 
a~;ain the unpurtanr.:e nf )UCi.JI. environ· 
mental and nutrmun.tl fanor) oumatura -
tiun . Mcnupau)e. Ill r.:umrJ)I. /1,}) Ueen 
ddayetl by about three yeJr) a century 
and it is safe to assume th at thl). tun. IS 
bcGIUSe of envimmnemal anJ nutntional 
f.JI."IUfS . 
Nonetheless. despne wide variat ions m 
hum.lll hormones. it is cle.Jr that genes 
mu)t l.te .1t J.:ast p.1nly re~pomtblt: fu r th~ 
patt~rns of hormone a.ctiom. the typa of 
hormones produced and the body\ se!l)t· 
tivity to them. Thi s is l."erta m beca u)e : 
o Certatn hormonal problems run in 
families; 
• Animals of d1fferent species have simt· 
lar but not idenucal hormones; 
o And. pcrha~Js the nlO~ t telling pi~ce of 
rvid•:nl~ . tl'alc,d iftt:r frotnfetno~k) . 
The Jiffcrence between maks auJ female~ 
is genetically Jetermincd. Somehow 111 
the genes are the instructions that make 
male!s and fe!males ~Jroduce different hor-
mones nr the so~ me hormone) in dilfercm 
Genes determine 
hormones and 
hormones determine 
sex 
GENES INHERITED FROM THE 
mother and the f.1thcr establish o1 person·s 
iieX. By the time a human fenilized egg 
has divided three times. it is either male or 
female . Its sex is genetically determined 
at the mo ment of fertilization and the 
genetic pattern .1lready makes a difference 
when the embryo is only eight cdls larwe. 
There are no outward signs of sex yet. of 
course. The!~ will not appear umH the 
fetus has grown for another two months. 
But particularly from the moment of con-
cept ion. the chemical potential is pro· 
gramed into the embryo"s cdls for the 
person to be of one sex or the ot her. 
Before the dght·cd l stage of the 
embryo. the X chromosome run) the 
show. In the earliest cell divisions. cells 
of the grow1ng embryo seem to pay no 
attenuon to whether the other chromo· 
some is an X (that is. the embryo is 
female~ oro~ Y {that ts. the embryo is 
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1. Gene• 
mule I. 
li the embryo I) genettt.JIIy mule. the 
Y chromowme \.lq:m~ to dwmnutt" the 
)(ene .titer the t:l):hl ·ldl ~l.:l):;t: JuJ C\"en · 
tuJIIy Jirctb the t"hcllliCJI prolC~)t" ) thdt 
)\lmulate the growth 11f Intel J 11J llhlll' 
germ cells. The Ua\.ly I) J bu~·. 
lithe cmUryu due) not have a Y Lluu-
mo)omc. tntes Jo nut Je\·d t,p . anJ the 
fetU) grow) ovane~ . The U.:J l.t)· l) J gut 
The genetics of sex 
EvnyctUofahumanb<:mj~ (<" .\(Cplforthc 
sperm and t'81!1 has l) pairs of (h romo-
somcs. Twtmy·IWo pdtrs t.lc t~rmine naits 
oft he body. One patr dl·tc rtHltlc ~ the per · 
son·s sex. Sexlhrumnsomu.like all the 
other chromosomes .a person has. come 
from the parents: one uf J J)J ir from the 
mother and one of J po~t r lrnm the filt her. 
Sex ~;hromosomes arc euher X or Y. so 
called btuusc of their sh.1pe when exam· 
ined under tht minus.:npe. 
Tilefirs t step tha t b•inost~e•ht'r tbe 
combination ul ~t.·ne~ tor m .. lt ur ftmo~k 
dett'tmines most of tht' steps tll.lt fullow. In 
the normal courK of events. J female has 
two X chromosomes (XX~ and a malt has 
one X and one Y chromosome (XV) . These 
combinations are dull in the moment th.lt 
a sperm (urryin~ either .l •in~k X or Y 
chromosome I fcnillzes ·'" egs (carryi ng 
one of the mothcr·, X t.hromosom es). The 
genes Qtried on these ~;hromosomts carry 
the famtly history. In the moment offeml· 
ization. they projc..:tt h.lt history one morr 
aeneration into the future . 
Sex chromosomes 
Mother's Se.o; 
Chromosome!! 
! ! 
F"her""!i X r:::X XX • Female 
... 
Chromotomes Y X Y X Y "' Male 
Male 
Sex Hormones 
THE EMBRYo·s TE STES PRODUCE 
male hormones, notJ.Uiy te>HJ)terune. 
and .1 vanety of other puwer!ul )Ub-
stanca that may be )o\Jd IO<ndy to 
.. defemintze .. unJ ··ma)culimze·· the 
growing mo~le fetus . Thts is J. gros) over · 
simptificauon. ~ ut .:~mmal re>eJrch .;uu..l 
some work wnh human bt:II\K) does 
seem to show that 1f nothm~o: cha nges 
the origmal pattern . y11u get~ J.:lrl . To get 
a buy. the fetu) nceJ) lulh.l ll~e )01\le ut 
1. DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PRENATAL PERIOD 
and 
with 
does seem 
show that if nothing is 
done to change the 
original genetic pattern, 
you get a girl. To get a 
boy, the fetus needs 
to change. 
the st arung materials. And the agents of 
chdnge .ue hormones. 
Fn:nch b10logJSl Alfred Jest studied 
this process. mostly in rabbits. more 
th.JO }0 years a~o and found that 
the process of se'lual differenu,mon is 
sequenuaJ. ordered and Stmplt' . 
When Jest removed the testes from a 
ge-neucally male ~XY) rabbtt fetus. he-
produced a fem ale. She was stenk. of 
course. because she lacked ov<~rics: but 
she was 10 most other ways a female. 
When Jost tmplamed a testis in the neck 
of a genetically female !XXI rabbit fetus. 
he produced a male. He was stenle. too. 
bi.."C.JUSc he lacked the male germ cdls 10 
produce )penn. But u ther-vtse he was a 
male. Jost concluded that the difference 
between mal~ and females~~ in the 
action of sex hormones in the feE us-
hormones for which 1he grnes carry 
theprQMrams. 
Once the genes have gi'len their 
chemical instructions for the fet us to 
develop .:.long the m ale model. 1he fems 
takes over. helping to determine how it 
will look by producing more sex 
hormones. 
In the early embryo. 1he developing 
testis sccrctes testos1erone and a pr01ein 
substance called Mullerian regression 
facw r JM RF). MRF is responsible. in a 
sense. for "defemin izing " the mille 
embryo . In the fema le embryo. a set of 
tubes called Mullerian dum normally 
develops mto the structure) of the 
female reproductive system-Fallopian 
tubes. uterus and upper p.m of the 
vagina . In the male. almost no1h1011 
remains of the primitive Mullena n ducts 
because 1he protein messenger MRF 
instructs the embryo to absorb 1hem. 
A second hormone, human chorionic 
gon;~douopin (hCG~. sums the pro-
cesse::. by which male sexual >tru~tures 
dl"Vdnp. Produced by t h!.:" plac!.:"nla. hCG 
)!Jll!Uf.lle) ..:dl> 11f lh!.:" !nil> Jlc'jd l ~ ~dlsl 
hi )'j'lllhC)Il.e tC>IU)h;lOfll'. WhKh t-:IVCS 
I he :> l);lhll 1!1r amuhcr >cttlflui>e> ~ailed 
Wol!lian Juu) tu dcvdup mtlw mJic. 
WtJffliJn duus ewntu.llly b!.:"cume )t.:mi-
nifcrou) wbules.1nd the \"asJdcrcns 
Testo)tcrone >caetcJ by 1hc LL-yLil); ~e ll s 
ab•J Jiffu~e) tnto .w:.h of the cmb ryo 
th.n w1ll b..:~·ome thl' m.Jll: ~·xtcn1.:al ~em· 
!.:alia- pent>. ~~lil t u1n. pro~ tall' JIJ•l 
urethra. 
Once Jestosterone ts produced. malc 
dcvclopmem pro~ecd~ 4ut..:kly berJu>e 
tile huk 0J t ul tc~tu~t..:rone pruJuleJ 
swnulate::. the proJucl!on of more 
Bh)l!Jves>dSillVJ\.klhcttS>liCSthatwill 
bcl·ome the teste>. the Mullen.:~n dun> 
that hav~.· been charal·lerbucally fcmale 
structures JeHencrate and male Wolffian 
ducts develop. All 1h1S happens wuhtn 
the firsttnmester. In contrast. ova rin Jo 
not Jevelop unul the second trtmester. 
T;ll) )itUdtlO<liS nut SO .iiiO;lJe. hu·.v-
evet. True. m the normal course of 
evems. the pre>ence of a Y chromosome 
in mammals IS necessary 10 force Jevcl· 
opmcm mward maleness. But1t t.lkes 
more than the prescnce of 1hc Y chro· 
rnosomc and I he enzymes il codes to 
make a mille. There must ill so be J sutfi· 
dent number of ren:ptors on the appro· 
pnate us~ue::. to re~c1ve the rhemJCa l 
SIJ!IIlal from theY l·hromosorne. The liS · 
Sue receplOrS fl\U)t l.H.: >C il~IIJ\It' COOUHh 
to re)ponJ to the )t~nal. anJ the )mall 
response of recugnuion on lht· pan of 
the receptors must be capable of trtg[!ler· 
ing a greater response by the cell . 
There ,ue ca~es uf people w1th the 
normal XY genetic endowment who 
nevertheless appear female . The1r Y 
chromosome produces the proper 
\romosornes is 
actually inactivated in 
the female. Only one 
X chromosome is 
responsible for directing 
the course of female fetal 
development. 
enzymes but the1r bodies l.:ack 1he recep-
tor) 10 )\Jmulatc tlw );COwth ilnd lkWl· 
upmcm of mdk II)>Ut:\. 
This IS not the cnd of the story uf X 
andY. The fcm.:~lc has two X chromo· 
some::. . For m.my years. resear(h )l·icn-
11>\S wondered tfbuth X chromosomes 
comnbuted to 1he Jewlopmem of t l1c 
ova ry anJ female: ch.:HaC!Cfi)II CS. 
Research h.l> nuw ~·omc up wnh !he 
::.urpli>lllK findin); th<it one ufth~· .X 
ChfllllllhOnJe~ IS JltU.lll'j' ln.ll'tl\'.lf~·J In 
thl' lemak. On ly onc X lhromu~I>IIJC I) 
responsible fo r dtrccttng the ~uur~e of 
female ietal developmem. Even more 
surprising. the X chromosome ts 11\d(tl· 
vatcJ in maks. too . ln fact. h.:~vmg an 
dctJVated X chromosome in males inter-
feres with the norm.1J processes by 
which J!lt'rm cells dJvtde and mJ ture to 
be sperm cells. Men w1th the gencuc 
anomaly. XXY. develop testes but 
because they do not mactivate 1hesr 
X chromos~m'!. tt>()' •lo not •ISu-llly 
produce sperm. Someu me lau:r m Jevel-
opmem. a female takes advan1age of 
havtng both X ch romosomes tn produc· 
ingeggs. 
The significance of these complex pat-
terns of turmng o n and off genes and 
their enzYme produch dl!d the )ccrcts of 
the silent. X chromosome rem.1m myster· 
ies of evoluuonary history. 
The genetics of sterility 
Hormones ue not the e- ntire story. In Olle 
kind of male infertilit y. teSIUHe nornul 
bur they produce no sperm. The upl.in.l-
tlon is robe found in rhe chromosomes. 
Part of the Y chromos.o~ nur the center 
rodes for enzymes th.it producr structures 
of the testis: .1nother p.ut of1he Y chromo· 
some. funherout on ooe of the •rms of the 
Y·shaped structure, codes for the messen-
gers 1h.1t produce the sperm. It is possibk, 
therefoR!:. to h.~Ve .1 normal testis. produc-
lng•ll the right hormones, without having 
.lnysperm.lt.ill. 
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Goo.ids •nd the prlmlliVC" ccllsth.it n'C'n· 
tually m.uure to germ cells .l t iK from two 
different sources in the embryo. The ge-rm 
cells that will become sperm cells orc-gjjs 
•ctu•llyarisc in the yolk SoiC. nut strtctly 
spe•k ing poirt oft he embryo itst"lf. They 
then migr•ee to a p.-rt of the developing 
embryo known U the genitoiltidges. Th~ 
migratory cells dlfferenc i.ee •nd m..uure to 
b«'ornt eggs or sperms depending on which 
ho.rmo~Vs~onthem. Thetluur of 1he 
ovariu or testrs, howt:Ver. comes from • 
different put oft he 11rowing embryo. The 
rrsuh Is fh,u It Is pon•blr for gon.~ds 10 
develop norrru.lly in responw 10 the hor-
mones triggered by thr presence of • V 
'hromosome and s1ill h•ve no sperm or 
C'll85-
Sometimes the 
message 
gets garbled 
FOUR STEPS ARE REQ UIRED FOR 
norrnJI J •. :vdupmcnt of J 111Jit.•; 
• Ll·yJiH ld ls ruu ~ 1 pruJuu• norm.l l 
conccnlr.lt iOn) ofTC)[Q)tl·rone: 
• Sy nthC)I ) of Mu lknan rq:rcssu m 
factor (MRFJ lllU)I tx- normo~ l. 
• Tcsto)teronc 1110 )1 b~ l·o nn·ned to 
!he m o rr b ioiOKICd lly pu!Cill J ndro~en . 
dihydrotcsto)tcmne: and 
• Sc)( hormones must JCIU.llly mJuu: 
the1r cffeets wuhin cdls. 
Sumc1imcs. however. the message gc1s 
garbled . The appropriate JnJ ro~l."ll) u r 
Mullt>rian regression faciOr cJnnol c:xcrt 
(ht: tr effects wuhi n th.: cells. Jf andro-
gens are not effectivt:. cuherbecause 
1hey are not bcmg synthesized in hig:h 
enou~h conccmrauon ur because )Url1t'-
thing IS wrong with the androgen rcccp· 
tors. a n individual whu is a gcneuc mal~ 
-t hat is. whose g~notyp.: 1s KY-
matures like a woman at pub~rty. The 
condit ion ts known as testicular 
f~mintLation . 
If Mulleu.m reg~ssion factor fMRFI 
doe'.i not cnstruct til~ embryo to absorb 
tht..' Mullt..'rt.ln lhKt). ~l'rll' lt L' m.:1ln may 
gmwhthavl' "Hllt.'Oft ltt..' >t..'XUJ J )[fltl' 
tltrL') ul ktll.lk' . ,\\clltllJY look tmrmJI 
but mJy JLlliJlly haw ttK'ompktdy dcvd· 
opcd FJ!IopiJII tubo J lld lllt..'fll~ . 
Do hormones 
shape behavior? 
TH E BODY PARTS THAT DISTINGUISH 
mak~ irom h:mak~ Jfl' dcacly )hapcd by 
gcllt..') anJ hurmun~~ . How much ut 
tuunJ o bchavit lr- and C~\k..'l'I.:JII y u~hav · 
i or~ dm!llly ami tnJtrcl'tly rdau:J tu 
milttng-ls tniiiJll.:d ,li\J ~hapt:J by hor· 
mon~·s? Thc Jthwcr 1~ that no onc 
knows 1f there ts a connc~· tion lx:twecn 
hormone levels ,Jfld human bdl il\ftor. 
Males havt more drculatmg tcsto~ter · 
on~ than femaks Jo. Mal~) may diffcr 
from fcmaks tn actiVIty l~vel. preference 
for phy)Kal ~:o tu.:t,· t tn sports ami Jcm · 
onstraJtons of anger. asscn ive n~ss Jnd 
Jggrcssiven~~s. Ther~ an.· many prob· 
k:ms w 11h th t ~ rcs~arch . S.:pa rat ing the 
clfects of genetics from the effects of cui· 
ture is almost 1mposscble. Even 1f the dif· 
fe rcnccs in male and ft..'rnak behavior are 
real . whether the diffcrcnces in bchav1or 
arc related to differences 10 hormone 
1. Genu 
beha\~or 
directly and indirectly 
related to mating- is 
ini tiated and shaped by 
hormones? The answer is 
that no one knows if there 
is a connection between 
hormone levels and 
human behavior. 
levels simply cannot be determined. 
For a IOnK lime 11 was o111 ol ltracttve 
hypothesis that men wuh the genetic 
endowment of XYY. that is . .111 ~xira Y 
ch romosome capable uftrigg.:ring the 
production of abnormally high [(Vels of 
testosterone-might account fort he 
almormally high lcvels of violcnt and 
assault iv~ behavior in som~ m~n. XYY 
men may b~ tmpu!s tve. but endocrin · 
Hormones and Homosexuality: Is There a Connection? 
Homoses:u..llty tl.t lntrlgurd rneuchen 
for ckadn. The noclon tlw homosexlWJry 
could M blolotlcally detff1111noed It noc 
new, for e:umpk. AI early u 1910. F~ 
lupt'Jted that hormonn coWd ul.tl.m.Jtdy 
plOYe 10M the key to the 1Df11ety. And 
rtte.Dl technlca.l•dvanarnmcs In mnsut· 
Ina bklod honnooe lcwb twYe focu~e:d nrw 
;mention oo whet.hcr vuytnliewl.s ol hor· 
moon Ia maJet Off~. rYm bdoft' 
birth, an lead to adult bocno.e:.uallty. 
lmnt!Pion te11Wn dtvl<kd on the 
luue. In one early Jtudy launched by a 
Clllfornia. mdoalnokJj:lst , kewsterolds 1a 
the urine ofK~Mtnak homosc:nu.ls and 
heterosexuAls we~ .u~alyu:d aad t~:"W:aled 
dUfe~nccs In the endoai~sthat nwtc~d 
tbe pulldparus' suua.i p~rerenccs 90 ptr• 
cent olthe t inw.In 197L the Mutersand 
Johnson Sea Rew.ud:t lastJIWC reported 
thlt youoa bomo~e:xu.J nWcs studied h.Jd 
lowtt ln.:ls oltht IMk hormone ttst051tr· 
one 1Mn p&nldpatina hcterosc.nW men. 
Tbtse llnd.Jn1• Nw rnnalned uruubsun-
tWtd. hOWI':Yef. Two l.ater 5ludles con-
ducted by 01her invesii!JAion rt"Waied 
hi!lhn teslOSttrooe levels among homote"x· 
u..ls ttlan those found in hc:teroscxu.i.J pu· 
tlclpanu. uw:t til hi olher s1udles reponed 
no dUfen!nce ln tnWS&erone ~l•n..11 
~ ma~ JNrtidJ)Mis. The dndlnp ol Slud· 
l.es me.uurtna 1on.adouoplru 41nd Olhcr 5e1 
hom1onet In I he blood ol male subjea.t also 
vulcdwtdely. 
Even leu research hal been dnoced to 
1he n!l.allocuhlp be1wccn hotmonn and 
fenWe bomolexu.lhy. In the only reported 
study conducted with fcmak paniclpanu, 
rneuchcrs found a hijheT lnd oi plasma 
ICSIOSICtone In ~ homo•uu.aJ women 
thm ln he-terowxu&l fnna!es. but noted 
tlw. hormone mruW'nDII!nU for aU oi the 
paniclpuns fell within healthy 
ranges. 
Other questions penl5l, say sdmtlsu. 
Tbt llndtnas ofpl.asma tests a~ also weo~k· 
toed by tbe results oi early illempts «1 
"treat~ homotuuaJ•-• rriltalon oo the 
!on1 ptriod when homosuwllty w.u 
widely vtnwd as an Hlllneu.~ Administer• 
Ina tHIOSU"tone to mak, hornole:.UI.Is In 
ttU"st treJunen ts increased thtirw:.: driw-
b ut did noc ch.lnlt se:.:u•l orienutlon. 
Other K ltnllsiS hJve specul.attd th.u p~· 
~dtfidencicsoruce»levtlsolsea 
hormones tMY lc<ld w homosco~u.al bth.w· 
lor Wer in life. Dr. GUrun DOmer, dift'Ciot 
oltht IDSIJtute fcx E.l:pnlnwru.al Endoa1· 
n<Moi:Y In Germwy. has launched sewra.l 
.llUdles to lnvadlai.C the dl'ea ol tJUOft'ft 
injcttloas on the- pituJtary prodlKtion ol 
Ui hormones in adull homo· Jnd hciCro-
sexual men. 04mer reponed that homo-
tc.nW maJct raponded to the ln}mloas 
wllh aa LH lncruw-a ruction more typl· 
aJ of fmWes than heiCTOSCxUJi men. From 
hi1 tlndln11. he theorized th;u t.omotuu&l 
mm may MW" a testoa~eronc del'ldency 
before blnh. whk:h enabkt the brain 10 
dn.:lop In a primarily female nwnner. All 
se.1wl characteristla. •cconJing to OOr~r 
-includiolilldentity •nd orientilloa-may 
M shaped by sex hormones. while In the 
~·· SclmtW. and psyd~Utrlsu do apre thai 
all honnon.a.ltheories •bout sexualoricnw.· 
tlon mull M subject to t:nCIR rnearch 
before theya.n prov1de true tnslahtiniO 
homo· 01 CWTI htiCI'OSCXU.iilty. 
CHERn COLUNS 
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1. DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PRENATAL PERIOD 
<Jitl).:l( }llldin hJVl' 111 11 ~htiiVII J ..:lo~l' 
u;IJ\IUihlllp hl'l\\'l'l'll lill" .\ YY ~elll'lll' 
~.·Jhi<J\\tllL'IU Jmllll~hn k\d.\ •Jill·~to· 
Sollll' llll'Ji~.JI J nd~.u rrl"lllnn al 
awhcJrllln. 1\Jre .~.unp lo.:. , ... ,,uld like to 
~huw ihJ t lhL' J~)JUhi\'L"IodiJvlor) ol 
VIOk/lllflll\IIIJbJfl' dUl' . lllpJfi,IO 
thl'lf lu~lll·r lcn·b ulte~tmh.:run..: or 1h..: 
J(UJUf!IIJI)l'll)ltl\ll)"tllll))l\011\llll'lf 
l.Jf.Jirl hlllfCUIJilll].:ll')ltl\ll'flllle.llllll) 
w..:rc thl· (.:J)C . 1.kJIIII!o( With !Ill' lUil!pk·x 
)UI.IJI. el'HI IUIIl i(. jl)ydwlogtl·Jj JIIJ 
111ho.:r (al"!Hh Ul\"lll\'l'd Ill HIIII IIIJI ilt.'hav-
hlf IVUIIId 111." fL'dun·d HI thl' )llllplc 
l'XJll'thl'l\1 ul lfi:JUIIJ.: tlw l"TIIlllllJI\ hur-
!1111111.' lcn·h. !Jut Jtthl) pcunt. no Otll' 
knows ,rhorrnunn JnJ l>ehavwr Jfl' so 
rci Jt~.·J . 
Dru!lS hJve b1.•en U)eJ Ul lower the 
f(") ' ll~l·.:rulll' 1<-vd\u(vuJillll )l.':<ual 
t>lfl•nJl' f) Ill hcljlt.:) Il l redULill~ thelf)C)(• 
uJiurgL') .md 111 1pub1vL' ad~. II ha) 
turneJ out. however. I hat phy~IL' iJII) 
must prL')L'nbe )0 11111dl .,f th L' dru~ that 
thl' PL'f}un '} to lU)ll'f\1 11 1.' kvds are 
rcdUL'l'l l 50 111 iO percc111 Gdow normal. 
nut \lllli'IY 111 llurm.ll ln·d~ . DrlJ~) do 
IWI S ~'l'llll\1 ll.'dtllO.: lloll -)\''trJ] vruknl 
!>dla\'Lo>J'); .111J Whl'lllht.)· du. IL I)IIH>fl' 
lx·LaU)e they lowCrl'.'(litJbllit)' Ill f!l'll· 
L"ral.lnd nntbnJu~L' thq: hav1.· J .\j'l'<..:l lk 
dkn . 
Thcrl' I> no dear cunncctJon lx:tWI.'t:n 
k-vd .. rrfll'~hJ)IL'fOIIl' ill lltlfl liJJ llll'll.:JilJ 
thL'If IL-vd~ ul' re::.l.' lllllletll. hu::.ulily. 
J~)a uh 1ve 11\.'h.lviur 11r rr rilJhi lity. On tht' 
ot her hanJ. t/u.n· h }llllll' eVItklll·e 1<1 
show that violem .mJ .:J ))<}Ulrivc pn~­
tllll't ) havc hi.:h1.· r than rlllrm.J IIL-vds of 
Li r(U IJiill l(lntll)[\.'rt ll l<: , e~ ji\: LiaJiy jl!b· 
Olll'f~ wuh lull); hbturll·~ ufvi11lcnt 
bchavior::. . SL·paral ing LJII >e fru m dfl'l't 
10 
significance of 
complex 
of turning on 
off genes and their 
enzyme products and the 
secrets of the silent X 
chromosome remain a 
mystery of evolutionary 
history. 
is a problem: for 11 is not cleJr wherher produn·s hcmot~lobin in responSL' to 
I he CIIVIf<lllllleiUJJ .IIIli \llL'iJJ \LJildilillnS the jlfi!I L"I n erylhtupttiettn but JJ)t\ 1n 
provol.ing !he \'ll!kllll' fJ I>C> lhL'IC)lO!>· fe}pllll!>C 1U te~IQ}lCflllll.' . Butth..: 11111\t 
tl·mnc !cvcb o r lllhL·ther the JlrcJdy JrJrnati..: dfcn u(tcsto ~to.:ronc on non · 
ral !>l.'d II.')IU~II.'fOtll' kveb prl'Jbpll}l'S the >t"XUJ itrn ue ullho.: !Judy I> mille ).:fiiW th 
pL·rs.m to dl.'t vrukmly of rml)llc. ML·n a} J ~roup Jre IJq.:er Jnd 
murc 11\u)cular than wumL·nlieL'Jll>l.' ol 
111..: !!fC.JteruutLl'lltraliurb ''' t.:~t•r>tl·r­
•IILL' on ula tlll~ 111 their blotkl \ lfl'Jilb . 
Hormones and 
behavior 
TESTOSTERONE HAS MANY EFFECTS 
1111 li)~Ue) ofthL· bt1dy other lhJn dt·vel-
upurg >e:wa l u~)ue~ . rncluJin).: the 
brJin. It woulll bc wrpm1ng l{hor-
mnllL'S J ffCtted the hram JIIJ not bchav· 
ior. The .:cntra l llL"rvOu> sy)ll'Ol plays 
such .111 !mpun am wlc m controlling 
Jn,),i ng bdi.:JVUJfS. till. SdCL'[I,IIl uf llo.liC:::i, 
the ti 111111g of mat mg. honno•tJI lhJ nges 
in prt'!:IIJncy. rcaci ll!l lhe yuunto: and ) tl 
liJflh. 11 wouiJ be )uqm>lll!o( mdcn! if 
the \Jra 111 .l lld lhlfln Oill') Wl'fl.' IIUtlllll · 
matdy rel.lted. 
Am•(·Jota! 1."Yidence and cruJc ex peri· 
mL"nlS hJVl' Shown thJIIhl) llo the CaSL'. 
l{~·rendy. ~arl'lu ! eXjll'TIIIIer \1 ) '" \how 
pren>dy wh.lt p.ln~ <~lt hl' br.1111 h.w~.· 
reL"epwr~ lor !>CX hurmtllll') h.i l'l' pruvcJ 
th1.· (J~c. Many malc ht.:hJv1on .lfl' lUII · 
trolleJ by ((;IIIC"h mthc \.JrJtn pwmpiL'J 
\.Jy Jmlru~en::. ci rcu lating mthe hlrM...t . 
A> with :.o m.my uf thnL' expcri· 
IJX'rll>. thl' work h.:J~ lx:L'Il tlmll' wu h 
.lnilllJ IS, llUi jX'Oplc. and )\1 II is J ifJk ull 
lu gcnaally apply thr: rL'!>Uh> ttl human 
bt:i n!'S· That )ll'lli.'S J!Tccl hmi110IIl'!>, hnr· 
mun1.'S alfl'ct thc br.atn. the Ur.1in Jfft"-'IS 
lk:haviur is a rcaso nablc hypoth1.'Sis. 
how1.-ver. But humJ 11 ht:hl~,t~ . JM.:rfl<~ps 
unlike the n..-st ufthc: animal kinKdtnn. 
hJVL' powerful sodal jnJ p~ydwh1):i\:JI 
de\ertllllhlt \1 ) uf hdl aviur. J) wdl J> thl' 
dll'll1fl'Jidetl'fl11ii\,J111). Jitlfi1HIIIl'S H1Jkl' 
Jdi lkrL'IKehtuthey l'.l 1111t!l Jl'Llllllll for 
the enurc diffe renl'e ilL' lWI.'l' ll llll'll ~mJ 
women or lx· twCL'Il vtulenl J IIJ k >lo viu · 
km mJivitluJh. 
Scx hnrmuncs Jo .1C(OUnt for snme 
of! he ~cxu.:.J Ji trc rem·~.·s in nun)l:xual 
tis)Ul') . In )nmc mJrnmals tmkl'. fnr 
instancr:) . the m.Jic lddn1.'Y b la r.:cr than 
the fe male kiJn1.'Y h~.·camL' u/ thc eiT~.·(J!> 
uftl'SIO~terul tl' . In many m.1rnmah. 
inrlurl ing human hL'Ifl).t), then.: Jft' scx-
rdJt..:tl di ll erL'IILl'~ 111 hmv lhl·liVL"r 
JllL't.lhuli lt'!> )teruith JuJ Jru.:) Jnd in 
the pntll'lll) tht· livo.:1 ~l'lfl'le) . Expu· 
~Li re It I te~l!l)lefll! ll' llo rt')jM>II)Ihk fllf till' 
Jifli..·rctll'l') . Ltl.r:WI)L', thL· r~.·d tllt~uJ ~.dt 
make a 
but they 
account for the 
difference between 
men and women or 
between violent and less 
violent individuals. 
Testosterone also affects 1hc brai n. 
ln JnimJb. such "mJlc" bt·havinrs us 
l'tlll fbhip . .lJ.:J.:fl'S>iVCI\e~). d<:kll)l' tiller• 
ritoryJnd "run. Jro.:dirl"\'tlyrdJIL'd 111 
II.'SIOSierone lcvdsinlhc !JiuoJ. lni lll' 
bt.llll. reccptoh rccugnrze !111.· pre~I.'IILL' 
ofll'!>tuStcmnc .snd triggt•r thL-JIIIJfll!'fl· 
.lll' reprtJJUCiiVl' and IIOilrl'jlfOLIIILI JVe 
hehJviors. In lower anun.ll~ . IC)tolotr:r-
onc b rd.:.1cJ 1u: 
• Regulation u f )lOnadotmpin and 
pruiJ(tin; 
• Cou rtship and mhe!t reproductive 
behaviors; 
• Auivily lt'Vcls ; 
• A.:~rl')loivo.:ncss; 
• PI.Jy; 
• TJ~tcprcfCTL'IKCS; 
• SlenllliJrk i n~; 
• Feed in~ Jud body wci).:ht; 
• Lo.: arninH ; 
• CirL"JdiJn rhythm) ; 
• Bram funcun n . 
In human bemg~. the rolc ofhornltlnt') 
in dL' tl'r rnining behavior is not quuc !>U 
dc:.lr. ThL·re h consu.lcrablc L"Y idenlC. 
howt"VL'r. that hormoncs do p!J)' a lllii JOf 
ruk in )hJping behJvior. 
Then: h,we been !>l udic::. tlfthL' rda· 
1iomh ip bL'IWL'en hurmur 1e~ Jnd rea rrn.: 
iu the tk'\'t'lnprno.:nt of ~exu.J! ddimt111n 
Jilll gender 1Jemn y. Mo~ t ull••l'lllJtJun 
hJ~ ~·oml.' lrorn )iUdin ul d11l1hen 
h••rll 1\' ll h t•ur LkJr I.Ji, ,I , ,.:I\JI }\':l.uJJ 
ddin1 tit111. 
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Unclear sexual definition 
Ttsticuhu ftmltutoJitvn .md cvn!Jr!llitwl 
wdrtnwl hyperplasia 
For~ varictyofrC"asons.thC' gcnC"ticdr fi· 
nitionofscxu.Jiidrn t itymaynot<~grt'C'WIIh 
thcoutwJrdsi!CnsufSC'.\U.Iiddinitiun . 
Whrnthishappc:ns,part'ntsrai~thcir 
children as the oppOSIIC' of th< child's bio· 
lot~ic ddlnttion. Bioiogtcboys •rr raised 
u girls in a condit ion Known as lt'Siicui.Jr 
fcm1n 1Utton. for C'X<Impit ; and biologic 
&iris <Ire." r.J iSCd <IS boy~ m thC' lOndition 
known •s congrnnal adnnai hypc-rpi.Jsi.1. 
in the." first. main .HC' born with nornui 
tcstt"s •nd produrt' norm•i testos terone." but 
the tissues of the." rc~t of the body l.Jck 
fC' CC' ptOU (01 501TlC'hOW f<lii tO gt:tlhC' nlC'S• 
Wit:) for tC'StOStcront: am! failtu dtvt:iop in 
the." nornwl malt' pattr:rn . Tht boy t<~kC'S on 
ftmi nlOt" characttristics.lnthtSC'cond.• 
biologicfrnwlth•san•bnornul•drr n.&l 
~tlanJ th.u p.odt.CC'S tt'SloStcrOn! utht'r 
th.1n contsont' . As .1 result , the." airl's ttssues 
th roughout tht body rC"spond to testostt'r· 
one •ndshtdtvc:lopsm.alt:..::h;~. r .lctcristics. 
Sexual definition 
and gender orientation 
IF LEFT UNTREATED. TESTICULA R 
f~:min ization and cong~:nital ad~nal 
hy~rplasta creJtt: serious problems 
when biologic and g~:nder id~:mitii:S con · 
flict. It is a n odd fact of human psycho!· 
OSY· hoW~:V~:r. that gender identity is 
stronger than biologic s~:xual identity. 
E~n wh.:n s.:condary saual charac· 
temtics of th.: opposit.: sex bl:gin at 
publ:rty, tht: child ra isl:d as a girl cumin · 
u.:s to thin k of herself as a ~irl; the child 
rais.:d as a boy cominu~:S to think of 
himself as a buy. 
Whl.'n these conditiom a~ treated 
urly. ~~·nth:r t!.ll'lllllY .;uu..l ~l.'xual i..J l.'ntity 
ue in harmony. ( Hurmonr:s and sexual 
id.:ntity w~:re in conllict only during the 
tim~: of g.:stalion.) The unfonunatt: con· 
dition noneth~:less gives research~:rs th.: 
opportunity to study thl.' n:lat i~ comri· 
butions of hormones and r.:aring to sex· 
ual idemity. Much research has now 
bf!.:n df!VOtt:d to th1: queStion ofwhetha 
abnormally high or low androg~:m . pro· 
g.:s10g.:ns or estrog~:ns in fetal develop· 
ment have a continumg dJ~:ct on the 
p~:rson 's behavtor. The hypothesis is thai. 
~.:n whrn the hormonal abnormalines 
.re corr.:ct.:d aft~:r btrth. pr~:natal t'xpo· 
sur.: 10 high lt'VdS of .mdrogens will pro· 
duce " malt'" bl.'havtor and hi~h kvds of 
estrOjit'Mli or low level~ of androgens will 
produce "f~:mak behavtors." 
Rl.'st>.archcrs haw ~tuc..lil.'d St'Veral 
beh<IYIO!lo : 
• Acuvity levels. outdoor play and ath· 
!.:uc skilb ; 
• Phy~ical and verbal fighttng: 
• Pl.1y as rehc.ltS.llltftht:p.lrent rol~:: 
· Preference 111 dothcs . .:roummg. 
j ~:welry 
The res~:arch shows that prenatal hot· 
monc kvcb Jo lltll Gffen ~ender tc..lenm y. 
Even m chtldren w u lt abnurmalitu.:s 
leading 10 oppusm g biologiC .Jild gender 
sex tdemitic~ . the gender ••kntuy gJVcn 
by thl.' chtld ') re.lrltlg Llumt uatc) . How· 
f!Ycr. thf: rc)ean:h abo ,how~ that 
bc:havtors an.: c..lct~·ruuned by prenatal 
androgen Jcvds. 
Biologtc females ~:xposed to high lev· 
els of androgen before bir th have been 
;hown •o ptt'ft't in,<mc o,.udtJor jlld~. 
.:.ssociate wuh buy~ for the most part. 
think of thr:tnsclvt·) .wU be: I.JbdcLI by 
othr:rs .15 tomboys. They do not pl.Jy 
with dnils or rche.1r~c parcnt.ll roles. 
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1. Gen .. 
is to 
biological 
repeatedly so 
that individuals of 
a species differ 
from each 
other. 
They a~~: more lik=ly to c:-~~:a~e i:1 bcdy 
cont<~ctspons. 
l;loys can .1Jso have .1bnurmalities 
that expose thl.'tn to ex..::cl~ive levds of 
anUro~cns bcfort' birth . NJHit.:llly thest• 
The Nature vs. Nurture Debate 
It Is wrll·known 1h.11 hormonn plMy .1n 
esKTULII J'Oko In the dcvdopment of physJ· 
aJ diJIC'~t"ICH In RYleS .ltld fcm.Jn. BW 10 
w!W; Ult'RI .1ft Jodlvidu.J's Kll:aaiJdcruJty 
is lnOucnced by hotmonnwnw his or her 
sod.al cnvironmn\llw lonl bftn dcbal~ 
by Kicnllsts. 
As in ocher &ftU ol hormnlx -udl. 
studJn ~~ complk:aud by the dJtllculty of 
inw:stlpdaa the subtkdcs ol ptrysloloaJ 
wllhout harmln1 human sub)t'cts. To 
undenund be.1lthy funcdonlna. sa.ld Dr. 
Judith V.llluluills. proles50tol McdiC'lnc 
~nd Pl'ry1.1olotyal8oflon Un lvenity Mcdl· 
cal Center, rnean:hcn oftn\ mu" won: 
backwud 10 lind out wt.ac wenc wrona. 
.1nd that Infer wtw Is "nonnat" ln faa, It 
wu In this way-the renospca!Ye 1tudy 
o( abnormalhiu ol ratufC'- tb.t mrdlal 
n:sesn::hen recently proYidcd lnstaht !nco 
the "n.iture venus nunun"' tuuc ofaerwkr 
idt'nlily. 
In 1979, f'C'SC.Irrl\cn from lhc Corne-ll 
Uniw:nlty Medial CoUese ~nd the 
NatiOI\.Il Unlw:nity ~dro Hcnrlqun Umv 
fC'poltCd in the ~ Entt.JI'fd Jourrud of MNi· 
ci"t"' s1udy ol.1 aroup of boys from the 
Dominion R~:pub tk who WC'~ born with 
"fcrnslc·ilppcsrinl " ut~:rralacnlullo~ Jnd 
who were subs.rqucncly r.1 is.rd u girls. The 
condition wu uuscd by dc-ncl r ncy ofiln 
enzyme th.u in normal boys .lLt'liV.Itt's tU· 
tosttronc before birth to ~timul.ltt JtOW'th 
ofmalegeniu!s. 
The Dominican Jlepublk boys, !.clr.in11 
male scnilah, were ralwd .11 atrls durin1 
dlildhood. The onK'I ol pubcny, hown-cr. 
rnultW In oorm.allnacun in IC'Sioster· 
one. whkh, in tum. sdmuWtd 1hc lon1· 
dclaye:d ~lopmcnt ol a penis Mld s.ao-
tum. The boys consequcndy underwent .1n 
idcnlily trilnsllloo over the cour~ ol several 
ycilrs. ~ssina throuah sto~acs oi"no ton1er 
rC'tllna like atrls. to fttllnj like men, 10 the 
conscious ilwafC'neu 1hM they wt"re lnd~d 
.....,.. 
The rnearrllt'n WlOie thAt olll 1ubjc<'U 
'"Urwnblauowly" rillKd ustrts. 16 
ch&n,ed to .1 "malc·acnder rok." dcspl~ 
social prTuure tlut included pan:nu.l 
1ma.umcnt ilnd ron fus ion. Bcause the 
boys m.J.dc the 11ansltlon wilh reilltlvcly 
little d lftkuhy- ln spile o/ .1 culturo~l envi · 
ronmcru thJl cmphni1es .1 ~dcftn ite soci.a.l· 
Wtion of children .crordlnsto scx"-
the fC'W.Irchcn concluded th<~l "environ· 
ment.ll orsodocultur.ll Uaon .1~ nol solely 
responsible !Ot" the for111..11ionof.IIR.Ik· 
gcndcr idcmily. Androg~:ns m.1kc"' StJOOI 
ilnd ddlnit~: conulbution." 
JONQUElJO 
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1. DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PRENATAL PERIOD 
.· J: 
"L :: tplogic females ·-t~~\~~ 
· · · i!llposed to high 
Iell\i . (jindrogen before 
birth have been shown to 
prefer intense outdoor 
play, associate with boys 
for the most part, think of 
themselves and be 
labeled by others as 
tomboys. 
boys art· phy~KJIIy ,mJ ~ ... -w.:\llJity mah.:; 
tho:n.: is no Jnllli~UIIY ,b llllhC l JWUI 
k m.Jic:. cxposcJ tu JuJru~.._·u:. . But lll l'~C 
boys J ilkr !rom nutlllillly lkwlopm~ 
tJ.oy:. 111 Ud n~ more u ... ·,,w_ murc u lh:r -
cstcJ in physKJi ... ·otiL.llt !>purt:. .:and 
pcrhapsh.Jvc tughalwt'l sof 
Jggrt:S)I\ICrll'SS. 
In comrast. boys wi ll1 testicular fcm· 
inilation . who!>c amlroto:cn kwls Juring 
prenatal dt">'dopmcm arc normal but 
incapJble ofstimulatint~ m.:~lc dcvcllJP· 
mcnt in ttSSUc:'S o ftht•IJoJy. Jn.' stcrco-
lypil".:Jlly fc nuninc . The problem wnh 
!>Ul h rt:!>CJTCh, ht>Wt.'VCT, i!> th.llthC!>t' 
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bioh1~1C tn .:~lcs J TC: reared .Js ll'tnolk'> 
btOCJ liW dtl')' )Jd, d lJ!ollll' fi'L il llt.lk 
olP\ IC olfoliH.X. There I) nu wJy 111 )l'P.l tJte 
the dfn"h ul rt·Jnng tmmtho)e ut 
hurmLllll'~ 
Mu!>t rne.:~r.:hen arc qu1~.:k to point 
OUt th;ll !>eXU.JI urielll.ltll/11 i!> the fl')U] t 
vf lOittplex JoJ liulc unJet!>lllOJ p!>y · 
dmlogi l·oll . !>IJlioJ l.cn vi ronnteiUJI foll"· 
tur~. J~ wdlJ~ gl'IICll< .111d hurnuutJI 
IUIC!> . f l"IV pt;llpic 1 .. \JU id Jq_;lll" lhJl hut• 
Jn\llll'~ JJUUl" !> trllliy ddiue )l"X II .l i Ollell• 
LJll•lll ThoJtLlll·y piJyJrok. hl,wl·ver. 
i~ .. k.lr. 
Can you 
recognize 
the problem? 
A wum.m .:md hL"r husb.:lnd have 
bel·n tryinl!: to :.:un :.:eh·L" ..1 d 1iltJ f• 1r 
Jhnusttwo ye.Jrs. Sho: h.:~s hall her 
~nod rq~:uiJrly ewry 1g to 32 days 
Jnd is dppdremly in good health. 
Her gy nc~.:uiogist tt:Stl.'d her to 
be certai n that she had no infec· 
tlon o1nd that he r tubc:s wert: not 
bloc:kel.l. Her husband was .a!J>CJ 
examined and the ti.'Sts showed 
that his s~rm was entire ly normal. 
At t his poi Ill . s h e is wid l>y her 
physicia n that there: is noth ing 
wrong wtth hc:r. she should just 
reid X. and nature willt<Lkc its 
l ou rst". Is thl' physid an right? 
A. Yes 
B. No 
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C. C.Jn't be certain 
Answer: The answer 1s c. the 
phys11..ian cannot be lerum . • md 
the w if1..· should be tcsto:d funhcr if 
she JnJ h .. · r hush.1ml WJIII tu h.Jvl· 
~.. hildrcn . Appmumdh:ly t 5 w lu 
pen·ent of lOuple s Lr yi n H to lUII-
ceive c.Jnnot although there is no 
immediately obvious reJson fur the 
difficu lty. Nevertheless, in such 
cases <1 woman may~ aUnormal 
endocrlnologicaily. She m.Jy h.1ve 
regular menstrual bleeJ ing anJ 
<ippea r norm.:al bu t still h.Jve Jouvu· 
l.uory lydes in whkh no mJiur..· 
e~g is pruJUI;ed. More )l.ljlhisti· 
I."Jft.'d testing is rc:4uucJ bdnre 
both husb.lnJ JnJ wife lJn lle 
given a dean b ill of hc:JI Ih . lroni · 
cally, it is just these app.~rentl y nor-
mal cases that are the: most ditficult 
to diagnose and treat. The more 
marked the menstrual disturb<~nce , 
1hc t:dskr it is to ,·urret:t . provided 
there are potentially fL"rti li L.ll>lc 
eggs in the full ides Within her 
OVilfy. 
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Article 4 
LIFE 
Before Birth 
Geraldine Youcha 
According to the traditional view. life 
before birth is the ultimate idylL Clean. 
aerene, protected from noxious sub-
ttancea by the complex filtering system 
ol the placenUI, shielded from the joiUI, 
noise and stress of the wocld a few inches 
away, the fe tus sleeps. Cradled in warm 
fluid. blisafully insensate, it floats cozily 
until it U. thrust into the umosp here and 
ita brain, eyes and ears switch on for the 
ftnt time. A pretty picture-but an inac· 
curate one. Scientists now know what the 
mother he&n, feel.s and t wallows can 
affect her baby. The placenta, that intri· 
cete web ol blood vessels and membranea, 
ia not a barrier but more like a sieve that 
leta many viruses, drup and bacteria slip 
throuah and do their damage. One study 
inveatigated boys and girls who had been 
n:po~ed to synthetic male su hormones 
u fatuua when the drugs were given to 
their mothen to prevent mixarriage. 
Presented with hypothetical conflict 
aituationa. they reacted more agcresaively 
than children who had not been exposed. 
The fetu1 spends some of its time ·sleep-
inK and acme of itl time awake, and the 
mother' 1 cou1hing, vomitin1, twisting or 
tumin1 can interrupt the serenity of the 
fena'1 sleep. 
Moreover, the DOilel it hean when 
aw1ke are Jikdy to be therumblinp of ill 
mother's nvallowins and disestion rather 
than the rhythmic pulsi111 of her heart. 
The fetus, it has recently become clear, 
dso experiences muffied hints of the 
toUndJ that aw11t it on the outside. AJ a 
mallet of fac t, researchers Sludymg fetal 
bcarins recently cond udod that "the au-
ditory upcrience of the fet1l mammal 
may be considerably more e.XIensivoe and 
... possibly of sreater postnatal signtli· 
cance than has been believed." 
REHEARSAL FOR LIFE 
The fetus also sees the watery light that 
penetrates the thinned abdominal wall in 
l1te pregnancy and, in a rehean.al for lat-
er life, '"breathes, " sucks, grabs 1nd 
sleeps. When it is born it is •!ready like no 
other human bein1. havinslived throush 
unique experiences that ill developins 
brain hu recorded, reacted to-and per-
haps even remembered. 
What is life in this aquatic wor:ld really 
lilr:.e? The fetus develops symmetrically, 
without flat areu from restins on one 
spot or another, becawe it is suspended in. 
a fluid bath that exerts ill pressure equal-
ly. In its sa~led pool. the unborn baby 
swims and floats effortlculy, and after it 
emerges it can swim long before it can 
walk. In France and in Russia, in fact, 
there arc unorthodox hospitals in which 
babies 1re delivered underwater u the 
mother relaxes in a pool. Still attached to 
the umbilical cord, the baby is able to stay 
afloat. Perhaps this should not surpri~e 
u1. Accordina to evolution theory, our 
ancaton crawled out of the primordial 
sea onto dry Land, and we may still carry 
vesti&es of our aquatic beJinninp. 
Another holdover from the prehistoric 
Ka·IO·Iand progresston may be the newly 
discovered ability of the fetus to respond 
to sound5 at frequencies its parc:ata can· 
not hear. Adults usually detect sounds be-
tw«:n JO and IB,OClO henz. Does the fe · 
Ius's sensitivity mdicate 1 kinship with 
ot her water-borne mammab such u do l· 
phins and whales. which ca n hear sounds 
at frequencies ranging from \6 to 180.<0l 
hertz? What happens ro thLS capacity'f 
And is it located in the e:m or someplace 
else? The mystery is still to be investigat-
ed. One theory suggests that it is the skin, 
the oldest and largest of our sense organs. 
that responds to the vibrations. 
Normal hearing, too, develops early. 
Midw11y in prqnancy a fetus wtll jump m 
a stank reaction at a loud noise such u a 
slamming door. At si.t months, the fetus 
can be tested accurately for deafneu by 
applying a tone-produ<:ing vtbrator to the 
mother's abdomen and recording sudden 
r;:hanges in the baby's heartbeat as the 
tone goes on and otT. As the time to be 
born approaches. the fetus can even dis· 
tingutsh different tones and rhythms. 
When three researchers at the lnSJitute 
of Amm1l Physiology in Dmbridge. En-
gland, implanted hydrophones inside the 
amniotic sacs of pregnant ewes, they 
found to their amazement that even the 
sounds of ordinary conversation penetrat· 
ed the uterus. One thing they were not 
able to hear was the sound they had ex-
pected-the maternal heartbeat. Perhaps. 
they speculate. other studres found this 
the dominant sound because they moni-
tored noise with a microphone that wu 
outside the amnrouc fluid. Althouah they 
cautiOn that whit applies to sheep may 
not apply to human bemgs, they are con· 
vinced that a fetus hears more than hu 
been assu med and that the innuence 
thereof is only dimly understood. 
In studies done after spontaneous abor· 
tions or abonrons performed for mc:aK:al 
rcawns, !ietent is ts have found that very 
early 111 us development- when the em-
bryo ts only four mches long--suokins 
the ski n in the area where the mouth wt/1 
eventuall y develop makes the uny crea-
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1. DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PRENATAL PERIOD 
fh.:>f! <Jmqu.: 1h01!i vf rh.: h ~~< 
human orgam5m diffe r from 
cla.wc phowgraplu. which 
d<!piCt aborlf!d f et uus at a 
later SIOJ.IO' m developm ent. 
Th.tse wue 10/..en through 1he 
wmdow tn !he amntotic toe. a 
potnt ut whiCh a thinntr ~~~>all 
u/lo w5 u -I<'W mnde. Tht means 
of uppr()(Jch? An .:ndo.u:opt thai 
contams a sertes aflenstt 
and a fibeNJpliC hglu source, 
mserltd through 1he cu vt.x. 
lAbove I A hunw~n 
foot. nine weeks. 
lAbove right! The 
sex organ .11t nine 
weekS. Sextutl 
differentiation 
Is not apparent 
until the 181h or 
19th week: U. 
organ above could 
still form either 
penis or clitoris. 
lUre pull away, mdicatlnJthe eJ.isteno: of 
a rudJmen lary nervous system. 
In J Un1vers11y o f North Carolina 
study. newborn infanu less than three 
day~ old learned to suck on a nonnumtive 
nipple m such a way as 10 elicit their 
mOl her's vo1ce 1n prefer~nce to that of an-
other fe male. In this 1ngenious experi· 
ment the mot hen recorded part of a Or. 
Seuss children's story shortly after deliv-
ery. 8ab1cs got their own mother's re-
cordmg by suckm s in one way and aneth· 
er vo1r;:e tfthey sucked differently. 
Though they were all in traditional 
nursenes with many female caretakers 
and were wtth thei r mothers only briefly 
for dayume feedinp, they consistently 
r;:hosc their own mothers ' voicc:s. Perhaps, 
the researchers speculate, the babies 
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le;4 rncd 10 rer;:ognue thetr mol hers ' vo1CCS 
very qu1ckly, or-and the poss1b1hty tS as· 
tomshmg m •ts tmphc:auons-they be· 
came iam1har with her votce whi le )ull m 
the womb, even though the sound was fil· 
tered th rough rlesh and fluid. 
Now that we know sounds penetrate 
the uterus and that the fetus is a discnmi· 
naung liStener. shouldn't we ask what ef· 
f«t vio lent TV programs mtgh t have on 
it? How abou t loud a rguments between 
husband and wife? 
The notiOn that the mother 's emotions 
atTe(: t the fetus is just begmnmg 10 gatn 
relucta nt scien tific respectability . Fo r 
yean, the 1dea of prenatal " impressions" 
was laughed a t as fanciful folklore . But 
tes ts now show that the mother's anxiet y 
increa.ses the baby's heart rate beca use 
maternal anxiety causes an mcrca.sed now 
of hormones such as epinephn ne. which 
constncts blood vessels and so Interfe res 
wuh u1enne blood supply. 
There are even hines that stress could 
predispose women to premature births or 
atTe(:l the ra te of growth of the fetus, per-
haps by ca using muscle te nsio n and 
changes in hormone levels. This sensi tiv· 
ity to its mother's feelings is evidently Cll· 
quis itcly tuned. In one experiment, preg· 
nanr women who smoked were deprived 
of ctgarettcs fo r 24 hours. The next day 
they were offe red cigarencs again, and fe · 
tal hearts started beatmg faster even IH-
fort thei r mothers could ligh1 up. Thus, 
although the fetus floats alone in its amni-
o tic sac, it is mtimately connected tO an· 
other huma.o. being whose emotions and 
act1ons have profound e!Tects. 
Prenatal life as a glimpse of the fut ure 
is ev tdent 1n the development oft he brain, 
and a hint of what the brain may be cap&· 
ble of co mes earlier 1han had been 
thought. " Bram life." according to Or. 
Domrnick Purpura, dean of the Stanford 
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Un• ven.ity School of Mcdicme. begins as 
early as the seventh month of gcstauon. 
And elect roencephalograms of the fetus 
short ly before ddivery )how bram waves 
st rikingly S1m1lar to those of an mfant 
who has al ready been born. shaking the 
old assumption that enHy 1n10 the world 
1Sn«essary to tum on the brain. 
All the phases of sleep, mcluding Rapid 
Eye Movement. or REM , have been re-
cordeJ in an unborn baby. In adults and 
child ren. REM often •ndicatcs drcammg. 
Docs the fetus dream? Of wha1 ? If dreams 
are bued on expcnence, docs the fetus 
dream of a mother 's md1gesuon or oi the 
sens.auon of somenaultwg m a warm. 
supporuvc sol utiOn? 
The fetus may also "breathe" while 
noating in !Is watery first home. The reg-
ular nsmg and falling of the fetus's chest 
has bttn recorded by plottmg the echoes 
of low-frequency sound wa ves bouncing 
o fT the fetu s. Changes 1n these movemc01s 
may be a beuer indicator of trouble than 
momtoring the fetal heartbeat . 
Ultrasound pictures abo show the fcrus 
sucking liS thumb. grabbing at the um!:nli-
c~ l cord. hiccupms and sm•iing. It also 
lr. tcks. ro ilsand strecches ... ,I! these move-
men ts arc rehearsals for 1mponant later 
activities, and we k.now now that the fe-
tus's day- to· da y act ivity level in the 
womb is a good predictor of its activily 
level as late as the toddler age. The Chi· 
nese, who say that at binh a child is aJ. 
ready one year old, could be do~r to rhc 
1ru1h than Wcstemen who thi nk hfe be-
gins at birth. The development of the 
brain. nervous system and endocrine sys-
tem that began in the womb continues for 
many months after deli very. As the nored 
embryologist Ketth L. Moore, of the Uni-
versity of Toronto, puts it, " Although it is 
customary to divide devclopmenr into 
pnnatol and posmatol periods, it is im-
portant to realize that birth is merely a 
dramaric , . c:hange m envuonmcnt." 
One of the most remarkable new dis· 
covcries of in traulenne research is tha t 
the placc'rua contatns beta-endorphi ns, 
natural morphinelike substances pro-
duced by the bram. The mother's blood· 
stream, too. contains these natural pam· 
killen, and their levels so up as delivery 
approaches. If the psyc hoanalysts arc 
right and we all long to return to the snug 
safety of the womb, perhaps it is really 
because that was the time when we were 
bliu fully high on a substance three times 
u powerful as morphine. 
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Article 44 
Aging 
What Happens Lo the Rody as We Grow Olcler? 
Given our 
medical ignorance 
and the fact that the 
body does not age all 
at once-we can have 
a young kidney and an 
old heart- the whole 
concept of aging 
needs careful re-
examination. 
I ~ ~~£~~-~!~!~-- agmg? Not really. We talk about someone who has begun tO be forge tful. whose 
skin shows signs oflosmg e!asudty. 
whose lung capacity is diminished 
lx:causc ur emphysema. whose cardiac 
reserve is dimmished because of at rophy 
oft he heart mu~clc . whose organ func-
tions (for instance. kidney or liver func-
uonl are at a fractmn of what they once 
were. whose ~kdet.:ll structure is softcned, 
whose hair is grt."y. whose ~es are 
clouded by cataracts .md whose hearing 
is diminhhed - that is a cancamre of a 
typical old person . 
Th1s stereutypic.:~l image of aging, 
hOWl."VCT, dews not hniJ true among all 
individuals. The dd.~atc ..:ominues o~ 
how much of ddcriy apJ'ICarance is the 
result of naiUral aging and how much is 
1he resu h of abuse of I he body. According 
10 Willi.Jm K.mnd. one of the princtp,d 
invcsu~tators of the Framingham He.:m 
Study, ""The issue of what constituU ..'S 
aging and normal <l!ling is <ln cnillma that 
has never been S.ltisfactorily solved."" 
In epidemiology, there are severa l 
appru.:lcht's th<n try to answer the 
qucsuon. 
One approach is employed by the 
Veterans Administrauo n Normative Aging 
Study, which seeks to find people who 
mil! hi evemually develop cenatn d iseases 
but . .lt the begmn in!l oft he study are free 
of any atlment. By stuJymg what happens 
tO people OVt'r time. rrojcCI di rcCIOT Pa ntel 
Vokon.:~s .Jnd co -worker.> arc try tng to 
idcnttfy the df<.·ct~ ot clj.le . Tht' rc~c.:lr.::hcn 
an: lookmg .u th<.• ~t}:ns ,,r ~: rowin~: ulder 
th.lt <.".111 be anrtbUil"d ro <lj:e :~thcr thJn 
tlhtl·~~ j tr dbcJ~l· 
The normauve- agmg approach is. in 
a sense, a quest fo r immortality. The 
assumpt ion is that if we could remove- all 
these- dist'ases. people would liv( . if not 
forever. at least fur mw.:h longer than 
thl1' now do. Unfortunately. it is VIrtually 
impossible- to find pcopk totally free of 
the disabil ities )Ooncr or IJtcr ii) )OCiated 
with old age. Evt.:n if a pt.: r~on seems to be 
free of heart or kkllll .. 1' d.-.rn.age. for t'xam -
rte. there LS no way nfbesn1:: su~ that 
these organs .u e still in !hl'i r pristint' stare. 
Anoth...-r appro.-.ch to .-.ging is that taken 
by the Fra mmKham Ht"ar t Disease Epide-
mioloKY Study. underway ~inct' 1949. 
in wh ich a whole pupulauun is fo llowed 
a) the.'"'( age to sec whJtjlttKlkms tlll'y 
encounter. ""Ours is a mort' rragmauc 
approach;' ~id K.umd. ·· we arc intt'r· 
ested in s~ing what kinds o f things cause 
people who rtach adva nced age to no 
longer havt' much joy in Jivin11. We dnn"t 
cart whether it is l·antiovascular disease, 
opaq ut:nt'ss of the kns. [XJur ht'arint;, 
soft txmes. arthrirb. s trllkl·~. ment.:ll 
dete-rioration or norm.:al o~gmg . We're 
studyi n~ the ailmt'nts that .:affiict m aging 
population and take !he juy out of Tt'.lCh· 
ing a vt'nt'rable st .:a lle in li ft' ."" 
According to K.lnnd. '"The rt"Ward for 
rtach ing a venerable Stagt' of life is too 
often a cardiovascular catastruph(." Car-
diac function. musc le-. skclcwn and so on 
all decline with time, a lthnu~h re..:ent t'Vi-
demt' suggests that cardiac funcuon 10 a 
non-diseased hea rt Tt'mains Jma:lingly 
st .:~ ble well into old age. St1mc ufthls 
J~·clinc must be due 10 wc.1r .1nd tear. but 
according tu Kannel . ""i t•~ jUSt too diiJh.:ult 
to Jb)od.:uc from the lon~·tcnn c:fl.'cts 
Ol 1\UltlOU) miiUCIK"C) ."" 
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8. DEVElOPMENT DURING ADUlTHOOD AND AGING 
Wuh r~·~pl'l-1 tel ~ Jn.J t,:K IUilliUlll, fc,r 
~x.:~ncpk. 1 kdin~.· ~~ ctot nnn).Htlr 
unprl'Yl'lliJl>ll' . It h,n III.Til 'huwn that 
05·yl'Jf·tiilbLill l hl'lfJH\l'd IOI!llpfOVl.' 
thctr k\'l'b of p.:rh>flliJ llu'. II 1~ l'J~y. fo r 
CXJ illrk [0 If Jill )t lllld•od\' !tl fl'~!Ofl' hi) 
orlwr,·.\l:fl.IW•.JP.J•ll) .uullll l 'J'tHl'•Jf· 
lh,u lun~.·uon Jnd oxy~~.·n uuliLJIIoll. \V,· 
h.we thl' tcch noltl~Y w llll'J)Urc thl')l.' 
thtnt.:). But how do you tram J ktJtil'Y? 
Moreover. 11 IS )1111 nm r kar whJt thiXtous 
mt]UL'rlO.:CS L.l\ISC till' dedi til' Ill fu rKlUl l\ 
111 mo)t ofth~: ur~o:an S)')ICI!l) . Jfw,· di·l 
know. W1.' would b1.• alJk to fl'lll toVC the 
OOXIOUS m!lucnn:s JOd WJidl lhl' fCl'UV• 
ery. " For many of the nrt;.Jn dedm1.-s. 
we really haw poor cnfurnliltton." said 
Kannd. " It JUSt so hJppcns thJI for car-
diova~cular disease . we hJW J !!om! body 
otda tann what risk fdl'tors thaeare 
And 111u rns o ut that mJny ,lf the~..: Jre 
rnoJifiable.'' 
Gtwrt our medicalt~norancc Jnd the 
faCI that the boJy Jut:s not JKe all Jt once 
-we can have a young kuJncy and an old 
hean-t he whole concept of agmg needs 
careful re-exam mauon. The assumption 
that <Ill the organs fail in conct'rt IS not 
borne out by expenence. Thert' are many 
pc!Ople who arc alen and showmg ft'w 
Signs of l.llminished JOICIJWUoil Cdpadty. 
but have a failing hean or damdscd liver. 
People have different rates of organ 
decline. 
The Fra mingham Heart Study. how-
ever. IS showing that many of the nsk fac-
tors fo r the young are still operauve in the 
elderly. Even though 11 may take decades 
for the disasuous effects of a habill ike 
smoki ng 10 show up. thue is ~11ll good 
reason to qui t. One might think that 
once a lifetime of smoking has pUI some-
one on the track fo r cancer, elimmaung 
smoki ng m advanced yeJn wi ll not 
~move that risk of cancer. The risk does 
~mam. but there is no good reason to 
multiply the nsk by t:Onttnuing to 
smoke. 
But beyond that. there arc other good 
rea sons fo r elderly people to give up 
smoking. Smoking comributes to chronic 
bronch itis. em physema and may preCipi-
tate coronary anacks. penpheral vasculdr 
disease and perhaps even mokc. Quining 
smokmg wil l not bnn~ the p-erson h.:Kk to 
totJI normJI func:mn; but 11 hdps slow 
deteriurauon. With coronary UbcJsc. 
in particula r. the .:u.lvama~e seems to 
occur rcgardle~s of how Ions one has 
smoked. According to Kannel . thl' d;na 
show an 1mmt.'diate 50 p-ercent reduuum 
in the nsk of comnary disease whetht.'r 
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··rhe issue 
of what constitutes 
agi ng and normal aging 
is an enigm<~ that has 
never llccn sat isfar.-
tor·ily solved.·· 
WtLLIAM KANNEL 
thl· po:rsnn has smo ked 10 years. 20 years. 
lO or 40 yl'Jr~ . h1 tl'rti!S ,f ~-ormlary 
,macks. there IS truuUic ~howmg the Ilene-
fit of <JUIHIEI!ot , But lor COCUJlary dtalhs JOd 
J>Cnphcral vascular Jisea~t.'. there is no 
difficulty at all ~howing tha t 4u imng 
helps . 
"I think that the elderly arc becoming 
increasm~ly hcahh ..:on~..:mus:· ~aid 
Kannel. " It ·~ ..:uriou~ : Ouc wou iJ 1hi nk 
that younr, people. who hallt' so much li fe 
ahead oftho:m. wnuhJ talc thin~s more 
seriou sly. But tho: elderly, they are the ones 
who are dnving more ca refully. avo id in" 
doing stupid and reckkss things bt-cause 
they more a.c tutely fed the approach of 
thegnmreaper." 
Some of the mher effects commonly 
aunbuted to o1ging may wt'll be pti..'VCOI · 
able. Oo1ta from the Franungham studies 
show that a sreat deal of the high-fre-
quency hea nng loss JO the elderly malt 
can be Ja 1d at the door of noisv indus1rics. 
We can predict. from the pop~ Ia my of 
loud music .1mong the you11g today. a 
generation o f deaf elderly in 50 or 60 
years. Osteoporosis. too. could be red uced 
if people were kepi more a Clive o1nd ate 
more cald um -ril.:h food s. In other 
words. the conclusio ns drawn from the 
Framingham He an Study are that pn:ven -
tion is possible. that it must be started 
early and that it takeS sustaincJ effon. The 
burden of these common and disabli ng 
cond itions. whether or not we term them 
agins phenomena, a~ the sources of a 
great deal of discom~nt in the elderly. 
Thae is also a strong wenetic compo· 
nent in the process of a~; i ng . "' Pl"'plc wilh 
superb g~nc:s are able tu withstand a life-
ume of abus~ bl."f."aus~ tht'Y may~ better 
able to cope with an overload of fat in the 
diet. too many c.1 lorks. too much sJh , too 
mut'h tra umJ , 100 litt le l·x~rCJse. smoking. 
If they have been blessed with superb 
mctabolil· rnadtinery. tht>y someho w sur-
VIve . Other people. wnh infenor meta -
bolic mat-h tnery. may avotd all these nsks 
and live longer thJn thl' sn·a t risk taker. 
There IS a lot to be satd for genetics:· 
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" Even wtth UJd ~enL''· lllll' \:Jil d11 ~ttme· 
thin~ dfn·uve to reduce the liabtlity." 
~IJit'tl KJtllld . 
There i~ Jhtl oJ mt~taken notion . he con -
tinued . that fullow ulj.:J healthy ltfe)tyle 
entJtl~nnbldt'r.lble saotfin· . ··otet.excr-
UH'Jlltlthl·l tkcnn·dtunht' )IIJU\Lere 
thaitht-y .lft• pJmful. Wl· J tc unly rt•tmn-
mcndinJ.: J Mcditnrant·Jn ur A~•Jn ,J,t·t. 
If you fol low the s pt·ctfics oftht,~e . ytlu get 
the fa t content. lower rholc~tt·rnL lower 
CJ !Ones tha t you llct:t!. Th ai tS hardly J 
ga~tro t mmtc n•.:htmJre_ Thne Jtc ~ood 
fnods. Ham ami qa:~ un·d 11111 he thl't•pit· 
orne uf ga~uonomiC expl'flt•ncc. Ont• can 
cat very wdl fnllowmg a prudent diet, as 
recommended by the Amcncan Heart 
Association." 
"Exerctse is someth ing we need tO 
build bJck into d.11ly livmg," JddeU 
Kannel. "We have taken 11 out by all the 
modern convemcnces. A bcltl'r way of 
livtng IS to exerctse natu ra lly WlthOi..it 
the contriving. If you cJn walk 10 work 
instead ol dnving J nd parktng nght next 
to the door. you are better off. Try not to 
use escalators 10 two -story buildings. We 
have engineered exercise out of our Jives: 
th~ t im~ h.1s come tO engineer u back." 
The Effects of Aging 
I tis difficult to measure the rate of aging. One st udy !Hodgson and BuskitiO has shown that the maxi-mal oxygen intake dedi ned after 
age 25 at the rate of0.40 to 0.4'5 ml of 
oxygen taken in per minute per kilogram 
of body weight each year. Grip strength 
went down about 0.20 kg per year. The 
investigators also found. however. that 
training at Jge 60 could improve the max· 
imal oxygen intake by about 12 perceru. 
Average decline In human 
male, from age 30 to age 75 
Factor 
Brain weight 
Number of axons in spinal 
n«ve 
%Decline 
44 
)7 
Vdocityofnerve i mpuls~ 10 
Number of taste buds 64 
Blood supply to Uram 20 
Output ofhean at rest JO 
Number of glomeruli in 44 
k. idnc)' 
Vital capacity of lungs 44 
Max1mum oxygen uptake 60 
"There is controversy about how much 
of the decli ne reponed is a result of 
aging as opposed 10 disease. 
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44. Agl"'l 
Of all tht' t'llolo):l\ .l l .. h.lO):lO.S .:.ssnctatcd 
wnh ~:row HI~ !Jid . yutHI~ ll'-'oplc arc prob· 
o~ b l y must Jnndy dw.l rl' o f the cosmcllc 
d tJil): '-' ·'· IIJ •r l' •'-1'' · Wlll t~dnb .. ·uull l" 
pronowKc•IJ nJ )hu ul•.kr> tend to 
narrow wuh J JvancHl l( d ): ~ -
en1uy tht• a)SCrt iven~:ss. compc tcncy. )t·l f· 
,_·,mt tul. •nJcpcnJcnn: and (klwcr- .l lt 
Sl):llS llf ''ffiJ >t"lll illU Y" -thJt t:l lll ll' W l\ h 
J ):t". 
~ tve hatr its l"!Jl11r. A).:e ) pnu a re caused by 
the: accumulauun of pi~mL·nt m th o: 
ln Amencan )0Cil'\y. these: changes 
Wh .J t n eatcs the: common cosmettc 
chan!ll'S m aging? Wnnkles begm bdow 
the sk in's outer layer (ep•dcrmi SI when 
~he tk rm is . .1 l.1yer of ti ssue ll llcJ wu h 
gla nds. nerve endings .lnd blood ves~ls. 
begm s tO shrmk. At the s.:ame lime. the 
dermts begm s to a trophy. ch.l nses m the 
fdt . muscle .:and bone create the deep 
wnnkles. O ther facto rs- exposure to the 
sun. envtromnenta l toxms. hered tl y and 
disease-a lso dffen the wrinklin g of the 
skin. 
~kin . But t h .. · ' hun t·n•·tl ' tJ t11rc Jnd flabby 
IIIU>t: lc:) .ue th1.· r<.:)Uit o i iJtk u l cx ~.:r<.: I~ C 
a •u.l mher behav1m~ l f<Jcton. These. <.~nd 
many other so-caUeJ elfe ct5 o f agmg. may 
bcrC'\Iersed. 
Me grc:e tt:d wnh lc:ss than enthus tasm 
beca use. 111 d )uCict y that secms to chen sh 
you th. t h~:se chan~:es make on~ look old . 
After a w hile. ume does ta ke liS to ll. 
Betwc:en the age~ of 35 .:~nd 80. the maxt· 
mum work a person can J ogoes down 
Cusm c: IIC t·h,mgcs dift'Ctthe sexes dif· 
ferently. Women may be- outraged o r 
humiliated by physlt'al chan~o:e s th.:u lead 
to whdt Susdn Soma~ h.:b ..:.tiled the pro· 
cess of "sexual dis4 udl ilkauon ."" Women 
may be fo rced mLO roles 11f hd plessncss. 
pa ssiYity. complia nce and non-compctl · 
uvencss. Mcu. on the other h,~nJ. may 
Greying of the hair is the result o f pro· 
gresswe loss o f p igment in the cells thd t 
by 60 percent. The strength of the grasp 
by the dom• naot hand (nghtm nght · 
handers1 goes down 50 perreot J nd the 
endurance to m.lmtatn the strongest grasp 
goes down 30 pL·rccnt . Fur S•lmc reason . 
not understood . the othc:r liubordinate ) 
hand. which was we.Jker w bq;m w1th . 
does not lose as much strength and 
Alzheimers Disease: The Search for a Cure Continues 
It is dilf\culi to pa int anything 
but a bleak picture of Allheimer's 
disease . 
Named.dterthe~rm.anneu· 
rologist Alois Alzheimer! 1804 
- 1915). it is a n-lc:ntless ;~nd Ira-· 
vc:uii.Jk form of <.Lc:mc:miil 1ha1 
has been known to sui~ adults 
u young as l 5. but most often 
appears in people OYer 70. Fot 
the- c:stim.;uc:-d one to 1hm mil· 
lion alflined Americans. the: e.uty 
symptoms often Involve memocy 
lou. apathy and difficuhic:-s with 
spacial orientation and judament. 
As the-Soc: problems worstn, 
victims b«omc:- lncre.ulnaly 
~reued. confused, restless and 
unable to care fOf them.Kivn. 
In the fhuluaan. Alzhc:lnwr 
pa.tlenu nvy bc:romc: so hc:lpkss 
that they arc: bc:drldden until 
they die from 5«ondary prob· 
lems such as pocumoni01 caused 
by ~ciden1ally inh'illna food. 
Unfortunately, the victimli of 
Al:theimc:r's often Include the 
pOitient's strused family 1nd 
C'iregivcrswho.dc:spitet!teir 
devoted etfOfts. must watch love-d 
ones turn into un~NjlCable 
strangers. 
Atthisjuncturc:. thc:eiKt 
cause, diagnosis ilnd tll!atment ol 
Alzheimer's continues to elude 
medical rc:!l-<'archcno. An •bun· 
dan« of new clues and lnsighls 
Into this mysterious dlsc:u" is 
bc:inauncovcred.ho~r. ln 
additlon.11rowina publlc;~warc:· 
~n hulc:d 10 1he de~lQI)ment 
of support groups and e xpc: r l· 
mental programs to help familic:s 
and c.arc:glvers rope with carina 
for All.hc:-imer patients. UI'm 
amazed th-ilt rc:se01rchers have-
progressed so far in such a short 
time.~ noted Professor Maron 
Slnell. from the School of Medl· 
cine's Department of Biochemis-
try. who has been rc:se;~~rchinathc: 
diseasefOfthe~stUyc:ars. 
Sinex pointed 10 many 
advances in 1he past decade. 
lndudin11 improvements in drug 
therapy 1hat ene symptom5. 
There- is an ina-eased under-
s!o;~ndlni or pouible it: netic 
causes, ol1hc: subllt: dlffeiTnces 
ln neurouansmltten In the 
bnins of vktlmt and how they 
ch.Jn1c:- over time: and olanalom-
lal ch.1n1u In 1he bnln th&l 
rc:-l.oue 10 memory Joss and other 
cognitive problems. In addition. 
imp~d medlcaltedmo~on­
such uthe PET so:an. which 
allows scientiSIS to vlsuatlzc 
the- tivtna brain-is addlna 
new insights. ~We- now have a 
dynamk anatomy of the dlseo;~sc:.A 
widSlnex.• 'I'Yc:- canvisuallzc: Its 
prosrcuion. whi~.:h we couldn't 
do before. ln other wotds we' re: 
dc:;~ling wilh a rc:a l. thrtt· dimc:n· 
siOI\Oil problem now. whc:iTas 
before~ only had two·dlmen-
siOilalundc:rs•andlna.· 
Although the c:uct cau.c: of 
Altheimer's is no1 known. Sinc:x 
noled that researchers now know 
it is anoclated with an c:ao:en 
of gc:nc:1k m.•crt'l on • p•nlo:· 
ular chromosome - 4n ~bnor -
mallty th01t, inlerc:-sttnaly. has 
alrc:ady been linked 10 Down's 
syndrome. (Several Boston 
Universityrc:searcherso~rc: 
Independently investlg;~~tlng bio-
chemic.al. genetic and physical 
slmltartclcs SC'C'n m Down's syn· 
dromc:-a o:ongenital disease 
whose victims arc: born modc:-r· 
Oitely to sc:vc:-rc:ly rc:urdc:d with 
dlstlncttvc:- physialtr;~~its-and 
Alzheimer's dlseOiSC:.) So:lentists 
also know the dlseo;~se e011n be 
lnheriublc: ilnd th.Jt-dc:spitc:-the 
Qo:tth~ ltc.anstnlt.erelatlvc:-ly 
voun1 aduhs-it Is "suonaly aac:--
dc:pc:ndc:nt.~ with most cases no1 
appc:arlna umll pc:ople all! In 
theft 7~ In addition to these 
facton.rnc:archersarelookiO;Ial 
other posslbk causes; for e:um-
ple, Slnexls inveSligatlngthc: 
possiblity that a virus nvy be: 
iTTYOI¥ed. 
Asfordlaanosis.thc:-bc:st 
physka t ev idence reseo;~rchc:-rs 
ha~ is the "p~ques ;~nd !angles" 
-fiLnnentous 11\iiterlal whose 
nature: and oriain so:iemists are 
not c:-•Ktly sure o!-foond In I he 
bro~ins ul au1opsied victims. 
(Aiihoulh similar plaquc:s and 
tanaks arc: found In 1hc:- bnins 
olnonnally aaing people. in 
Ab.heimervinims!hc:Sironllii!'S 
appear more- frc:quc:nlly o~nd In 
sprcitlc areas. I Slnex pointed 
out.howc:vc:-r. thal todiy "a really 
good clinic" co~n ~cuntety dtaa· 
nose 1he diKa!l-<' about II'S percen1 
oflhc:timcbyc:llmin,&tinlltllller 
pmblc:-ms su~.:h as stroke, a tumoc. 
drog poison ina or un~lated 
depression. Fortunate ly, research 
is advanci ng •n th is arc:a as well. 
Foreumpte. Marie. Moss. an 
as~ i sta nt rc: surch proft ssor in 
the Schoo{ of Mtd icine's Dc:par!· 
ment of ANiomy, recently dc:vel· 
opc:da "go;~mellke " dlagnoslic 
tc:stth<~l the N;~tlorulllnstitute 
onAainghas recommendedfor 
cllniuluse andthat "wlllhtlpus 
understand the b ro;~i n structures 
rc:spoos!blc: for memory 
i mpairment .~ 
The best method ofi!T<~Iing 
Alzheimer victims today. 
nplained Slnell.involv"prc:· 
so:rlblng medlc.1tions that ~ r..u 
lnthegeneral calc:gory ofanti · 
depres~-;~~nts.~ Apart from drua 
thero;~py. Sinn pointed out1hat 
otllanlullons such as the Eastern 
Manac:huSC:III Chiipter of the 
Alzheimer's Dlseaiic: and ReWed 
DIJOrders AUOd011ion. olwhich 
heispll!sidC'flt. canbehelpfulto 
boihvictlmsand lheirall!Ji~rs 
by providina inform.uion <~nd 
rormec1in1 people with suppon 
aroups. 
Giventhls variely ofrecent 
;~dvances. Sinc:x o:oncludc:-d opti-
mistiCOIIlly, " lt'ssimplyalotless 
traUITiiltic to have Allhc1mer's 
now!han it was LOur l'Syears 
aao." 
Editor's No1e: Researchers in 
Boston Univers ity 's M~diCOIJ 
Center- includinl the Sd~ ol 
Mc:dlcioc and several affiliated 
hosplto;~ts- ..:omprise ooe of1he 
Lugest Allhe•mer'5dlsease 
rc:searchc:ffortslnthe country. 
&stonitl willt<~ke il dolic:r look at 
these projects in an upcoming 
tnslt~llliuuc: . 
JONQUEIJO 
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8. DEVELOPMENT DURING ADULTHOOD AND AGING 
t'lidur.Uill' - Till' ~ t•t·nl 111 11nn· ••••••lul· 
tiout~ ,J,,.n·r. Th•· \olullll'll l l>luu<l 
pulHPClllhruu~lwuL the hudy )<On down 
SO pt:r..:cm . Th,· lll.l"IIIIUIU ,.,,JunK· u t Jlr .1 
JWT:>IllltJitlllh,lk):•ll')d>IIVII }0JH:TlCrll 
.:mJ '''1)-:l'll dilfu>•·~ trom llk.· lunt:) to the 
r•·d , dhut i lu:l>lw~<l Hlpl ·l\'l ' !IL I IH>fl' 
)luwly. Bluud llow Ill ilK' l..\\lllt.y) .11 .Jj.:l' 
~o ~~ , ·nlbl<krJbly 1,- ~ ) thJnthJt ,,f J].:l' ZO 
111 IIIJII)'. but l\UI .Ill. A111J. hy .J)!l' 7 0 . lilt: 
l><.J IIC) ofllll'lUH'Y'I: (lhC ' IJtl bmu:. J t thc 
b.:i>C: of the sptnl!) fu)c. In )hun. uur bot!· 
IC5 :>low Juwn and )llffcn .lS we J)!c. Thi> 
is nJ.turJI .111d Ol'(u r s even mthc .ll•scno: 
ofdiSt.'J>C 
Vbnm. hc:armg. taslc. )mcll.:and HIIKh 
have all bc1.:n rqwncJ 10 ,h.JIIJ'l' wuh 
cl\:C- New rc)l.'an:h )U~~csh. howL•vcr. that 
thL· clfnu of .JI:Iillg per ~e 111.1)' not Ue .n 
m.Jjor d factor .h ongm.:~lly lldicvcJ on 
declinmgscnSL'S. 
Prubably the most famtliar ch.Jng~s df~ 
t;lUh' 111 ~eemg. PrL·~byupu 1 rrnhy = nkl 
+opt a = vi~ton!t) a ~i):t\ ulthL· gr.:uluJI 
tn.'IOtlit r of thL· Icm ,tftht• L~:c to ft><.U) 
011 nc.lr obJcns -JtctKC. the grnwtng nccJ 
for "rcaJin~ glas)c~" or bifuc.:~ls J) people 
aile- There Jre othcr rclaLtvdy harmless 
..:h all J.:l'> . J) wel l. Ahnmt from btrth. the 
kns of thc ~·c begms to get more rlgh.l. 
By around ag~ 45 . printcJ pa~>:es must be 
held at .urn\ length o r farther to Ketthem 
into focus . But. nf course. ~t !hat Ji)tance. 
the le11ers arc usually too small to rNLI . As 
peopk a~:~~. thctr q •cs may become more 
sensitive to 11lan: .llld Uri~:thtli~:thts . Thty 
Osteoporosis 
The Stooping Disease 
Smoking 
contributes lO 
empl1ysema and may 
precip iWte coronary 
atWcks. Quilling 
smoking wil l not hring 
t11e person hack to 
absolutely normal 
function: but it 
helps slow the 
process rlown. 
may abo be Jess Jblc to discrimmat~ 
between ~:~radations of color. 
Mor~ scnous (')'c conditions increase 
with a~:~e as well. Approxunatcly Sl'\'en 
pen.:em of all people between the ages 
of 65 .mrl 74 have sc:nous v t~ud l ddicits. 
AhL'f aJ.:L' 75. thL· JlrflJttlrlUin 11111re thun 
duublt·~ to 16 perLeJII. Approxunatdy 
IWO·thtfJ) of atJ ~l'VL'fe VI~UJI impair· 
ments (k:t:Ur in people 65 or oldL'f. 
Macular degeneration is the most ser -
iou) caust• ufluw vbi1m mlht•clderly tn 
the UuitcJ State>. The macul.:t •> .:t )pol on 
the r~1ina of1he tye needed for very Hne 
focusiny. Wilh a Me. this region can Jegen-
crate anJ bcwme obstructed wuh tin~ 
blood ve~sds. 
Olhcr visual impairments include: 
glaucnm.J. which IS a dangerous .1nd 
ra •nful •ncrease o f pr~ssure wuhm thc 
l'Yl': Ut.lhl'ttl rcunopJthy, whtlh t) J 
dc~trtKttolt •tf lht·line bl011d vl·~~d~ tn the 
L')'l", dt·~troym~ot p.:~rh of the rcuna. a:.~OCI· 
Jted wuh utKontrulled dt.Jht·tn: and t·at -
arat:l~. whKh arc rloudy eye lcnst·s 
Ju:.t as preshyoptd ~ ~a v•s•on 1khcu 
d S ~'-'ll.llO:d wuh atl viliKtng ol!;l'. ~ ~~ prcsby-
acu~t) (prc~by = •tJtJ .,.. Jt'liU)I) = ~oumll ~~ 
a pm~-:rentvc heJrtl\): lul>~ J ~souatt·d wuh 
J!;lll!; . Thtl> 1> e~ Jx· ually true for the h igher 
fre4ul·nctes. Of the esumated 14 .2 mtltion 
Amencans wnh measurable h~Jrtng loss. 
about 60 percl'nt of those wuh thr musl 
severe hea rm~o: problems drc olde r thdn 
65 . 
Hearing loss assoc!a1cJ wuh aging may 
be of several causes. Geneuc factors. tnfec-
liOn and a It feu me of not~e certamly con-
tnbute. Poor personal hygtene. bUild -up 
of ea r wax, may also reduce hcarmy. Ca-
tain medicauons ~for example, drugs of 
the strep10mycin group/ can mJure the 
halrt"dlsmthct·arand interfere wuh 
both heanng and the ~cnsc ot !ldl.wce. 
Whtlc these phys1cal ami Sl'llsmy 
changes OL'CUr tn all people as tllL'Y age. 
keep in mmJ that the degree tO which 
thtA( .:~ffcc1 mdivtduals vartc) gre.:uly. The 
kty is how Wt' takc cJre of•u,rsc!ves. The 
pleas from the medical profession to cut 
down smokin8, drinkmg and to ~xt: rdse 
a rc groundt:d in heavy evidt:nce. Kt'epmg 
your)clf anive anJ healthy throughout 
your life can result in an uld a~e that tS 
producuve and rewardin~ . 
the collolpscd vcnebrK -•k· 
t'ned by OStt'oporosis. 
de~iiSCStherisk. 
An e-stlnuled fl~ million ~ople 
in the Unit~d S!atcs .ire.' o~fflic:ted 
with osh:upurosiS-oi di~.ISC 
moirked by loss or bon~ m.l$1 that 
w~ak~ns !he skt'l<ton and nuy 
result ln spontoineous fr.Ktures. 
Althouah everyone loses bon~ 
m.au u they age. thls process 
ally occurs uoond ag~ 30. Is 
inOtxllC't'd by hormones, ( .Jkium 
lmil kc, level ol physkoll .k."l ivlty 
•nd the slressul-IJht bc.uins. 
Heredity •lso plolys • role. From 
.llboul .l!Je 40. bone .llbsorption is 
more rapid tb.n bone formation. 
Whoil GI USC$ OSteoporosis is 
ncM 'f<'l understood. 8ec.JIUSC 
post -mt'nop•uul women •re at 
ekv"c-d risk. Wmt' investi g<l tOrs 
havt' su~wcsted thoit it inV()hlo:s 
csuogcn dc:"Ociency ~nd should 
be treated wi!h honnones. This 
Coln not be the cue, however. 
bcciiUSC not ill! poll· tnenop.11UUJ 
women develop OSI:t:oporosis. 
University Hospit.ll is wrrentty 
planntng to open .1 (1/nic at thc-
~nd of Fcbro;uy to Ueilt 05teopo-
rosts vkti ms. The clinic will 
be muliidlscipl ill.lry inYolvina 
onhopcdic surg~· ry, cnJu.:ri· 
nology. nunltion .tnd intcrrul 
medici ne. All ~tic:nts referred tO 
the clinic will be pre screened by 
• spcdiil x· rily 1~11 whkh will 
determine bone minerill contel'll. 
A spcdilllled b4ood wort-up ls xul~ral~d In women. In the 
first JOyurs•(lc.-rmt'nopaUSI:, 
women lose bon~ iltlwic~ the 
rillem~n do. 
Healthy baM is constilntly 
ch•nging.In childhood .ind ado-
lescence. bones form oil oi f•ster 
ro11e th.lln they ue reabsorbe-d. In 
~althy.lldults,upumil41We40, 
~akboncm.us ismaint.ll incd 
thruuwh.llb.ilallCc:bt:tw~"<n!hc 
prcxn!oc.'> ufbooc (onrwliOft•nd 
loss. !'leak bone mass. which usu· 
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There i• no wr, to dlo1gnos.r 
the urty suges of osteoporosis. 
The bone Iouth"" chu¥1eritts 
!he dlseuc does not show up on 
ll-uys umll • substilntl.lli portion 
of the boric is .lli ready lost . At hs 
Jolter 5l.l!JCS, ~~r. ost~opo­
rosls produtts nltemt' visible 
ch•nges: lotsofhcilhl.round-
ing of the up~r b..ck (~dow•­
ller's hump~), forward thrt.JSI uf 
the head, protrudin8 .llbdomen 
and cxp•nslon ofth,. chest. 
These symptoms ar~ .i ll due to 
At h ighest risk ~re white 
wome-n wllh ~ C.ilmily history 
o( ust~oporosls , of north~rn 
European desttnr, with mwtll 
bone fr• mn .lind of nornwl or 
less th~n .v('flljc -laht. C~rtaln 
dietuy •nd bchavlor~l r..ctors Gin 
increase the risk: drtnktna more 
than four to six cups or coffee 
aJdy, smoklng,hc:<~vyuseof 
.1h:ohol and LKk ul C.i lclum i n the 
diet ~ ll lncrusc 1h~ ri~k . On tho:.' 
other hand, physicill rxerc ise 
will be done 10 rule out mt'toi· 
bolic causes for me-tabolic bone 
dbuse .ind other appropri•t~ 
stud ies .11 ind iuted by udt cue. 
Also il progum of funn lOIUI 
brolCing will be st•n~d . Qucs· 
tlons concerning 1he clinic 
should be dll'fi:'led 10 the 
Dc:p.lrtlm'nt of Orthopedic 
SurKery. UniversuyHospit.ll. 
1617l6l8-8905. 
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Article 6 
The newborn's bram: regts termg 
every flash ol color. caress. 
scene and other stJmull vttalto the 
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MAKING OF A MIND 
KATHLEEN McAULIFFE 
"Give me a child for the first six years of 
life and he'll be a servant of God till his last 
breath." 
-Jesuit maxim 
A servant of God or an agent olthe devil ; 
a law-abiding Citizen or a juven1Je delin-
quent. What the JesUitS knew. sctentists are 
now rapidly confirming-that the mind of 
the child, in the very first years, even 
months. of life, is the crucible in which 
many of his deepest values are formed. It 
is then that much of what he may be-
come-his talents, his interests, his 
abililies-are developed and directed. The 
experiences of his infancy and childhood 
will profoundly shape everything from his 
visual acuity to his comprehension of Jan· 
guage and social behav1or. 
What underlies the child 's receptivity to 
new information? And why do adults seem 
to lose this capacity as they gain more 
knowledge of the world around them? Why 
is it that the more we know, the less we can 
know? 
Like a Zen koan, this paradox has led 
scientists down many pathS of discovery. 
Some researchers ar& studying develop-
ment processes in infants and children; 
others search the convoluted passages of 
the cortex lor clues to how memory records 
learning experiences. Still a.hers are study-
ing the degree to which learmng is hard-
wired-sok1ered along striC'! pathways in 
the brains ol animals and humans. 
Another phenomenon recently discov-
ered: long after patterns of personality 
have solidilied. adults may tap fresh learn-
ing centers in the brain, new nerve connec-
tions that allow intellectual growth far alter 
fourscore years. 
Although much research remains to be 
done. two decades of investigation have 
y1elded some dramatic-and in some 1n· 
stances unexpected-msignts into the de-
veloping bra1n. 
An infant 's brain is not just a miniature 
repl ica of an adull 's brain . Spanish neuro-
scientist Jos8 Delgado goes so far as to call 
the newborn " m ind less." Although all the 
nerve cells a human may have are present 
at birth. the cerebral cortex. the gray mat· 
ter that is the seat of higner Intellect, bare-
ly functions. Surprisingly, the lower brain 
stem, the section that we have in common 
with reptiles and other pnmilive an1mals, 
dictates most of the newborn's actions. 
Th1s chang es drastically in U'le days, 
weeks, and months alter birth. wnen the ce-
reoraJ cortex literally o10ssoms. Ounng this 
burst ol growth. Individual brain cells send 
out snoots 1n all d irect1011s to produce a tun· 
gle ol•nterconnecting nerve Jibers. By the 
time a ch•k:l ts one year ola. his bra1n is 50 
percent of its adult weight; by the t1me he's 
SIX, It'S 90 percent Of ItS adult wetgnt. And 
by puberty, wnen growth trailS off, the bta1n 
Will have Quadrupled in SIZe to the average 
adult we1Qnt of abool three pounds. 
How trillions of nerve cells manage to or-
gan•ze themselves into something as com· 
plex as the human bra1n remains a mystery. 
But thts much is certa•n: As thts ll'ltegration 
and deveiOOment proceeos. expenences 
can alter the brSJn's connectiOnS in a 1ast1ng. 
even W"reverSJble way. 
To oemonstrate th is , Colin Blakemore. 
prolesSOI' ol physiOlOgy at Oxlora Unrversity, 
ra1sed kittens tn an environment that had no 
horiZOOtallines. Subsequently. !hey were able 
to ·see· ooly vertiCal lines. Yet Blakemlre had 
tested the1r vis1on JUSt Defore the elllpenment 
began and found that the k1ttens had an 
equal nunber d eels that responaed to eacn 
type of ltne. 
Why had the cats become blind to hon-
zontall!nes? By the end of the expenment, 
Blakemore d!scoverea that many more celts 
1n the an1mats' bra1ns responded to vert ical 
lines than hOrizontal lines 
As the human bram develops. similar neu-
rOlOgiCal processes probaoty occur. For ax-
ample. ounng a test 1n whiCh City-dwelling 
Eurocanadians were exposed to sets of all 
types of lines. they nao the ~ ditliculty 
seetng oblique hnes. By ccmpanson, the 
Cree lncflans, from the eaSl coast of James 
Bay, Quebec, percetved ail onentations ci 
lines equally well. The researchers Aobeft 
Ann1s and Barna Frost. ol Queens Univer-
sity, 10 Kingston. Ontano. attributed th1s dif-
ference in VISual acUity to the sUbJects' en-
vironments . The Eurocanadians grow up n 
a world dofTunated by vertiCal ana hOriZCJn-
lalhnes, whereas the Indians. who live in te-
pees •n con•ltrous forests. are constantty 
exposea to surround•ngs Wllh many d iller-
ant types of angles. 
The sounds-as welt as the sights-!Nit 
an 1nfant •s exposed to can also influence 
his luture abilities . The phonemes ra/1 and 
lah , lor 1nstar.ce. are absent from the Japa-
nese language. and as m1ght be expected, 
aauns !rom that culture confuse English 
words containing rand I. (Hence the olfenng 
of steamed "lice~ in sUSh• bars.) Tests reveal 
lhat Japanese adults are qwte ll teraUy deaf 
to these sounos. 
Infants. on me other hand. seem to readity 
disungu•sn between speech SOU'lds. To 1811 
seos1t1vity 10 pnonernes. researchers rneaa-
ure changes 1n the tnfams· heaftbeats as dif· 
terent speech sounas are presemed. 1f an 
infant grows lamtliar With one SCU'Id and then 
encounters a new sound. his heart rate in-
creases. Although the ev•dence is still in-
complete. tests of bab:es from linguiscic 
backgrounds as vaned as Guatemala's 
3 8 Ftom OltiNI. 0.:.. 1ae&, pp. SUI, 74. ~ C1 1\1116 by'~~ Mel repniMd wt1t1 ~ 1J1 OMHl 
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Spanrsn culture. Kenyas Klkuyu·speakrng 
area. ana me Un~~ea States att pornt to the 
same cOfiCIUSI()(I Infants can clearly per-
carve pnonemes present rn any language. 
The arscovery that baores can make lin-
gurstrc arstrnctiOf'IS that aaults cannot causea 
researcners tO woncer at wnat age we lose 
thrs natural facdlly lor tanguage_ To hna out. 
Janet Werker. of Dathousre Unrversrt y. rn 
Nova Scotra. ana Rrcnara Tees. of Canaoa s 
Unrversrty of Brrtrsh Columora. began ex-
amrnmg tne ranguage capaorhlles ot Eng-
hsh-speal(.rng aaOiescents. Wer11.er and Tees 
tested the subjeCts to see .....netner mey coold 
drscnmrnate oetween two ononemes pe-
culiar to the Hrnar language. 
"We ancrcrpateCl that lrngurstrc sensrtivrty 
aecunes at puberty. as psycnologrsts nave 
CQ(TV11()f'lly assumed ... Werker explarns 
The results were surprrsrng. Young aClo-
lescents could not make the drstrnctron, nor 
COUld erght-year-oias. tour-year-aids. Ot rwo-
year-oras. Finarty, Werker ana Tees decroea 
to tesT rnfants. fhey orscovered tnat lhe cl.b rl -
ity to percerve lorergn pnonemes dechnes 
sharply by one year at age. ':All the srx-mon!Tl-
Oids from Engtrsn-speakmg backgrounos 
could orstrngursh oetween the Hrnar phO-
nemes. " Werker says. "But by ten to twelve 
months of age. the babres were unaole to 
make thrs drsunctron " 
The cutotf porn!. accordlllg to ~er. falls 
oetween ergnt and twelve months at age. If 
JlOI exposed to Hrnor oy tnen people requrre 
a lot of learnrng to catch up. Werker tound 
that Engtrsn-speakrng adults stu<:lyl{)g Hrndi 
for the hrst t1me neeaeo Lp to hve years of 
tra1nrng to learn the same pnoneme arslinc-
lions any SIX--mond1-oid baby can make. Wrlh 
further testrng, Werker succeeded in track-
ing down one of the leamrng mpalfments 
that thwarted her older subjects. AlthOugh 
there rs an audible d ifference, tne adult mind 
caMOI reta1n rtlong enougn to remember rt 
"The auditory capabrlities are there." Werker 
says. "If's the tanguage-processlfl9 capa-
bilities mat have changed.H 
Even a brief introduction to language dur· 
ing the sensitive penod can permanently al-
ter our perception of speech. Werker and 
Tees tested English-speaking adults who 
could not speak or understand a word of 
Hindi. althOUgn they hac oeen exposed to 
the language lor tne first year or two of life. 
They found that these adults had a major 
aavantage rn learmng Hrnd•. compared wrth 
English-speakrng adults who lackea such 
early eJCposure. 
Werker ana Tees's studies show that there 
rs an advantage rn learnmg language wrth1n 
the first year of hie. But wnen 11 comes to 
Jearnrng a secane tongue another study has 
reveatea some startt1ng find1ngs: Adults ac-
tuaity master a secona language more eas-
Ily than schOol-age Chrtaren ao 
For rour years Catnerrne Snow. of the Har· 
vard Graauate Scnool of =.aucat1on, stuored 
Amencans wno were rearn1ng Outen for the 
first trme whrle liv1ng .n Holland. 'When you 
control for such factors as access to nat1ve 
speakers and the darly exposure level to the 
language." Snow says , Hadults acqurre a 
large vocabulary ana ru~ ol gratTVTtaf more 
QUICkly than ch•ldren do. In my study. aaults 
were lound to be as good as cnrldren even 
rn pronuncratron . although many research-
ers contend that cnrldren have an advan-
tage tO speakrng hke natrves " 
ObviOUSly not alltearnrng stops wnen tne 
sensrt1ve perrod comes to a close. Thrs Ob· 
servatron has tea some researchers to 
questron the 1mponance of early experr-
ences. What 'NOUid happen. for example. rf 
a chrld did not hear a s1ngte word of any 
language unhl alter one year of age? Would 
the propensrty to speaK be forfeued lor· 
ever? Or could tater exposure to language 
make up the defic!l? 
Because of the unethical nature of per-
'It's probably 
lair to say that it you want 
bright kids, 
you should cuddle them a lot 
when they're 
babies because that .ncreases 
the number 
of neural connections.~ 
torm1ng such an expemnent on a child. we 
may never know the answer to that quesuon. 
But some rndications can oe gleaned from 
animal studi8S of how early deprrvatiOfl af-
fects the develOpment of social bena\1101". 
In An Outline of Psychoanatysis. Sigmund 
Freud refers to ~the corrmon assef'tiOfl thai 
the chrld is psychOlOgiCally the father of the 
man and that the events of his first years are 
of paramountrmportance for hrs whole sub-
sequem development.· At the University ol 
Wisconslfl Primate LaOOfatory,the pioneer· 
ing studies of Harry ana Margaret HwiOw 
put th•s oetrel to the test on our closeSI living 
relatrve-the rhesus monkey. 
"Our experrments. ioclicate that there is a 
critical per1od somewhere between the third 
and sixth month of life." write the Hartows, 
"durrng wntch SOCial deprrvatlQ(l, particu-
larly deprrva!lon at the company of (the 
monkey's I peers. rrreverSJbly olignts the an-
imal's capacrty lor socral adiustment " 
When later returned to a COlony 1n which 
there was ample opportunrty for rnteracturg 
wrth other animals. the experrmentat mon-
keys remaJneo wrtharawn, setl-oun•shrng. 
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ana cornpuJSNe. ~ srgnrlicanlly. they grew 
up to be 1nept botn as seJCual partners and 
parents. The females never became rm-
pregnated untess andicaally rnsemrnated. We 
aon·t know whether humans. lrke Hartow·s 
monkeys. must estaolrsh close bonds by a 
certa1n age or be forever doomed to socrat 
f~e. But an Of'I90II19 tongrtUdrnal stUdy, the 
Mrnnesota Preschool Protect. offers the en-
couragrng lrndrng that emot1onatty ne-
g lected lour-year ·olds C30 s:rll be hetpea to 
leao normal. happy trves To rena01I1tate me 
Children. the teacners 1n the oro1ect provrde 
tnem wtth the il.rno of rn ttmare auenrron that 
rs lack•ng at home. 
Pernaos one of the Harlows observatrons 
sheas lrgnt on why me protect was success· 
lui- Ou"ng the crurcal periOd lor sacral de-
velopment. the Harlows IOI.J"lO !hat even a 
little brl ol attentron goes a lOng way. Durrng 
the first year of hie. lor example. onty 20 mrn-
utes of playtime a day wnn other monkeys 
was apparently suf11crent lor me ammals to 
grow into well-aarusted adults. L. Alan Sroufe. 
codrrector of the Minnesota Protect tells the 
story of one lour-year-old txly wno was con-
stantly defiant-the krnd of chilO whO would 
hrt the other children With a by frre truck_ In-
Stead of sendrng hrm to a corner. the teacher 
was nsuucted to remove hrm lrcm.tne group 
and place hrm wrth another teacher The 
message they hOped to impan : We are re-
jeCting your behaviOr. but were not re1ect1ng 
you. Withrn a few months. the antlsocrallrttle 
boy learned to change hrs behaviOf. 
II Children aren't exposed to posrt1ve so-
oaf srtualrons untrl adOieScerce. however. the 
prognosrs rs poor. Like any complex benav-
ior. human SOCialrzatron requrres an elabo-
rate ser1es oltearnrng steps. So by aootes· 
cence. the teenager who mrssed out on 
many key sacral expenences as a chrlo has 
a tremendous hand1cap to overcome. 
Researchers are lindrng that each stage 
of life demanos otflerent krnas of competen· 
c1es. Thrs may be why sens1trve learnrng pe-
nods exrst. "When a baby 1s born 11 has to 
do two things at the same trme ... says 
biOCnem•st Sleven Rose. of Engtancfs Open 
Unrvers1ty "One rs that 11 has 10 survrve as a 
baby. The secono rs that rt has to grow 1nto 
that very orfferent organrsm. whiCh IS a child 
and then finally an aault. And rt rs not srmply 
the case mat everything lhe baby ooes IS a 
m1mature versl0f1 of what we see If) the adult. · 
For example. the roohng 1eflex. whrch en· 
abtes the baby to suckle. rs not a prehmrnary 
form ot chewrng: There's a !ransrtronal pe-
nod If) whiCh the CT'IIId must oeg10 eat1ng SOlid 
foods. Ana then other sorts of skrlls become 
necessary-the chrld must tearn to walk. talk. 
term lrtendShiOS. and when adulthOod IS 
reached. !rna a sexual partner "But the child 
does not have to know all that at the begtn-
n,ng. · Rose says "So sensmve oerrods are 
necessary because we nave !O know how 
10 do certarn thrngs at ce1tarn trmes aurrng 
development .. 
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2. DEVELOPMENT DURING INFANCY 
Dur~ng me course of a senSOI'y system's 
aevetoomenr. several sensrtNe per~oas oc-
cur In me case of human vrs10n lor exam-
ple. oeoth perceouon usually emerges by 
two montns of age and aller that remarns 
relalrvay stable But rt takes tne l~st five years 
of hie 10 acourre the aou• tevel of vrsual acu-
rty tnal attows us to see hne eel ar ts And dur-
rng mar prolonged oerrod we are vulneraole 
to many aevefOomental orootems tnat can 
cause tnrs process to go awry. For example, 
a drooprng lid or an eye covered by a cat-
aract-wtually anytnmg that oostrucrs vr-
sron rn one at the chrld"s eyes tor as few as 
seven days-can lead to a permanent Olur-
nng of srght. Thrs condrtron. known as am-
blyopra rs one of the most common ophthal-
motogrcat drsoroers. Treatment 'M:lrks onty rl 
camed out W11h1n tne sens1t1ve periOd. be-
fore the hnat organ1zanon of certatn cells 1n 
the v1sua1 cortex becomes hxea. After live 
years of age, no amount of v1sua1 sttmulattOn 
is likely to reorgan1ze the conneCtiOnS laid 
dO<Nn when the young nervous system was 
aevelcp1ng . 
L1ke molten plastic. the nervous system IS. 
at 1ts 1nceptoo. h1ghty pbaole. But 11 quiCkly 
settles 1nto a flgld c ast-one that has been 
shaped by expertence. Just what neurolog-
tcat evems set the mold is not krlO<Nn Some 
suggestNe ftncungs, t"lr::Mevef. cc::tM from tne 
research or Jonn Crontv·Dlllon, a prolessor 
ot ophthalmtc opbcs at the Untverslly of 
Manchester tnsutute of Scrence and Tech-
nology. 1n England. 
INol1ong w11h COlleague Gary Peny. Cronty-
OIIIon stud1ed growth actN1ty 1n the v1sual 
cortex of rat pups reared under normal hght 
CondliiOnS. TomeasuregrO<Ntn, researchers 
mon1tored the rate at which certa1n celts 
syntheSIZed tubuhn. a protern vtlal for form-
Ing and matntam•ng nerve connectiOI'lS. The 
researchers found that tubuJtn proaucttOn 1n 
the v1sua1 cortex remau-.ed at a lew level unt1l 
day 13. whiCh marks tne onset of the senSl· 
t1ve periOd tor vtsuat tearntng . It COinCides 
w1th the moment when the an1ma1 fi rst opens 
its eyes. At that t1me, tubuttn proaucnon 
soars. 1ndrcattng a nse n growth actiVity. 
Cronty·Dilion ana Perry !ouna !Tiat the rat's 
v1sual cone.x conunues to grow for the next 
week and then oeclines. By the end of the 
Cfii1Cal penod. when the pup IS roughly live 
weeks Old . tubuhn producttOO drops to the 
level atta1nea before the eyes open. 
To Cronty-01110n tne surplus of tubulln at 
the beg1nn1ng of the cnt1cat periOd and 1ts 
subsequent cutback have profOllnd 1mph-
cat1ons. "I t means tnat an uncommonly large 
number of nerve connec!lons can ex1st at 
the peax oltne cntiCal periOd. but only a small 
lract:on of them w1ll be maJnlalfled at the 
en a .·· he says. ·so tne quest1on. of course. 
1s wh1ch nerve connec:tons w111 be keot?"' 
II Cron•y-Oillon tS correct . expenence 
prooably stao1t1Zes tnose connect1ons most 
often useo our1ng the sens1tNe penod. ·so 
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by oeflnltiOfl. • he says. ·wnat remaJnS •s rrost 
CfltiCal fOr surv1vat "' 
Cronly·DIIIOn s work elabOrates on a the· 
01y Spantsn neurophyStOIOQISt Ramon Y Ca· 
tal ad\lanceo at me turn oi me century Ac· 
cord1ng to th1s v1ew. wh1ch has oeen gam•ng 
broaaer acceptance 1n recent t1mes. bra1n 
Oe\lelopment resembles natural selec!lon 
Just as me rorces oi natural selection ensure 
the surv1va1 of tf'le finest. so ao stmtlar forces 
preserve the most usetul bra1n cncu1ts. 
The oeauty o f thts model IS that 1t could 
explam wny tne bra1n 1S as e)<.QU ISi te ty 
adapted to tiS 1mmed1ate surrouna1ngs. tust 
as the mouthparts ol 1nsecrs are so perfectly 
matcnea to tne sexual organs of the !lowers 
they pothnate. The te)<.tures, shapes, scunas, 
and coors we perce1ve best may have lett 
the1r rmpr1nt years ago 1n the neural ClfCU1try 
of the develop1ng m1nd. 
There 1s atso a cena1n economiC appeal 
to th1s outlOok: Why. lor example. shOUld 
Japanese adults keep act1ve a neural CirCuit 
that perm11s tne d 1Sttnct1on between r ana I 
saunas when ne1ther of these ungutSIIC com· 
ponents IS present 1n the1r nauve tongue? 
Yel anomer econom1c advantage ol the 
theory 1S that 11 'M)Uid explain hJw nature can 
Iorge someth1ng as 1ntncate as the bram out 
ol a relatively !tmued amount of genetiC ma-
tenal "It lOoks as thougn .....nat genetiCS aces 
1s sot/ ol make a bra1n.'" Blakemore says. 
·we only ha\le abOUt one hundred thousand 
genes-and that's to maxe an enttre ooay. 
Yet the Dratn atone nas tniiiOfls of nerve cells, 
each one lorm1ng as many as ten thOusand 
conneCtions w1th 1ts netgnoors. So 1mag1ne 
the 01fficutty at try1ng to encoae every step 
of the w1r1ng process 1n our DNA '" 
This vast discrepancy becween genes and 
connec11ons. accora1ng to Blakemore. can 
be overcome by encod1ng 1n the DNA the 
spec1fiCat1ons lor a '"rough bratn. " ··Every-
thing gets roughly la1d aown 1n place .·· 
Blakemore says. ··But the w1nng of the young 
nervous system •S far too nch ano 01ffuse. 
So the bratn overconnects and then uses a 
selectiOn process to line-tune the system." 
The bra1n of an etght-month-old human 
fetus IS ac tually estunated to have two to 
three t1mes more nerve cells man an aautt 
Ora10 aoes. Just oetore blflh. there IS a mas· 
IWs~a:~a~~o~~~~s~~~a~~rl~~~ila~ 
hood ana then levels oft. Presumably many 
nerve connectiOns that fall 1nt0 disuse van-
ISh But that •s only part of the selectoo 
process-and poss1bly a small p ari at that. 
Accord1ng to Blakemore. many neural Cir-
CUitS rema1n 1n place but cease to lunctoo 
ahet a cenaM1 age. ·1 would venture a guess,· 
he says. ··that as many as n1nety percent of 
the connections you see 1n the adult bra1n 
are nonfunctl0f\8t The ttme wnen c~rcutts can 
be sw1tcl"lea on or off prooaoly vanes tor dll· 
lerent pans 01 tne ce•eoral conel(--de-
pendlnQ CYl what funcuons tney control.......at'lO 
would c01nC1ae w1m tne sens•t1ve penod of 
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tearn1ng. Once the on-all sw1tcn becomes 
trozen. tne sensitive periOO IS over " 
Th1s doesn't mean. however, that new Cir-
CUitS cant grow. There appears to oe a 1tne-
tun1ng of percept1on COinciding With tnese 
developmental events. Ana as the bra1n be· 
comes a f1ner Steve. hl ter1ng out all but a lim-
Ited amount of sensory 1nput. 1ts strategy tor 
stonng 1nformat10fl appears to change. 
· stud1es 1n<:11cate that as many as fifty per-
cent of very young ch1ldren recall th1ngs lfl 
piCtures, · says blochefnlst Rose. ·:A..nd by tne 
t1me we"re aoout four or hve. we tend to lose 
our etdeuc [phOtographiC ] memory And de-
velop sequential methOds of recall " 
To Rose. whO IS studytng the neurOlogiCal 
mecnamsms that undertte learn~ng , th1s sn1ft 
in memory process may have an rntnguing 
logiC. RTo be a n~nly adaptaore orgamsm 
like man. capable of liv1ng 1n a lot of d11feren1 
enwDfYT'e"lts. one lll.lst start out With a br81"1 
rhat takes n everything,· Rose explains. "And 
as you develop, you select what 1s •mportant 
ana what tS no1 1mportant to remember. If 
you went on rcmcmtet~r.g a~sc lutely e·'er'J-
thing, it would be 01sastrous." 
The Russ1an neurologtst A. R. Luna had a 
patient cursed wtth such a memory-the 
man could descnbe rooms ne"d been 1n 
years before, pieces of conversations he'd 
overheard. His memory became such an 
im pediment that he could not hOld even a 
clerK's )Ob; while listentng to instructtons. so 
many assoc1ato1s for eac, 'M)I"d would anse 
that he couldn't locus on what was being 
SBJd. The crt'( position he could manage was 
as a memory man •n a theatncal company. 
-The crucial thing then, · Rose says, "is !hal: 
you must learn wnat to forget • 
Some components of tile bram. however, 
must retain thelf ptashc1ty 1nto adulthOod-
Oiherwise. no further learn•ng would be pos-
stbfe. says neurosc1ent1St B1ll Greenough. ol 
the Un1vers1/Y of llhno1s. at Urbana-Cham-
patgn. Wh1le the adult bram cannot generate 
new bralfl cells. Greenough has uncovered 
ev•dence that 11 aces cormnue to generate 
new nerve connect/Oils_ But as the brain 
ages, the rate at wh1ch 11 produces these 
COflnSCtiOOS SlowS. 
If U"le young bra1n can be likened to a sap-
ling sprounng SllOO(s 1n all d irections, then 
the aault bra1n IS more alun to a tree, wnose 
growth IS confined pnmanly to budding re-
giOI'lS. "In the maiUre bran.· Greenough says, 
Mneural connect1ons appear to pop up sys-
tematiCally. prectsely wnere they're needed.· 
Early exper~ance. then provtdes the foun-
datiOn on wh1ch all subsequent knowledge 
ana sk1lls 0u1ld. "'That's why it's extraordinar-
ily dlflicult to change certam aspects of per-
sonality as an adult.M says neurosc1entiSf 
Jonathan W1nson. of Rockefeller Un1vers1ty. 
WPsycn1atnsts have an express1011: "ln51gnt 1S 
wonderful. but the psycne hgnts back.· Un-
fortunately, one oltne drawbacks of cnt~Ca~-­
peroo tearmng IS thai a lol of misconcep-
tions ana unreasonaole fears can oecome 
trozen tn our mtnds ounng this very vulner-
able penoo tn our development .. 
Greenough acknowledges that the sys-
tem tsn't perfect nevertheless. 11 works to 
our advamage because you can't butld on a 
wobbly nervous system "You've got to know 
whO your mother ts . and you ve got to have 
perceptual sktliS ... he exptatns. "These and 
other types ol learntng have to tell Qutckly, or 
ail fun her development would halt. · 
Can these tns~ghts tnto the developing 
bram help educators to devtse new strate-
gtes for teachtng? 
"\'Ve're a very long way from betng able to 
apply the work of neurobLOiogtsts to what 
chalk-laced teachers are try111g tO do." says 
Open Untverstty's Rose. 
But he can see tne rough outline of a new 
retatl()('lship between neurobiOlogy and ed-
UCat.o'l, v.flLCh excites hm. VIe can rY:1N s&-1 
wtth conSJderable cenatnty that there are 
important advantages 10 grow~ng up tn an 
enflcheo enwonment. .. he says. "That does 
not mean that you shOuld be teachtng three-
y~ar-oLGIS Ei,1SI€ltn's thtory ol rslat~Vtl\' on the 
grounos mat you wtit be turning them into 
gen1uses later on. But tt's probably falf to say 
thalLI you want bnght ktds. you should cud-
dle them a lot as ba01es because that In-
creases the number of neural conoect1011s 
produced 1n the bratn." 
Although early learning tends to aver-
shadow the tmportance of tater experience. 
mental development never ceases. Recent 
studies tndLcate that our tntel!ectuat abllittes 
conunue to expand well into our etghttes . 
provided the bratn has not been •n1ured or 
diseased. Most cructal lor malf'ltalntng men-
tat v•gor. accordtng to Greenough. 1s staytng 
act111e ana tak1ng on new challenges. In h1s 
rat stud1es. he round mat tack of sttmula-
11011-mucn rT'IQ(e than age-was the factor 
that limited the !ormation of new neural con-
necttons tn the aoult bratn. 
As k>ng as we don't isolate ourselves as 
we grow older. one very tmportant type of 
mental faculty may even tmprove. Called 
crystalhzed tntelhgence. th1s ab•lity allows us 
to draw on the store of accumulated knowl-
eoge to prov•de alternate SOiutiOflS to com-
91LC~tec1 problems. Analyzing compte• polit· 
ical or mditar·t strategies. lor example. would 
expiOtt crystallized Intelligence. 
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e. lloklng of • Mind 
There •s a danger tn behevlhQ tnat be-
cause the bra.n·s anatormcat bQunoanes are 
roughly estabhsned early tn ti le, aH mental 
capabtlities are restncted. too. "Intelligence 
is no1 something stattc that can be ptnned 
down with an 1.0. test hke butterflies on a 
sheet of cardboard." says Rose. "tits a con-
stant Interplay between tnternal processes 
and externallorces ... 
To be sure. many types ol tearntng do fa-
vor youth. As v10llntst Isaac Stern says. ·· tt 
you haven·t begun ptayng viOitn by age 
etght. you'll never be great:· But 1n the optn-
ion ol Cronty-Oillon. tne best ttme tor tearn· 
tng other types of Sktlls may be much later 
tn hie. Although he wtll not etaoorate on thts 
until further studies are done. he behaves we 
may even have sensthve penods wtth very 
tate onsets. "There's a real need." Cronty-
Dillon says, ··to define all the different types 
of sensitive periods so that eoucatiOI"I can 
take adVantage ol biQiogc al cpttmums ... 
It is said that the ab1hty to learn tn later lt fe 
depends on the retentiOfl ot chtldlike inno-
cence. "Tnis old saw." iiiS!SIS Cror.ly-Otll0.'1. 
"could have a neurok>gtcat basts .. 
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Appendix K 
Human Development 
Exercises 
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Human Development Exercise 
Dear Participant: 
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You, along with several others, are being asked to complete 
a series of written and groups exercises related to various 
topics of human development. Each week, for the next four 
weeks, you will read a different article on human 
development and complete a series of questions related to 
the article. You also will be included in a small group 
session in which discussion of the articles will occur. The 
group session will consist of five to seven individuals, 
similar to yourself in age and college experience. 
The four articles you will be reading are on the role of 
genes in development, prenatal development, brain 
development, and aging. 
If you need clarification of any item or assistance as you 
answer the questions, do not hesitate to ask the aide. 
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Week #1 
For this first session you are being asked to read the 
article "Genes: Our Individual Programming System" and to 
complete written responses to the questions listed below. 
Answer the questions as completely as possible in the space 
provided. Your answers will serve as a basis for your 
contribution in a small group discussion of this article 
later this week. 
1. What are some of the functions of genes in the human 
body? 
2. Describe the relation between genes and hormones in 
regard to how they play determining roles in the sex of 
the child. 
3. How do male sex hormones contribute to the 
"masculinization of the child"? What does this phrase 
mean? 
4. What prenatal occurrences may interrupt normal 
development of the male? 
ID# ____ _ 
5. What evidence is there, if any, that hormones shape 
behavior in humans? 
6. What evidence is there to suggest a hormonal 
explanation for homosexuality. 
7. What may cause discrepancies between biological 
identity and gender identity? 
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8. What are some of the effects of abnormal ly high or low 
prenatal levels of androgens on males and females? 
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Week 2 
In this session you are being asked to read the article 
"Life Before Birth" and to answer the questions given below . 
A discussion of thi s article, using a s imilar format as last 
week, will follow later this week. 
1. Describe what the fetus is likely to hear from both the 
mother's internal functioning and external stimuli. 
2. What are the abilities of the fetus which are thought 
to stem from humans ' evolutionary aquatic beginnings? 
3. What evidence is there to show that newborns, less than 
three days old, prefer their mother' voices to the 
voices of others? What may account for such a 
phenomenon? 
4. What effects do the emotions of mothers have on 
fetuses? 
ID# 
5. Describe prenatal brain life as presented in the 
article. 
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6. After reading the article, what does this quote by 
Keith L. Moore mean to you: "Although it is customary 
to divide development into prenatal and postnatal 
periods, it is important to realize that birth is 
merely a dramatic ..... change in environment."? 
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Week 3 
In this session you are being asked to read the article 
"Aging: What Happens to the body as We Grow Older?", and to 
answer the questions given below. A discussion of this 
article, using a format similar to the last two weeks, will 
follow later this week. 
1. Describe as completely as possible the two approaches 
to aging taken by the Veterans Administration Normative 
Aging Study and the Framaugham Heart Disease 
Epidemiology study. 
2. If an individual smokes throughout most of his/her 
life, will quitting smoking later in life improve one's 
health? If so, in what ways? 
3. It is commonly thought that many of the effects on the 
body of aging are inevitable. Based on the article, do 
you agree with this statement? What preventative 
measures can someone take to minimize the effects of 
aging? 
4 . How may one's genetic makeup influence the process of 
aging? 
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5. Although the exact cause of Alzheimer's disease is not 
fully known, what known genetic and anatomical factors 
of the disease have contributed to scientists' 
understanding of the nature of Alzheimer's disease? 
6. What are common sensory changes that occur with aging 
(e.g., vision and hearing)? 
7. What is osteoporosis? What risk factors are associated 
with the disease? 
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Week 4 
In this session you are being asked to read the article "The 
Making of a Mind", and to answer the questions given below. 
a discussion of this article, using a format similar to 
earlier weeks, will follow later this week. 
1. Describe how exposure to certain stimuli in the 
environment influences what is perceived by the 
individual. 
2. What accounts for infants' abilities to make linguistic 
distinctions that adults are unable to make? 
3. What is the evidence, both pro and con, for a sensitive 
period in language development? 
4. What do research studies with non-human animals tell us 
about a critical period for social development. so 
studies with humans support this notion? Why or why 
not? 
ID# 
5. Define amblyopia? Why is treatment of this disorder 
only effective before five years of age? 
6. Explain the relation between brain development and 
natural selection. 
7. Why does the fetus brain of eight months have more 
nerve cells than the adult brain? 
8. Why is our ability to forget some of what has been 
perceived so important. 
9. Based on what you have read in the article, define 
"sensitive" or "critical " periods. 
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Control Group 
without Interaction 
Schedule Sheet 
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Thank you for your participation in this research project. 
Your part in the study is to complete the questionnaires 
given today and to complete an additional set given Monday 
through Friday during the week of May 8 - 12. You may come 
in between 9 and 5 on one of these days to complete the 
materials. Plan about 1 to 1-1/2 hours to complete this 
session. 
You will be contacted in a few weeks to remind you again of 
the specific times for the second session. Thank you again 
for your assistance in this project. 
Appendix M 
ANOVA Tables 
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Ego Identity Scale 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS 
.E Level 
Group 163.51 2 81.75 .94 .397 
Subjects 4075.74 47 86.72 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 48.24 1 48.24 3.29 .076 
Group x Time 8.01 2 4.00 .27 .763 
Error 689.99 47 14.68 
EPIS Trust 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS 
.E Level 
Group 383.74 2 191.87 2.58 .087 
Subjects 3495.93 47 74.38 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 47.56 1 47.56 2.99 .090 
Group x Time 18.00 2 9.00 .57 .571 
Error 746.76 47 15.89 
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EPIS Autonomy 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS E Level 
Group 299.60 2 149.80 2.80 .071 
Subjects 2513.00 47 53.47 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 15.75 1 15.75 . 90 .347 
Group X Time 3.18 2 1. 59 .09 .913 
Error 8 19. 82 47 17.44 
EPIS Initiative 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS E Level 
Group 137 .86 2 68.93 1. 77 .182 
Subjects 1833.24 47 39 .01 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 0.08 1 0.08 .01 .937 
Group x Time 27.26 2 13.63 1. 09 .343 
Error 585.70 47 12.46 
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EPIS Industry 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS E Level 
Group 242.10 2 121.05 2.40 .102 
Subjects 2374.00 47 50.51 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 1. 05 1 1. 05 .10 .750 
Group x Time 10.97 2 5.48 .54 .586 
Error 477.32 47 10.16 
EPIS Identity 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS E Level 
Group 580.01 2 290.01 3.71 . 032 
Subjects 3669.72 47 78.08 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 88.62 1 88.62 5 . 09 .029 
Group x Time 11.13 2 5.57 .32 .728 
Error 818.16 47 17.41 
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EPIS Intimacy 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS E Level 
Group 351.16 2 175.58 2.13 .131 
Subjects 3881.10 47 82.58 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 54.11 1 54.11 4.49 .039 
Group x Time 3.24 2 1. 62 .13 .874 
Error 566.00 47 12.04 
Ideological Diffusion 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS E Level 
Group 62.40 2 31.20 .77 .471 
Subjects 1915.00 47 40.74 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 1. 78 1 1. 78 .20 .659 
Group x Time 23.10 2 11.55 1. 28 .288 
Error 424.46 47 9.03 
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Ideological Foreclosure 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss OF MS 
.E Level 
Group 140.54 2 70.27 1. 65 .204 
Subjects 2006 . 35 47 42.69 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 24 .25 1 24.25 1. 63 .208 
Group x Time 4.17 2 2 .08 .14 .870 
Error 700 . 32 47 14 . 90 
Ideologica l Moratorium 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss DF MS 
.E Level 
Group 44.55 2 22 . 27 .34 .711 
Subjects 3053 .2 0 47 64 .9 6 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 33.50 1 33.50 4.21 .046 
Group x Time 17.13 2 8.56 1. 08 . 349 
Error 373. 8 8 47 7.95 
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Ideological Achievement 
Source of Sign. 
Variation ss OF MS 
.E Level 
Group 205.62 2 102.81 3.26 .047 
Subjects 1482.76 47 31.55 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 196.73 1 1 96 .73 14.14 .000 
Group x Time 34.66 2 17.33 1. 25 .297 
Error 653.70 47 13 0 91 
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An EIS Posttest by GroupCTreatment, Engaged Control, 
Maturational Control) Analysis of Covariance Using EIS 
Pretest Scores as the Covariate 
Source of 
Variation 
EIS Pretest Score 
Group 
Error 
ss 
1308.22 
11.93 
1266 . 89 
OF 
1 
2 
46 
MS 
1308.22 
5.96 
27.54 
F 
47.50 
0 . 22 
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Sign 
of F 
0.00 
0.81 
An EPIS Identity Subscale Posttest by GroupCTreatment, 
Engaged Control. Maturational Control) Analysis of 
covariance Using EPIS Identity subscale Pretest scores as 
the Covariate 
Source of 
Variation ss OF 
EPIS Pretest Score 1022.48 1 
Group 48.48 2 
Error 1477.14 46 
MS 
1022.48 
24.24 
32.11 
F 
31.84 
0.75 
Sign 
of F 
0.00 
0.48 
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An Ideological Diffusion Posttest By Group (Treatment. 
Engaged Control. Maturational Control) Analysis of 
Covariance Using Ideological Diffusion Pretest Scores as the 
Covariate 
Source of 
Variation 
Pretest Score 
Group 
Error 
ss 
746.66 
46.10 
848.92 
DF 
1 
2 
415 
MS 
746.66 
23.05 
18.45 
F 
40.46 
1. 25 
An Ideological Foreclosed Posttest by Group (Treatment, 
Engaged Control, Maturational Control) Analysis of 
Covariance Using Ideological Foreclosure Pretest Scores 
the Covariate 
Source of 
Variation ss DF MS F 
Pretest Score 583.56 1 583.56 19.28 
Group 4.81 2 2.40 0.08 
Error 1392.38 46 30.27 
Sign 
of F 
0.00 
0. 30 
as 
Sign 
of F 
0.00 
0.92 
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An Ideological Moratorium Posttest By Group (Treatment, 
Engaged Control, Maturational Control) Analysis of 
Covariance Using Ideological Moratorium Pretest Scores as 
the Covariate 
Source of 
Variation 
Pretest Score 
Group 
Error 
SS DF 
1007.74 1 
14.03 2 
638.44 46 
MS 
1007.74 
7.02 
13.38 
F 
72.61 
0.51 
Sign 
of F 
o.oo 
0.61 
An Ideological Achieved Posttest by Group (Treatment. 
Engaged Control. Maturational Control) Analysis of 
Covariance Using Ideological Achieved Pretest Scores as the 
Covariate 
Source of 
Variation 
Pretest Score 
Group 
Error 
ss 
205.30 
120.21 
1094.14 
DF 
1 
2 
46 
MS 
205.30 
60.11 
23.79 
F 
8.63 
2.53 
Sign 
of F 
0.01 
0.09 
Appendix 0 
Cronbach Alpha for 
the EOM-EIS Pretest 
Scores Prior to 
Subsampling 
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Internal Consistency of the Extended Objective Measure of 
Ego Identity Status CEOM-EISl for Pretest Scores Prior to 
Subsarnpling Cn-96) 
Identity Status 
Diffusion 
Foreclosure 
Moratorium 
Achicver.tent 
Mean 
Time 
Pretest 
.3743 
. 7652 
.6755 
.6197 
.6087 
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Appendix P 
Intercorrelations Between 
the Ideological Identity 
Subscales of the EOM-EIS 
Subscales for Pretest 
Scores Prior to Subsampling 
1 7 1 
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Intercorrelations Between the Ideological Identity Subscales 
of the Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status 
IEOM-EISl for Pretest Scores Prior to Subsampling 
EOM-EIS EOM-EIS Ideological Subscales 
Subscales Diffusion Foreclosure Moratorium Achievement 
Diffusion ~= 
p= 
Foreclosure ~= .056 
p= .293 
Moratorium ~= .475 -.119 
p= .000 .124 
Achievement ~= -.374 -.139 -. 310 
p= .000 .088 .001 
